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“We see the same Bible differently, depending on where we’re standing. As Justo González states, none of us sees the whole landscape, nor do any of us see the
landscape ‘as it really is.’ Taken together, though—by the church across time and around the globe—we are drawn closer to hearing and understanding
the big picture of what God is saying and doing through his Word.”
—JOEL B. GREEN, PROVOST AND DEAN, ON READING SCRIPTURE IN GLOBAL CONTEXTS, P. 4 (PICTURED: JER SWIGART OF GLOBAL IMMERSION PROJECT, P. 20)

+ Scene from the Sidewalk:
Randall Cole is a much-loved
community member who oversaw
publication design for Fuller for
almost 17 years. Throughout his
career he has enjoyed looking at and
often photographing art, but never
with any clear intention. In late 2015
he was inspired to take a closer look
at public art, as he says, “focusing
on the incredible details that, much
like the building blocks of all matter,
lay the foundation for each work and
demonstrate the creative differences
of each artist.” He has fascinated
us with his travels and the now well
over 500 pieces documented on his
Tumblr and Instagram sites, and we
are pleased to continue working with
him in his new role as a design and
production consultant for Fuller. See
pp. 74–75 and 94–95 for more.
scenefromthesidewalk.tumblr.com
instagram.com/scenesfromthesidewalk

At left in detail, above in situ:
Venezuelan-born Mata Ruda uses
iconography from both sides of the
border to address environmental
and spiritual issues as well as
social concerns about overlooked
communities and cultures. This
work, the title of which translates as
“Endless Struggle,” was painted in
Coachella, California, in 2016 with
the help of Lucinda Yrene, whom
Ruda credits with providing him the
spiritual and emotional insight to see
the capacity of his art to cure and
empower. In a poor community once
known primarily for its grapefruit,
this piece aimed to open the eyes of
the hundreds of thousands of visitors
to the Coachella Music Festival to
the plight of the area’s year-round
residents.
Follow the artists @mataruda and
@lucinda_yrene
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+ Our Culturally Shaped Lenses
I like the image Justo González
introduces in his book Santa Biblia:
The Bible through Hispanic Eyes.
Writing about “perspectives” in reading
the Bible, he asks us to imagine that
we’re all looking at a landscape: “The
landscape is the same for all of us.
Yet each one sees it from a different
perspective, and will thus describe it
differently.”
It’s not that we have different
Bibles, he goes on to say, but that
we see the same Bible differently,
depending on where we’re standing.
To push the metaphor a bit further,
what we see depends on lots of things,
like how tall we are, the quality of our
eyesight, and what we’re looking for.
Sometimes we’re drawn to different
parts of Scripture—one person to
Jesus’ parables, another to stories of
Sarah and Abraham, and yet another
to the Psalms. Different parts of
the landscape catch our attention.
Sometimes we read the same texts,
say, the Minor Prophets, with different
interests—one congregation for their
message about economic faithfulness,
another for their message about the
hope of God’s people for restoration,
and still another for their critique of
false worship. Standing in different
places, we perceive the landscape
differently. As González recognizes,
none of us sees the whole landscape,
nor do any of us see the landscape “as
it really is.” Taken together, though—by
the church across time and around the
globe—we are drawn closer to hearing
and understanding the big picture of
what God is saying and doing through
his Word.

In this way, we’re reminded that,
even when we join our voices with
the Reformers in their declarations
of sola scriptura, “Scripture alone,”
Scripture isn’t actually alone. We’re
the ones doing the reading, after all,
and we bring ourselves, with all of the
textures and hues and flourishes of
our humanity, to the Bible. We inhabit
Scripture in different ways. Scripture
challenges us and encourages us in
different ways.
A lot of this difference has to do
with the lens through which we read
Scripture. Like eyeglasses, often
unseen but nonetheless fixed atop our
noses, these culturally shaped lenses
filter how we read the Bible. Gathering
with people not like us to read the Bible
can surprise us, then, as we hear what
others encounter in our beloved texts.
Recalling his encounter with
Scripture’s Lord, St. Augustine wrote
that he heard these words: “Take and
read; take and read.” As we “take
and read,” let’s do so in concert with
readers from the north and south, east
and west, readers contemporary and
readers past.

+ JOEL B. GREEN
is provost, dean
of the School of
Theology, and
professor of
New Testament
interpretation
at Fuller
Seminary.
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Reading the Scriptures from My Point of View
Leyendo las Escrituras desde Mi Punto de Vista
성경읽기의 개인적인 관점
From Mark Labberton, President

My life has been changed by “reading the Bible with the dead,” most notably through historical theology professor John Thompson’s
provocative book by that title. My life has
also been profoundly shaped by reading the
Bible with living brothers and sisters from
widely varied global contexts.
“Reading Scripture in global contexts”—the
theme of this issue’s theology section—magnifies these perspectives in profound ways.
When we allow ourselves to view and hear

Mi vida ha cambiado al “leer la Biblia con
los muertos,” más notablemente a través del
provocativo libro del profesor de teología histórica John Thompson que lleva ese título. Mi vida
también ha sido profundamente formada al leer
la Biblia con hermanos y hermanas con vida de
muy diversos contextos globales.
“Leyendo las Escrituras en contextos globales”
– el tema de la sección de teología de esta edición
– magnifica estas perspectivas en formas profundas. Cuando nos permitimos observar y

다소 도발적인 제목인 ‘죽은 이들과 함께 하는 성경 읽
기’라는 역사 신학 교수인 존 톰슨(John Thompson)의
책은 저의 삶에 변 를 가져왔습니다. 또한 전 세계의
다양한 지역에서 온 살아 있는 형제자매들과 함께 하는
성경 읽기 역시 제 삶에 큰 변 를 가져다주었습니다.
이번 호 신학 부문의 제목인 ‘범세계 상황에서 성경
읽기’는 이 두 가지 측면의 연장선에 있습니다. 다양한
문 들이 마주하는 방식으로 성경을 보고 듣게되면
이전과는 다른 해석을 배울 뿐 아니라 성경을 읽는 방식
8
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the Bible as seen and read in other parts of
the world, we not only benefit from those differences, but our own reading of the Scriptures is transformed. A “neutral” reading
is exposed as highly shaped by context, experience, and assumptions about almost everything. As literary critic Jonathan Culler
puts it, “Meaning is context-bound and context is boundless.”
It is difficult to see how we see. Our viewpoint appears to us as straightforward, natu-

escuchar la Biblia como es vista y leída en otras
partes del mundo, no sólo nos beneficiamos de
esas diferencias, pero nuestra propia lectura de
las Escrituras es transformada. Una lectura
“neutral” se expone como altamente formada
por el contexto, la experiencia y las suposiciones
sobre casi todo. Como lo pone el crítico literario
Jonathan Culler, “El significado está limitado
por el contexto y el contexto no tiene límites.”
Es difícil ver como vemos. Nuestro punto de
vista nos parece directo, natural – hasta inneg-

자체에 변 를 가져오게 됩니다. ‘객관적 (neutral)’
해석이라는 것도 실제로는 자신이 처한 상황, 경험,
그리고 가지고 있는 가정들에 의해 상당 부 분이
좌우됩니다. 문학 비평가 조나단 컬러(Jonathan Culler)
가 말했듯이, “의미는 상황에 한정되고(contextbound),
상황은 무한정합니다(boundless).”
자신이 어떤 방식으로 이해하는지 인식하는 것은 어
려운 일입니다. 자신의 견해는 스스로에게 실하고,
당연하고, 심지어 부정할 수 없는 진리로 다가옵니다.

ral—even undeniable. “I saw it with my own
eyes,” we insist as definitive proof of something’s veracity. Neighbor, car, tree, billboard, parking meter, toothbrush, cellphone
are plain and ordinary things, nothing more
than they appear.
Except for this: neighbors, cars, and trees
are never just ordinary—they can locate us
socially and economically; they can be expressions of our “tribe” or people group; they
can tell stories of place, climate, values, and

able. “Lo vi con mis propios ojos,” insistimos
como prueba definitiva de la veracidad de
algo. Prójimo, carro, árbol, letrero, medidor de
estacionamiento, cepillo de diente, celular son
cosas sencillas y ordinarias, nada más de lo que
parecen.
Excepto por esto: prójimos, carros y árboles
nunca son solo ordinarios – nos pueden ubicar
social y económicamente; pueden ser expresiones de nuestra “tribu” o etnia; pueden contar
historias del lugar, clima, valores y más. Nunca

“내 눈으로 직접 봤다니까요”라는 말은어떠한 일의
진정성을 결정적으로 증명할 때 사용됩니다. 이웃,
자동차, 나무, 광고판, 주차료 정수기, 칫솔, 핸드폰 등은
눈에 보이는 그대로 너무나 분명하고 평범합니다.
그러나 사실 이웃, 자동차, 나무 등은 결코 평범하지
않습니다. 이런 실체들은 우리의 사회적, 경제적 위치
를 규정해주고, 우리가 속해 있는 ‘부족’ 또는 그룹을
표현해주고, 장소나 기후나 가치등에 관한 이야기를
전달합니다. 우리는 세상을 바라보는 객관적 관찰자가

more. We are never simply objective viewers
of a simple world. In fact, very little is more
subjective than one’s point of view, even
while observing the most ordinary of things.

of contemporary texts about current events
and people, so it is all the more vividly true
as we interpret the ancient texts that deliver
the Word of God.

How much more is this true, then, of how
we read—especially text as deeply layered
and weighted as the Bible. Reading conjures an endless and inescapable fecundity
of interpretation. Those interpretations are
built from our personal experiences and are,
therefore, shaped by them. As this is true

Opinions vary widely about the meaning
and application of Scripture to our lives and
our world. Since the 66 books of the Bible are
resplendently varied in the history, context,
events, people, and needs out of which they
are written, the canon of Scripture itself invites us into multiple views. This informs

somos solo personas observadoras objetivas de
un mundo simple. De hecho, muy poco es más
subjetivo que nuestro punto de vista, aún mientras observamos la más ordinaria de las cosas.

que esto es cierto de los textos contemporáneos
sobre eventos y personas actuales, así también
lo es más vívidamente cierto mientras interpretamos los textos antiguos que llevan la palabra
de Dios.

Entonces, cuánto más es esto cierto de cómo
leemos – especialmente un texto con tantas
capas profundas y pesadas como la Biblia. El
leer evoca una fecundidad interminable e ineludible de interpretación. Esas interpretaciones se
construyen de nuestras experiencias personales
y son, entonces, formadas por ellas. A medida

Las opiniones varían ampliamente sobre el significado y la aplicación de las Escrituras a nuestras vidas y nuestro mundo. Ya que los 66 libros
de la Biblia varían resplandecientemente en la
historia, contexto, eventos, personas y necesidades por los cuales fueron escritos, el canon

결단코 아닙니다. 사실 거의 모든 경우에, 가장 평범한
것을 관찰하고 있을 때조차도 우리 자신의 관점은 세상
그 무엇보다 주관적입니다.

사건과 사람에 대한 동시대의 글을 읽을 때도 그렇지만,
하나님의 말씀을 담고 있는 고대 문헌을 해석할 때면
더욱더 선명하게 부각됩니다.

그렇다면 책을 읽을 때는 얼마나 더 하겠습니까.
더군다나 성경처럼 본문에 여러 층이 얽혀있고
심오한 의미가 담긴 책은 말할 것도 없습니다. 독서는
필연적으로 끊임없이 풍부한 해석을 불러일으킵니다.
이 풍부한 해석을 만들어내는 재료는 개인의 경험이며,
따라서 개인의 경험이 해석을 결정합니다. 이는 오늘날의

성경이 우리의 삶과 세상에 어떤 의미를 부여하며 어떻게
적용되는가에 관해는 매우 폭넓은 견해들이 있습니다.
성경의 66권이 각각 쓰일 당시의 역사, 상황, 사건,
인물, 저술 동기 등이 다양하기 때문에, 성서 정경은 그
자체로 우리를 복합적인 관점으로 인도합니다. 그리고
이런 다양한 관점들로 인해 하나님에 관해서, 사람됨에
2017 | ISSUE #8 RE ADING SCRIPTURE GLOBALLY
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myriad interpretations of God, of being human, of living as physical-spiritual beings in
a material world, of being (or not being) part
of the people of God, and of dreaming about
and believing in God’s purposes and ways.
The sheer possibilities can be disorienting—
as though all acts of reading and perception
are equal and random. That is not true, but it
does ground us in the need for reading with
humility, for reading in diverse community
that will enhance our ability to grasp the
text more fully, for realizing that our most
natural readings may be the most biased,

de las Escrituras en sí nos invita a múltiples
visiones. Esto informa las muy numerosas interpretaciones de Dios, del ser humano, de vivir
como seres físico-espirituales en un mundo
material, de ser (o no ser) parte del pueblo de
Dios y de soñar sobre y creer en los propósitos y
caminos de Dios.
Las meras posibilidades pueden ser desorientadoras – como si todos los actos de lectura y percepción son iguales y al azar. Eso no es cierto,
pero nos fundamenta en la necesidad de leer con
humildad, para leer en una comunidad diversa
que mejora nuestra habilidad de comprender el
texto más completamente, para darnos cuenta

관해서, 물질세계에 육체적이며 동시에 영적 존재로
살아가는 것에 관해서, 하나님의 백성에 속하는 것 (또
는 속하지 않는 것)에 관해서, 하나님의 목적과 방법을
꿈꾸고 믿는 것에 관해서 무수한 해석들이 생겨납니다.
이러한 정도의 다양한 가능성은 그 자체가 방향 감각
을 잃게 할 수 있고, 마치 어떤식의 해석도 가능하다며
그러한 모든 해석 옳다고 생각하게 할 수도 있습니다.
하지만 이것은 사실이 아닙니다. 바로 이런 이유로 우
리는 겸손한 마음으로 해석에 임할 필요가 있고, 본문
을 더욱 온전하게 이해하게 도와 줄 수 있는 다양한
관점이 존재하는 공동체 안에서 해석해야하며, 스스로
에게 가장 자연스러운 해석이야말로 가장 편견에 치우친
10
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and for being drawn toward the living Word,
Jesus Christ.

ing Word of God made flesh in Jesus will enable the clearest reading of the biblical text.

Amidst the multiplicity of views the Bible offers, I see and read the Bible christologically
while standing inside my own historical, social, racial, and political context. I also stand
amidst the Christian community that sees
Jesus Christ as the center from which I apprehend the whole biblical narrative. Tools
of history, linguistics, anthropology, sociology, or religion can add welcome insights to
my reading of the Bible. I also choose to read
through the lens of my confession that the liv-

Jesus Christ is the same yesterday, today, and
tomorrow: I know that more truly by seeing
the Bible through the witness of God’s diverse
global family. Other members of the body of
Christ—whether in centuries past or in yesterday’s blog post—help me identify the restrictions of my own perception and allow me
to “see how I see.” Our collective perception
promises a more fully orbed and unpredictable view of the One who alone is Lord.

que nuestras lecturas más naturales pueden
ser las más parciales y para atraernos hacia la
palabra viva, Jesucristo.

confesión que la palabra viva de Dios hecha
carne en Jesús permitirá la lectura más clara
del texto bíblico.

En medio de una multiplicidad de visiones
que la Biblia nos ofrece, veo y leo la Biblia cristológicamente mientras me ubico dentro de mi
propio contexto histórico, social, racial y político. También estoy en medio de una comunidad
cristiana que ve a Jesucristo como el centro
desde donde percibo toda la narrativa bíblica.
Las herramientas de la historia, lingüística, antropología, sociología o religión pueden añadir
ideas bienvenidas a mi lectura de la Biblia.
También escojo leer por medio del lente de mi

Jesucristo es el mismo ayer, hoy y mañana; sé
esto con más certeza al ver la Biblia a través del
testimonio de la diversa familia global de Dios.
Otras personas integrantes del cuerpo de Cristo
– ya sea en los siglos pasados o en la publicación
del blog de ayer – me ayudan a identificar las
restricciones de mi propia percepción y me permiten “ver cómo yo veo.” Nuestra percepción
colectiva nos promete una visión más esférica
e impredecible de Aquel que únicamente es
Señor.

해석일 수 있다는 사실을 인식 해야 하고, 살아 있는
말씀인 예수 그리스도께서 이끌어주셔야 할 필요 가
있음을 인하게 됩니다.

수 있는 능력을 주신다는 신앙 고백을 통해 성경을
해석하려 합니다.

저를 둘러싼 성경의 복합적인 관점 속에서, 저는 저
자신의 역사적, 사회적, 인종적, 정치적 상황 위에
서서 기독론적으로 성경을 보고 읽습니다. 또한, 저는
예수 그리스도야말로 성경 내러티브 (narrative) 전체
를 이해하는 중심이라고 고백하는 기독교 공동체에
속해 있습니다. 역사학, 언어학, 인류학, 사회학, 종교
학 등의 도구가 제 성경 해석에 통찰을 더해주는 것도
환영합니다. 저는 또한 말씀이 육신이 되신 살아있는
예수님을 통해 성경의 본문을 가장 명 하게 해석할

예수 그리스도는 어제나 오늘이나 내일이나 동일
하십니다. 이 진리의 참 의미는 하나님의 온 세상에
흩어져있는 다양한 공동체의 증언을 통해서 성경을
읽을 때 더 깊이 깨닫게 됩니다. 그리스도의 몸을
이루는 지체들은, 그들이 몇 세기 전 사람이든 현시대
를 살아가는 사람이든 저로 하여금 제 인식의 한계를
발견하고 ‘저 자신의 이해를 인식’할 수 있도록 도와줍
니다. 이러한 공동체적인 통찰은 오직 홀로 주님이신
그분을 예측할수 없는 시각으로, 그러면서도 더욱
온전한 시각으로 바라보게 해줄 것입니다.

+ A forward-thinking
evangelist, Charles
E. Fuller used the
microphone pictured
at left to encourage
Christians around
the world during his
weekly radio show
The Old Fashioned
Revival Hour, which
aired from 1937 to
1968. The globe
sculpture surrounding
it and other biblical
treasures from the
Hubbard Library’s rare
book room remind us
to carry Fuller’s vision
into the future using
contemporary forms
of media—a scriptural
vision continually reformed by the wisdom
of the global church.

lined with camphor trees, the complex—which includes
70 guest units of varying size—was originally intended to
primarily serve members of the extended Fuller community
and their family members. Over time that mission expanded to
include guests connected with local nonprofits as well: the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), Huntington Library, Caltech, and
others.
“We’re the first face of Fuller to many of our guests,”
Anna says. “So our role is to be welcoming! That’s something
we take very seriously.” Referring much more often to “we”
than “I,” she expresses effusive gratitude for a group of staff
members who are just as devoted to the guests as she is: “We
have a collaborative team of people here who really care.”

VOICE

It’s the personal touches
that make a difference.

THEOLOGY

A

nna Merritt grew up in a large, tight-knit Italian
family—and if that brings certain images to mind,
they’re likely right. Sundays always meant a gathering of the
clan at the grandparents’ house: along with Anna’s parents
and five siblings were aunts and uncles and close to two
dozen cousins. “All of us girls would be together in the
kitchen with Grandma building cannoli or learning to make
a good red sauce while the boys were outside swimming. It
wasn’t entirely fair,” Anna remembers with a laugh. “But I
did love the cooking.” When that food was served, there was
always room at the table for anyone else who might stop by.
Says Anna, “‘The more the merrier’ was our family motto.”
Today Anna brings that spirit of familial hospitality to her
role as director of Fuller Seminary’s Guest and Conference
Center in Pasadena, known by most as simply the Guest
Center. Located a few blocks from campus on a quiet street

STORY

family
JUST LIKE

Most guests stay for just two or three nights; others—
students coming from out of town for a series of intensive
courses, faculty in the midst of relocation—stay at the Guest
Center for weeks or even months. Either way, what they
observe is an attention to detail that makes the difference
between an impersonal way station and a home away from
home. Everyone finds a welcome basket of chocolates, biscotti,
water bottle, and other goodies in their room when they check
in; return guests often find a hand-penned welcome note from
Anna. During the Christmas season there will be an ornament
tied with ribbon to every door; on St. Patrick’s Day it’ll be a
clover-shaped cookie; on December 31, a cowbell to ring in the
New Year. Anna and her team are lavish with such offerings
but not with their spending: Treats are home-baked, welcome
baskets are assembled on site, and Anna always keeps her
eyes out for good deals, snatching up next year’s Christmas
ornaments at this year’s after-Christmas sales.
“Anna always has the special touches,” says
Kaye Schneider, an MAFS and MATM alum who
stayed at the Guest Center frequently over the
years, coming up to Pasadena weekly from the
San Diego area when she had classes. “She
makes sure the rooms are stocked with everything
you’d need to make a meal and that the study
lounge has water and coffee. She takes care
to have plants around to bring life and color to the entire
community area.”
It’s especially the personal touches that make a difference,
says Kaye: things like remembering Kaye’s birthday, helping her
cater and decorate for a graduation party, or just keeping an
eye out for small needs. “After she found out I was bringing an
extension cord with me to access an extra outlet, I arrived in
my room to find a power strip she’d left me! That’s Anna.”
ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW
What energizes Anna about her work at the Guest Center is
that “there’s always something new,” she says, “and always
such interesting people coming through.” Like the Special
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Ultimately, it’s about
creating a place that
feels like a home away
from home.

VOICE

TREATED LIKE FAMILY
Anna describes a tradition she had with her son, Nick, during
his growing-up years. “He and I would go out of town just for
fun, for a couple of days, just the two of us—I called them
‘adventures with Nick.’ One year we decided to go to Palm

THEOLOGY

Olympics athletes and coaches last summer. Or John Nash,
the late mathematician who inspired the film A Beautiful Mind.
Or the JPL scientists who were working on the Mars Rover
mission and had a correspondingly topsy-turvy schedule. “We
had to clean their rooms on Mars time!” says Anna, with the
housekeepers following a schedule that matched up with that
of the scientists—varying from day to day—over the three
months they stayed at the Guest Center. But Anna especially
loves getting to know members of the Fuller community who
stay for an extended time: students like Kaye, or faculty or staff
members who commute from out of town or are in transition,
looking for a permanent place to live.
The “something new” that’s always happening in the life
of the Guest Center often comes in the form of the day-to-day
challenges of property management that need to be creatively
addressed. But every once in a while it’s something much
bigger. “We had a baby born at the Guest Center,” Anna
shares. “Our guest went to the hospital but they sent her back
here saying it wasn’t time yet. Well, the baby thought it was
time!” The mom’s husband dashed out to get a staff member
to come help, but by the time they got back to the room, the
baby had arrived.
Then there was the time a guest cut herself severely on a
hand blender she’d brought with her. “It was a pretty serious
wound, she was fainting, and her husband was out of town—
she was all alone with her baby,” Anna recalls. Without a
moment’s hesitation, Anna drove her to the emergency room
while Katie, who works at the front desk, stayed with her baby.

Springs but hadn’t booked a place to stay ahead of time, and
we ended up at a motel that was kind of run-down and shabby
around the edges. It looked like it was from the ’60s!
“But the owner was so friendly to us that we ended up
loving it,” she says, “and we decided to go back every year.
That owner always remembered our names, and he always
made us feel at home.” Anna carries that spirit to the Guest
Center: “Even if there are areas where our facility is a little bit
dated, our customer service always needs to be in top shape.”
What that might look like, for Anna or any member of her
staff, is taking time to find out how a guest is doing or just
engaging them in conversation. “When I walk by and see one
of our staff members taking a moment to sit down with a guest
out on the patio and have some coffee together, it makes me
super happy,” she says. “It’s lovely.”
Ultimately, it’s about creating a place that feels like a home
away from home, where guests feel as welcome as they did at
that big Italian family dinner table that was central to Anna’s
childhood. Only here, the core family is the Guest Center team.
Every June on the morning of Commencement, they offer a
complimentary breakfast on the patio for all their guests, most
of whom are family members and friends of the new graduates.
They don’t cater; Guest Center staff all contribute the food.
“It’s always so much fun,” Anna says, but the best part comes
once all the guests have rushed off to Commencement. “When
the staff are the only ones left, we pull a couple of the tables
together,” she shares, “and we sit down and eat together as a
family. I cherish those moments.”

BECKY STILL, storyteller,
is senior editorial manager at Fuller, writing and editing a
range of content.
NATE HARRISON, photographer,
is FULLER magazine’s senior photographer and video
storyteller. Find his work at NateCHarrison.com.
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LORD, I WILL NOT LOOK FOR
THE LIVING AMONG THE DEAD.

VOICE

I just close my eyes and sleep. No worry or thought
about it not happening. Duwayne has to plan for
sleep. Meds, lights, windows, fan, air conditioning,
two pillows, and a head start so he doesn’t hear my
breathing, or other sounds of the night.

THEOLOGY

His body is supposed to sleep and it doesn’t. It just
doesn’t do what it’s supposed to do.

I want him to know the ease of sleep like I do, Lord.

LORD.

I WISH DUWAYNE COULD SLEEP.
I wake up and he’s not beside me. I look in the living room, but the
sofa is empty except for the blanket. Maybe he’s outside or gone
somewhere, but I didn’t hear him leave. I check the recliner in
Eva’s room. I check his office and he’s sitting up in the chair by the
window. Awake.
I can offer him nothing. I ask, but there is nothing I can do to help.

Eva knows that ease, but only after about 45 minutes
of singing, flailing her hands and legs, shouting at the
ceiling, and playing with Nellie the Koala and Cookie
Monster. By the time I go to check on her, her head is
at the bottom of the bed, one leg resting on the floor
and she’s wrapped in the comforter like a pig in a
blanket. Her thumb is plugged into her mouth, causing
deep, heavy breaths that are soothing to my ears, but
not her father’s.
Lord, there’s so much pressure behind my eye sockets,
filling my nasal cavity, muffling my ears, squeezing
my head to crush it. Breathing and crying don’t help,
Lord. I’m awake and alone in the bed. I’m weak and
already running forward with Your time that won’t give
me a moment’s rest. My feet are heavy. My whole
body is wheezing with fatigue just to sit up, to get to
the bathroom, to get to my baby screaming with joy at
the morning, to get to the hospital where Duwayne is
steeped in morphine.
This chemo regimen is like death and resurrection
every two weeks, Lord.

We’re at the hospital to remove the chemo pump from
his chest port. He can’t make it to the infusion center
on foot. So I park in the valet section at the front, but
there’s no valet service on a Saturday. The curb is
always empty and no one has told us not to park there.
I leave wilted Duwayne and sleeping Eva in the car to
get a wheelchair.
Duwayne eases himself into the wheelchair. Then I
ease Eva into Duwayne’s lap. I push myself and our
family to the waiting area.
Familiar faces smile at us.
During worship at church, Duwayne raises his hands
straight up above his lifted head.

When I awake, I am still with You.
When I awake, Duwayne still has cancer.

I lose my husband to receive him again.

Lord, You are full of compassion. Hear our prayers.

Down, down I go with him until his tongue catches fire
with snark and a full plate of curry goat.

Lord, have mercy. Christ, have mercy.
Lord, have mercy.

He’s unable to eat a morsel of food during chemo. He
nibbles on a teaspoon of scrambled eggs or fish or
bread. After nibbling, there are leftovers.
DANNIELLE CARR [MATM ’16], storyteller,
is a writer from Jamaica composing at the intersection of poetry, spiritual memoir, and short fiction.
TIMOTHY KAY, photographer,
is a filmmaker, photographer, and designer with a passion
for telling stories. See more of his work at tjameskay.com.

It’s been a while since he hasn’t slept, so I wonder if something’s
wrong. Did he want to talk to me and I wasn’t available to listen?
Please, Lord. I can’t give him anything that will take this away.
What does he do all night? He’s up and alone in the stillness,
darkness without anyone to talk to, or anyone to help.
16
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+ This text is excerpted, with permission, from a continuation of Dannielle’s master’s thesis project: Where Were You? An Exploration of
the Presence of God. The work in its entirety can be found online at FULLER studio along with a video reflection of her experience.
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LORD,
CHRIST,

HAVE MERCY.

HAVE MERCY.

LORD,

HAVE MERCY.
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BLESSED
are the

PEACEMAKERS
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Milad and his community busted open a door in Jon’s
mind, and he stepped through to find out what it means to
follow Jesus in the midst of very real and physical conflict.

VOICE

B

efore their first child was born—as a kind of final
hurrah—Jon and Jan Huckins signed up for a trip
that would change their lives forever. It was 2010, and the
couple had just made a courageous decision: that Jon,
after ten years in pastoral ministry, should attend seminary.
Feeling the need for more training and a stronger intellectual
foundation, he had enrolled in Fuller’s MA in Theology
program. Now with a baby on the way, they decided to take
a trip to Israel through Jerusalem University College before
being homebound by school and parenthood.
Their time in the Holy Land became much more than a
“final hurrah” for Jon and Jan when they befriended their
hotel server. Milad and his wife were expecting their first
baby at the same time the Huckins expected theirs. Jon and
Milad ended up hanging out on the hotel rooftop one night,
talking World Cup soccer and impending parenthood while
overlooking Herod’s Palace in the Old City of Jerusalem.
In the middle of their joking and conversing, Milad grew
somber. He looked at Jon and asked, “Why do your people
think I am a terrorist?”
Jon, stunned, had no response.
“How can you thank God for your breakfast every
morning and hop on a tour bus to holy sites while, five
minutes away, your brothers and sisters in Christ are
experiencing daily occupation and oppression?”
Milad was an Arab Palestinian Christian, his family
displaced by Israeli military advances in 1948 when
thousands of Palestinians fled in terror. He now lived in
Bethany—the place of Lazarus’s resurrection in John 11—
in the West Bank, where tensions between Israelis and
Palestinians often erupted with thrown rocks and flying
bullets. At Milad’s invitation, Jon and Jan began visiting Milad
and his community. After their Holy Land tour came to a close
each day, the two Americans would get on a public bus and
pass through military checkpoints into the West Bank.
What they saw shattered their perceptions about Israel
and Palestine, politics and theology, theology and ethics.
Jon realized that he had always understood Israel-Palestine
relations through the lens of a subtle yet embedded Christian
Zionism—and now, everything was turned upside down. His
mind started spinning with new questions about God and
discipleship: “Does peace fit into theology? How has my
inherited theology been an obstacle to peace rather than a
mandate to pursue it? What does a theology of peace look
like? How is that practically lived out such that both Milad in
the West Bank and my neighbors in San Diego flourish?”

••••••••

In 2005, when a 7.6-magnitude earthquake shattered
the region of Azad Kashmir at the base of the Himalayas,
the damage in that rural area of northern Pakistan was
catastrophic. Emergency response teams were disabled.
Almost 90,000 people died and nearly 4 million were
displaced. Much of the farming region’s livestock were killed.
In the aftermath of that disaster Jer Swigart, a young
man who had come to take part in the relief effort, was
struck by a realization. Working alongside others to clear
rubble, distribute aid, and assist with communications
between the villages and United Nations representatives, he
discovered a God whose presence preceded him everywhere
he went—even into areas he had previously considered
“enemy territory.” For him it was an epiphany: God and
God’s kingdom were much bigger than he had ever thought
or imagined. Rather than bringing God to others in any way,
it became clear to him that he was joining a very present,
compassionate God in merciful action among those in need.
While the infrastructure of Pakistani villages was being
rebuilt, Jer found himself—and his perceptions of God—
being undone and reshaped by a simultaneously global and
personal deity.
His convictions about God’s power and presence only
deepened as Jer, serving as a communications liaison for the
UN, became involved in the negotiations of a peace treaty
between two Pakistani villages that had waged war against
each other for decades. When he watched men who had once
sought each other’s annihilation shake hands in peace, the
gospel went into “high definition” for Jer. He realized that in
Christ, God waged a decisive peace; as a result, people who
previously were subject to destruction were given new life.
BRAINSTORMING PARTNERS
When Jer returned from Pakistan to his home and pastoral
work in California’s Bay Area, his expanded understanding
of God, enemy-love, and mission convicted him of his
deep need for further theological training and leadership
formation. At the same time, his boss approached him:
“With your skill set and what God is up to in you,” he said, “I
want to encourage you to consider seminary and an MDiv as
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“Does peace fit into theology?
How has my inherited theology
been an obstacle to peace rather
than a mandate to pursue it?
What does a theology of peace
look like?”
–Jon Huckins

“[I] realized that in Christ, God
waged a decisive peace; as a
result, people who previously
were subject to destruction
were given new life.”
–Jer Swigart
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your next step.” As Jer discerned, prayed, and researched,
he realized that every major mentor in his pastoral career
had been a graduate of Fuller Seminary. He enrolled at the
Fuller Northern California regional campus.
During one online class, Jer found himself consistently
pushed, encouraged, and challenged by a classmate in San
Diego. When the quarter finished, Jer wrote an email of
gratitude to the student, saying he hoped they would get to
meet in person one day. When, later, Jer arrived at his hotel
in Jerusalem for a Fuller immersion course, he found—much
to his surprise—Jon Huckins from his online course sitting
in the lobby. Jon was back in Israel, this time with Fuller.
Famed ethicist and then-Fuller professor Glen Stassen,
known for his “Just Peacemaking” philosophy, was leading
the trip, focusing on what it means to live as an agent of
reconciliation in the name of Christ.
Jer and Jon spent the next two weeks as travel
companions and brainstorming partners. Pakistan and
the West Bank collided as the two learned together in
East Jerusalem, wondering how to incorporate what they
learned—rebuilding from earthquakes, forging peace,
sharing meals with the displaced, listening to intellectual
giants—into their church ministries at home. Back in the
United States, as their discussions continued over Skype
and weekend trips, a central question emerged: why had
peace—not personal serenity, but the pacific coexistence
24
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of and resolution between persons, communities, and even
nations—been decoupled from their understanding of the
gospel, discipleship, and mission?
This question led to another: “Why have we, as pastors,
never taught about peace?” As daunting theoretical
questions sprung up in their own backyards, they began
to imagine ways they could train their own congregants for
lives of peacemaking. Dr. Stassen’s class took on flesh and
bones. Finally, Jer and Jon committed to a plan—its end
goal being a lived theology for themselves, their people, and
their communities.
FORMING EVERYDAY PEACEMAKERS
As an initial experiment, the two tried out their plan with
their congregations. Ten individuals from Jer’s church in the
Bay Area and ten from Jon’s in San Diego engaged in several
weeks of preparatory study and discussion, and then flew to
Israel and the West Bank. This was not a mission trip, but
a formation trip. The end result was not to convert others
to Christianity, but to meet and learn from Christians, Jews,
and Muslims on the front lines of building peace in hostile
environments. Jon and Jer hoped their congregants would
experience the same sort of internal transformation they
had undergone. Much to their surprise, it worked. More than
that, it was bigger than expected.
Others from their congregations, from neighboring

congregations, and from churches across the nation heard
about the trip. Before Jon and Jer had even debriefed, the
wait list for the second trip was long and growing. They
realized this was more than a program; they had started an
organization. The Global Immersion Project was born. Jer
and Jon continued their peacemaking training and formation
trips—now called Learning Labs—to East Jerusalem, and
added Tijuana, Mexico, as another with a focus on the
immigrant experience. Over time they developed workshops,
webinars, and e-courses as further platforms for meeting
their mission of “cultivating everyday peacemakers.”
Both Jon and Jer came to Fuller with their own dramatic
experiences, but their time in seminary helped them process
and grow out of those experiences as leaders committed to
peace. “Fuller created the space for questions I couldn’t ask
elsewhere,” Jon says. “The professors there taught me how
to think, not what to think. At the same time, they showed
me how much bigger God’s kingdom was. I realized that the
world and God’s activity stretched far beyond the Americancentric Christianity I had been steeped in. I was formed to
think bigger and see more.”
Jer also credits Fuller with encouraging him to step
out and experiment with those bigger ideas. The biggest
experiment, of course, became the Global Immersion
Project, but that was only one outgrowth of the commitment
to applied theology Jer drew from Fuller. Another was Jer’s

own dedication to “become a student of both the Word and
the world,” a commitment drilled into him by Fuller President
Mark Labberton. Jer built a diverse library of Christian voices
from around the globe, helping him to remember the God
who precedes him everywhere.
The Global Immersion Project is just a half-decade
old, but it is continuing to expand beyond Jon and Jer’s
predictions. They see their work as an equipping of the
American church to “embrace its identity as the reconciled
beloved and vocation as beloved reconciler.” They desire
the church’s transformation and activation as an instrument
of peace in the world, a testament to a core tenet of the
Christian faith. As they witness the growth of this movement
through Global Immersion, they pray it continues to grow.
“When Christians in the United States follow the Jesus
we talk about—the one who commanded us to love our
enemies, to pray for peace, to be peacemakers—the world
will be a different place.”
REED METCALF [MDiv ’14], storyteller,
is assistant pastor of teaching at Rose City Church and
cofounder of Fuller’s Faith and Science student group.
NATE HARRISON, photographer,
is FULLER magazine’s senior photographer and video
storyteller. Find his work at NateCHarrison.com.
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Cultivating
Cultural
Humility

W

hen Jessica ChenFeng (MFT ’07) arrived at Fuller
as one of only a handful of Asian Americans in her
Marriage and Family Therapy cohort, she noticed that she
never felt at ease in spaces where she was the only Asian
person. “I was my fullest self with people I was comfortable
with culturally, and I didn’t like that,” she recalls. She grew
up in a Taiwanese American family and a mostly Asian
community, and didn’t realize how embedded she was in her
own culture and context until she was diving into marriage
and family therapy, a primarily white-dominated field.
She noticed that her Asian identity was rarely addressed,
and she didn’t learn how to practice therapy out of her own
cultural identity. “A lot of the theories are written by white
men, and the way marriage and family therapy is practiced
is also from a Eurocentric ideology,” she explains, and then
jokes, “I was a really good pretend white therapist, and I
didn’t know it.”
Before coming to Fuller, Jessica says she had never been
exposed to Christianity outside of a Taiwanese context. “I
didn’t have a conscious awareness of how culture and faith
come together, but I remember experiencing a lot of grace at
Fuller,” she says. She also experienced professors modeling
humility and curiosity. Jessica recalls Old Testament
professor John Goldingay, while answering a student’s
question in a Bible course, saying, “The more and more I
study it, the less I understand it.” That was revolutionary for
Jessica. “It was so refreshing to me,” she says, “because
it connected to this thing in me that knew there must be a
humility or not-knowing about God—how can we presume
that what we know is always right?”
Jessica’s willingness to be humble led her to want to learn
about others’ worldviews and how they came to construct
them. But first, she needed to learn about her own. While
working on her PhD at Loma Linda University, Jessica came
across literature on the “intersectionality of social identity,”
and, she says, “it clicked immediately. It gave words and
language to my life experience.” She focused her doctoral
work on social location—how one’s gender, culture, race,
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“A million little pieces” go

into shaping our unique story,
perspectives, and worldview

. . . If we want our relationships

terrible thing,” she says. “Most people are more ready to
talk about their oppressed identities, but we can often get
stuck there.” To help get unstuck from the “dehumanizing
language” of oppression and privilege, as Jessica believes it
to be, she first focuses on historical context—why and how
the social hierarchies in America came to be. “Why was ‘the
other’ so bad? Every immigrant group, all of our xenophobia,
all of our history—that’s the same story,” Jessica says. By
embedding privilege and oppression in historical context, she
helps her students to stop personalizing it, going from “I’m
bad” to “No, our history makes it so that we had no other
way to live in this societal structure.”
Teaching the diversity class over the years, Jessica has
noticed that as she walks alongside her students through
their shared “consciousness-raising,” she watches them
first emerge out of an “ignorance is bliss” state. As they
start to understand other people’s behaviors and their own,
sometimes it feels more frustrating. “A lot of people, for
a season, become angry; they’re discouraged, they feel
hopeless about their experience,” explains Jessica. “But if
you persist in it, I believe that you do connect more with
yourself, you understand the world better, you build coping
mechanisms, you learn how to be empowered.”
Today, in a climate that too often feels divided, Jessica

believes the challenge we are faced with is answering the
question, “What does it mean to be in community and to be
in unity as the body of Christ?”
“We have to advocate for processes that allow for
everyone to be heard and to emphasize that trying to make
people arrive at a conclusion of “X” or “Y” is not necessarily
the primary agenda,” says Jessica. “I think for a lot of
people, this is scary and risky because it’s so personal.”
“A million little pieces” go into shaping our unique
story, perspectives, and worldview, says Jessica. If we want
our relationships with others to be both meaningful and
authentic, we need to deconstruct and understand those
pieces. Taking a clear-eyed look at that embedded identity
in ourselves, Jessica believes, will help us be more open to
the complexities of the “other”—and cultivate the cultural
humility that can bridge divides.

VOICE

shares about how one of her closest friends, who is white,
Christian, and identifies as queer, is very different from her
yet one of her most trusted friends—a person she feels really
“gets” her. Such trust and closeness came “after years of
diving deep into our relationship,” says Jessica, and working
to understand each other’s experiences and contexts. “I
grew up in a conservative Christian environment, thinking
certain things about gay people, and my friend didn’t always
understand my Asian experience, so we’ve talked a lot about
it,” says Jessica. “And that’s the depth of our connection.”
It’s a connection Jessica feels is deeper than one that grows
from simply sharing the
same cultural background,
because “having the same
experiences doesn’t mean
we’re connecting at this
deeper level where healing is
happening.”
On a larger scale,
Jessica helps her students
learn to engage in this
kind of consciousness and
connecting in the diversity
class she regularly teaches
as assistant professor in the
marriage and family therapy
program at California State
University, Northridge. In
classes like this one, Jessica
explains, the goal used to
be spoken of in terms of
“cultural competence.”
But now, more people are
becoming aware that one
cannot be “competent”
in other cultures because
those cultures are always
changing. “Traditionally, cultural competence was based on
a tourism model,” she says, with lessons that tended to box
up other cultures: “These are Asian Americans, these are
black Americans, these are what Latinos are like.” Because
cultures are alive and ever changing, Jessica says her goal is
to teach her students “cultural humility” instead of cultural
competence. “That term indicates that I can never be
‘competent’ in fully understanding any cultural person, even
myself—that I’m always growing,” she says.
This includes coming to terms with one’s own story of
marginalization, oppression, and privilege. It’s usually most
difficult for students to talk about the parts of their identity
that are identified as privileged, Jessica notes. “People
feel guilty about it, or ashamed, because for some reason
our culture has socialized us to believe white privilege is a
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and class, among other factors, all play a part in one’s
understanding of and interaction with the world. Jessica
began to develop a “critical consciousness,” which helped
her when she encountered discrimination in her own life or
misunderstandings based on stereotyping. “When things like
that happen to me now, I have a different lens,” she says. “It
doesn’t disempower me. I’m conscious of why that happens,
and I have places where I can process that, so I don’t have to
react. It doesn’t take away from me anymore.”
One arena Jessica mentions that highlighted the effects of
social location, both for herself and others, was last year’s US
presidential race. She observed
that, whatever candidate they
supported, many found themselves
interacting online in social media
echo chambers, attending churches
that reinforced their opinions,
and socializing with friends
whose beliefs matched their own.
“What hurt the most and felt
personally threatening,” says Jessica,
“were the people we assumed
were ‘like us’—family members,
people who share similar social
identities to ours—who we began
to perceive as ‘the other.’” Yet
understanding the perspectives of
those “others,” she insists, must
start with understanding our own:
critically examining ourselves and
the influences that have built our
own identity and belief system.
Jessica tells of one family
member—another Taiwanese
American Christian woman—whose
experience and political response
illustrate both the complexities
and constraints of cultural embeddedness. “She has many
identities,” Jessica describes: “one being marginalized as
an Asian woman who had to immigrate to the United States
and learn English, and at the same time feeling that she and
her family worked hard to get an education and citizenship
in legal ways.” The news articles this family member reads
and the people who inform her thinking, Jessica perceives,
all reinforce her particular beliefs. “She is genuinely living
out her strongest convictions, but has no access to those
with other worldviews that might influence her own.” It’s
a too-common situation, says Jessica, in which insulation
from one another’s stories can perpetuate disconnection.
For Jessica, curiosity about others’ stories is one of the
key pieces in becoming conscious of one’s own context
and thus free to reach across the divide to the “other.” She

JOY NETANYA THOMPSON [MA ’12], storyteller,
is a writer and editor living in Los Angeles and working at
Azusa Pacific University. More at joynetanyathompson.com.
TIMOTHY KAY, photographer,
is a filmmaker, photographer, and designer with a passion
for telling stories. See more of his work at tjameskay.com.

with others to be both

meaningful and authentic,

we need to deconstruct and
understand those pieces.
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only surprise: Brooke and her husband discovered they were
going to have a baby.
During pregnancy, Brooke was finally forced to slow down
the volunteering and work ethic she had grown accustomed to.
“In nonprofit work, the currency isn’t money—it can quickly
become who’s doing the most,” she says, “and that can get
complicated.” The life she was trying to build from her own
ambition seemed small compared to the new life in her arms,
and she could feel her momentum begin to shift. “I wasn’t
focused on my work anymore,” she says. “I began to realize
that I was trying to fill a hole, and I had to let go.” Just when
Brooke finally let go, the phone rang.
A friend and former coworker in tech consulting was on
the other line with details about a nonprofit looking for staff,
and she wanted to connect Brooke with the CEO. A few
conversations later, Brooke was hired as the director of strategy
and operations for Thorn, a nonprofit organization that uses
the latest technology to fight child pornography and child sex
trafficking on the Internet. Rather than leaving one career for
another, Brooke discovered work that needed both her passion
and the work experience she had tried to leave behind. “For
so long I regretted going down the technical career path, and I

VOICE

W

hen Brooke Istook (MAICS ’10) completed college
with a degree in information technology, she had a
gnawing sense she had prepared for a field she didn’t want to
enter. With equal parts anxiety and resignation, she walked
across the graduation stage and began wandering toward
a vocation she couldn’t yet name—a ten-year process that
would be much messier than the spreadsheets and systems
she had studied.
That process began when she found work as a technology
consultant—a job that gave Brooke the flexibility and free
time to volunteer in areas that felt more enlivening to her. “By
volunteering I could figure out the landscape,” she remembers.
“I knew I wanted to have a career transition, but I didn’t know
what it was.” Whether it was Bible studies with the homeless
in Los Angeles or development work in Ethiopia, when
Brooke wasn’t in front of a computer screen she was helping
others. “There was always this piece of me that wanted to
do meaningful work and not just affect profit and the bottom
line,” she says.
Brooke decided to bring this desire and her vocational
uncertainty to Fuller’s School of Intercultural Studies, a place
where she could take steps toward a vocation she couldn’t
yet envision. One class in particular, David Scott’s
Children at Risk course, put her passions into
sharp relief. “We had a project in the class where
we surveyed specific risks children around the
world face,” she remembers. “I was going through
material about different categories of risk for children
globally, and the sexual abuse and trafficking
section really broke my heart.” She was haunted by
the data, especially the low rates for rehabilitation,
and began to use assignments in other classes to
research the subject. “I centered all of my work
around women’s and children’s issues from that day
forward,” she says. “My time at Fuller really helped
me clarify and focus on this issue I was passionate about.”
With that newfound clarity, Brooke graduated a second time
and began looking for work—just as positions in the nonprofit
sector were at a historic low. “I was searching, searching,
searching, and nothing was working,” she remembers. “I was
getting nowhere fast despite my best efforts.” Confused and
disheartened, she found work again in the technology sector
she had tried to leave, and it felt like one more step away from
the career path she thought she was preparing for. It wasn’t the

“There was a piece of me that
wanted to do something more
meaningful and not just affect
profit and the bottom line.”
couldn’t make sense of it,” she says. “I had given up, but every
piece of it has come back around at Thorn.”
In the past, these crimes against children weren’t so easy
to access—they required driving to dangerous areas of town
or sending illicit mail, but now the anonymity of the Internet
creates new digital space where predators can find victims and
other abusers with the click of a button. It’s this dangerous
blend of technology and predatory behavior that Brooke now
works to address. “If we can find victims faster, deter potential
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offenders, and make platforms as safe as possible,” she says, “we’re
squeezing the access points and hopefully making a difference.”
Still, the reality of Thorn’s work can take its toll, and one glimpse
of a chat room transcript can remind staff members of the disturbing
darkness beyond the screen. It’s what psychologists call “vicarious
trauma,” and the emotional impact can easily tempt them to stop
their work. “If you haven’t been taking care of yourself, you hit
a rough patch,” Brooke says. “You don’t know what will trigger
employees, and I’ve definitely cried on some days.” To keep their
work sustainable, Brooke helped Thorn develop a group counseling
program and therapy for the employees, a solution that came from
her own years of navigating burnout.
With the right emotional support in place, the team can focus
on collaborating with others to develop new tools. “Predators are
always going to be using the latest technologies to their advantage,
so we need to be just as nimble,” she says. Partnering with law
enforcement and information technology experts, Brooke helped
develop “Spotlight,” a high-powered search engine that identifies
potential victims more quickly in order to get them the support they
need. Her team has worked with national technology companies
to circulate policies and safety standards for digital platforms to
incorporate into their code. They recently hosted a hack-a-thon with
engineers from Silicon Valley to explore new inventions to protect
children. “Some of what we’re doing is asking questions: What would
really change things? Can we do that technically and legally? Who
should get on board?” she says. “We have a great ecosystem of
support and partnerships to make it happen.”
The work is a natural fit, and as she looks back, Brooke sees
that working at Thorn is something her own strategizing could not
have anticipated. Every day, she brings her passions to analyzing
spreadsheets and organizing project plans, systems she has now
learned to hold with open hands. “We can strategize, we can try
to make plans, but at the end of the day, real change is through
relationships, through consistency, through those everyday moments.”
It’s a hard-won conviction she carries with her into a rapidly shifting
digital landscape, grateful for wherever each step leads.
MICHAEL WRIGHT [MAT ’12], storyteller,
is the associate editor for FULLER magazine and FULLER
studio. Find him on Twitter @mjeffreywright.
NATE HARRISON, photographer,
is FULLER magazine’s senior photographer and video storyteller. Find his
work at NateCHarrison.com.
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It is not insignificant that both Luther’s
95 Theses and the common scriptural text
that supported the reading of Matthew 4:17
that Luther opposed were penned in Latin.
Within a few months, Luther began disseminating his ideas in German, a move
that established the growing popularity
of his ideas and ensured that his protest
against church teaching would move well
beyond the confines of academic debate.
One of the most significant theological and
cultural impacts of the Protestant Reformation has been the democratization of
biblical interpretation through the production of vernacular theological writings and
translations of the Bible. Indeed, in spite

of his exceptional influence on the development of Christian doctrine, Luther’s
most important contribution may be his
own translation of the Bible into German,
completed in 1534.

ste año marca el aniversario número 500
de la Reforma Protestante. De acuerdo a
la tradición, el 31 de octubre de 1571, en un
acto público de protesta en contra de la práctica de vender indulgencias, Martín Lutero
clavó sus 95 Tesis en la puerta de la Iglesia
del Castillo en Wittenberg, Alemania. En realidad, la salvedad inicial de Lutero era probablemente menos dramática. Él sí mandó una
carta al Arzobispo de Mainz ese día en 1517,
y en esa carta Lutero ofreció 95 argumentos
a los cuales llamó “Disputa de Martín Lutero
sobre el Poder y la Eficacia de las Indulgencias.” Aún antes del establecimiento formal
del principio de la sola scriptura, un elemento
clave de este debate temprano era la traduc-

ción e interpretación de Las Escrituras. En
particular, Lutero comenzó sus 95 Tesis con
la reclamación de que el llamado de Jesús
al arrepentimiento en Mateo 4:17 significa
que el Señor “quiso que la vida entera de las
personas creyentes sea una de arrepentimiento.” Sacando del trabajo crítico del texto y de
traducción del erudito holandés Erasmo de
Rotterdam, Lutero contendió que la traducción en el latín de las palabras de Jesús en
el Vulgar (paenitentiam factie, o “hacer penitencia”) había alentado una encarnación de
las enseñanzas del Señor por medio de las
prácticas de penitencia de la iglesia en vez de
por medio de la transformación de las vidas
enteras de las personas que siguen a Jesús.

No es insignificante que tanto como las 95
Tesis de Lutero y el texto escritural común
que apoyaba la lectura de Mateo 4:17 al que
Lutero se oponía fueran escritos en latín.
En unos cuantos meses, Lutero comenzó a
diseminar sus ideas en alemán, un movimiento que estableció la creciente popularidad de sus ideas y aseguró que su protesta
en contra de las enseñanzas de la iglesia se
moviera más allá de los confines del debate
académico. Uno de los impactos culturales y
teológicos más significativos de la Reforma
Protestante ha sido la democratización de la
interpretación bíblica por medio de la producción de escritos teológicos vernáculos
y las traducciones de la Biblia. En efecto, a

pesar de su influencia excepcional en el desarrollo de la doctrina cristiana, puede que
la contribución más importante de Lutero
haya sido su propia traducción de la Biblia
al alemán, completada en 1534.

올

‘오직 성경으로(sola scriptura)’라는 원리가 아직
립되기 이전이었는데도, 이 초기 논쟁에서
핵심적인 특징은 성경의 번역과 해석이었습니다.
구체적으로 루터는 마태복음 4장 17절에 나타난
예수님의 회개 요청은 주님께서 “신자의 삶 전체가
회개의 삶이 되기를 원하셨음”을 의미한다는
주장으로 95개의 논제를 시작합니다. 루터는
라틴어 역본인 불가타(Vugata)가 예수님을 따르는
자들의 전체적인 삶의 변 를 통해서가 아니라
교회의 고해 의식을 통해서 예수님의 가르침을
구현하는 것을 격려하는 방식으로 말씀을 해석하고
있다고 주장했습니다.

여기서 주목해야 할 사실은 루터의 95개 조 반박
문과 루터가 반대했던 마태복음 4장 17절의
해석을 지지했던 당시 통용되던 성경 텍스트가
모두 라틴어로 쓰였다는 것입니다. 이로부터 불과
몇 개월이 이내에 루터는 자기 생각을 독일어로
퍼뜨리기 시작했는데, 이것은 루터의 사상이
사람들로부터 점차 인기를 얻게 하고, 교회에
대한 그의 반론이 학문적 토론의 범위를 넘어
장되는 것을 가능하게 하는 실행이었습니다.
개신교 종교개혁이 끼친 최대의 신학적 그리고
문 적 충격은 자국어 신학 저술과 성경 번역을
통하여 성경 해석의 민주 를 이뤄낸 것입니다.

루터가 기독교 교리 발전에 유례없는 영향을 끼친
것 또한 사실이지만, 그의 가장 중요한 업적은
1534년에 완성된 손수 번역한 독일어 성경일
것입니다.

E

해는 개신교 종교개혁이 500주년을
맞이하는 해입니다. 전승에 따르면, 1517
년 10월 31일 마르틴 루터(Martin Luther)
는 면죄부를 판매하는 교회의 관행에 공개적으로
항의하며 독일 비텐베르크(Wittenberg) 성 교회의
문에 95개 조 반박문을 내걸었습니다. 하지만 실제
역사에 비추어보면, 루터의 기습 공격은 훨씬 덜
극적이었을 것입니다. 1517년의 그 날 루터는
마인츠(Mainz) 대주교에게 항의 편지를 보냈는데,
그 편지에서 루터는 ‘면죄부의 효력과 유효성에
관한 마르틴 루터의 논박’이라는 제목하에 자신의
주장을 95개 항목의 진술로 제시했습니다.

But of course the Reformation’s legacy
of producing vernacular translations of
Scripture has introduced its own set of
hermeneutical challenges. If, for example,
the vernacularization of Bible production
and interpretation means that local translations are targeted to and interpreted by
local readers, does this inhibit cross-cultural dialogue and learning within “one
holy catholic and apostolic Church”?

Pero por supuesto el legado de la Reforma
de producir traducciones en el vernáculo de
las Escrituras introdujo su propio conjunto
de retos hermenéuticos. Si, por ejemplo,
la vernaculización de la producción e interpretación de la Biblia significa que las
traducciones locales son escogidas para e interpretadas por líderes locales, ¿evita esto el
diálogo y aprendizaje intercultural dentro de
“una sola iglesia santa, católica y apostólica”?

물론 성경을 자국어로 번역하는 일은 또 다른
해석학적 도전들 역시 초래하게 되었습니다. 예를
들자면, 만일 자국어 성경 번역과 해석이 지역의
독자들을 대상으로 하고 그들에 의해서 실행되는
것이라면, 이것이 “하나의 거룩한 보편적 사도적
교회” 안에서의 교차 문 적 대 와 학습을
저해하지 않을까요?

The essays in this theology section of
FULLER magazine all suggest that
cross-cultural hermeneutics is not only
possible, but necessary and potentially
quite fruitful in the globalized world of
the 21st century. Each of these articles reflects on the challenges and opportunities
involved in reading Scripture in global
contexts, particularly among interpreters
informed by cultural contexts different
from their own. Taken together, these
essays represent the reflective, transformational, and gospel-centered reading practices of those who are both global leaders
and global interpreters.

VOICE

by David J. Downs and Keon-Sang An
Guest Theology Editors
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THEOLOGY

READING SCRIPTURE IN
GLOBAL CONTEXTS

translation and interpretation of Scripture.
In particular, Luther opened his 95 Theses
with the claim that Jesus’ call to repentance in Matthew 4:17 means that the Lord
“willed the entire life of believers to be one
of repentance.” Drawing on the text-critical
and translational work of the Dutch scholar
Erasmus of Rotterdam, Luther contended
that the Latin rendering of Jesus’ words
in the Vulgate (paenitentiam factie, or “do
penance”) had encouraged an embodiment
of the Lord’s teaching through the penitential practices of the church instead of
through the transformation of the entire
lives of Jesus’ followers.

his year marks the 500th anniversary
of the Protestant Reformation. According to tradition, on October 31, 1517, in
a public act of protest against the practice
of selling indulgences, Martin Luther
nailed his 95 Theses to the door of the
Castle Church in Wittenberg, Germany. In
reality, Luther’s initial salvo was probably
far less dramatic. He did send a letter to the
Archbishop of Mainz on that date in 1517,
and in that letter Luther offered 95 statements on what he called a “Disputation of
Martin Luther on the Power and Efficacy
of Indulgences.” Even before the formal establishment of the principle of sola scriptura,
a key feature of this early debate was the

Todos los ensayos en esta sección de teología
de la revista FULLER sugieren que la hermenéutica intercultural no es solo posible,
sino necesaria y potencialmente muy
fructífera en el mundo globalizado del siglo
21. Cada uno de estos artículos reflexiona
sobre los retos y oportunidades envueltos
en la lectura de las Escrituras en contextos
globales, particularmente entre personas
intérpretes informadas por contextos culturales diferentes al nuestro. Juntos, estos
ensayos representan las prácticas de lecturas reflexivas, transformacionales y centradas en el evangelio de aquellas personas
que son tanto líderes globales e intérpretes
globales.

이번 호 FULLER 매거진의 신학 부문에 실린
글들은 모두 21세기의 세계 된 세상에서 교차
문 적 해석학이 가능할 뿐 아니라 필수적이며
잠재적으로 상당한 열매를 맺을 수 있다는 사실을
보여주고 있습니다. 각각의 글들은 범세계
상황에서, 특별히 자신과 다른 문 적 상황 속에서
교훈을 얻은 해석자들을 통해서, 성경 읽기에
관여되는 도전들과 기회들에 대해 숙고하고
있습니다. 그리고 이 글들은 스스로 범세계적
해석자들이기도 한 범세계적 지도자들의
반성적이고, 변혁적인, 그리고 복음중심적인
성경 읽기의 실천을 보여주고 있습니다.
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OF BIBLICAL INTERPRETATION:
AN ETHIOPIAN CASE1
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Keon-Sang An

Keon-Sang An is associate professor
of Bible and mission at Fuller
Seminary and academic director of
its School of Intercultural Studies
Korean Program. Working with GMS
(Global Mission Society) and SIM
(Serving In Mission), he previously
served as a missionary in both Eritrea
and Ethiopia. He taught biblical and
missiological studies at Kale Hiwot
Bible School in Asmara and at
Evangelical Theology College in Addis
Ababa. The author of An Ethiopian
Reading of the Bible: Biblical
Interpretation of the Ethiopian
Orthodox Tewahido Church (Wipf and
Stock, 2015), Dr. An has academic
interests that include spiritual and
vocational formation, contextual
theology, mission theology, and
missional hermeneutics.

F

rom 1999 to 2009 I taught theology and
missiology in the Horn of Africa, first
in Asmara, Eritrea, and then in Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia. As a teacher in those
contexts, I regularly observed students
struggling with Western modes of biblical
interpretation. They were often unfamiliar
with and disinterested in abstract and rationalistic hermeneutical concepts and methodologies. Western hermeneutics did not offer
helpful interpretive practices for these students, especially for the local churches they
served. Furthermore, such sophisticated
hermeneutical approaches led these students
to ignore their own ways of reading the texts,
neglecting practices that had been passed on
in their historical and cultural contexts.
With this recognition, I began to encourage
my students to understand the importance
of constructing their own theologies in and
for their historical and cultural contexts,
rather than simply and passively accepting
perspectives developed in different contexts.
In particular, I worked diligently with my
students in Addis Ababa to discover culturally relevant ways of reading the Bible in the
Ethiopian context. Fortunately, there was a
time-honored church tradition in Ethiopia:
the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church
(EOTC). It has developed and maintained its
own ecclesiastical tradition in the Ethiopian context for almost as long as the history
of the Christian church. Significantly, the
EOTC has its own distinctive way of reading
the Bible, which has been shaped and developed in the context of Ethiopia’s long history.

in the EOTC and the theology of the church,
and they graciously helped me in my research on the history and practices of interpretation in the EOTC. This interaction enriched and transformed my own theological
perspective, especially in the area of biblical
interpretation. I came to affirm the contextual nature of biblical interpretation and the
significance of tradition and context.
THE CONTEXTUAL NATURE OF BIBLICAL INTERPRETATION
Biblical interpretation is inherently contextual. People in a particular context have a
specific way of reading, hearing, and understanding biblical texts. In what follows, I will
summarize several factors involved in the
contextual nature of biblical interpretation.
Social Location
Fernando F. Segovia has noted two important and closely related developments in biblical criticism at the end of the 20th century.
The first is the emerging recognition of the
critical place of standpoint or perspective
in biblical interpretation. The second is the
increasing diversity of biblical interpretation
that has derived from new perspectives and
standpoints around the globe.2 I would argue
that these interpretive developments are primarily concerned with the contextual nature
of biblical interpretation.

In recent years, there has been a growing
recognition of the social location of the
reader and its impact on the reading of texts.
Consequently, social location has been privileged as a primary factor that determines
people’s understanding of the biblical texts.
At that time, I had opportunities for fellow- As C. René Padilla asserts, “For each of us,
ship with the teachers of the Theological the process of arriving at the meaning of
College of the Holy Trinity, an Orthodox Scripture is not only highly shaped by who
seminary in Addis Ababa. I visited the we are as individuals but also by various
school and spoke with theology teachers social forces, patterns and ideals of our parthere. They were happy about my interest ticular culture and our particular historical
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situation.”3 People’s social location provides
the perspective from and in which they see
and understand the biblical texts.
In this discussion, I am referring to social
location inclusively, incorporating both the
location of a society and an individual’s position in the society. Corporately, social location includes the overall sociocultural and
historical context of a society. Individually,
social location may include “personal history,
gender, ethnicity, race, nationality, place of
residence, education, occupation, political
perspective, economic status, religious views
or commitments, and so forth.”4 All of these
factors shape communal and individual
human identities and influence our interpretive practices.
This perspective on social location is important because it recognizes communal and individual dimensions as significant factors.
As Michael Barram asserts, “Every interpretation comes from a ‘place’ to the extent that
no interpreter can fully avoid the influence
of [his or her social location]. . . . As we read
the biblical text, therefore, what we see, hear,
and value is inevitably colored by our own
situations, experiences, characteristics, and
presuppositions.”5

preting the Bible from different parts of the
world.
Church as the Interpretive Community
Hearing and reading the Bible is an inherently communal event. As Justin S. Ukpong
states, “The readings are mediated through
a particular conceptual frame of reference
derived from the worldview and the sociocultural context of a particular cultural
community. This differs from community
to community. It informs and shapes the exegetical methodology and the reading practice and acts as a grid for making meaning
of the text.”7 Each and every culture has its
own way of hearing or reading and understanding a text. Practically, in many cultures, reading or hearing the biblical texts
is primarily performed in the context of community instead of by an isolated individual
reader.

The faith community, in particular, fulfills
the role of the hermeneutical community in
the process of interpreting biblical texts. As
Scott Swain appropriately notes, “Reading is
a communal enterprise for the same reasons
that Christianity is a communal enterprise.”8
God has charged the church to “obediently
guard, discern, proclaim and interpret the
word of God.”9 As God’s people, the church
Segovia also emphasizes the role of flesh- is the intended addressee of the Bible. First,
and-blood readers and their social location the biblical texts were written and read in
in the reading and interpretation of the the context of the community of God’s people.
Bible. He argues, “All such readers are As Joel B. Green notes, “The biblical materithemselves regarded as variously positioned als have their genesis and formation within
and engaged in their own respective social the community of God’s people. They speak
locations. Thus, different real readers use most clearly and effectively from within and
different strategies and models in different to communities of believers.”10
ways, at different times, and with different
results (different readings and interpreta- In addition, the Bible addresses the contemtions) in the light of their different and highly porary church. God speaks to the church
complex social locations.”6 In actuality, there through the biblical texts; the immediacy of
is a multitude of voices reading and inter- the Bible is experienced by the community

“For many years, I have made
listening to Scripture one of my
spiritual and academic disciplines.
I find that when I listen to Scripture
being read, I hear things I have
missed through ordinary reading.
During the last five years I worked
on a commentary on Ephesians (now
published in Zondervan’s Story of
God series). In addition to spending
countless hours reading the text
of Ephesians with my eyes, I also
listened to a recording of this letter
at least one hundred times. As I
did this, the language of Ephesians
became alive in new ways. I heard
words differently and discovered
connections between passages
that I had missed. Now, with my
commentary finished, I still devote
time each week to listening to the
reading of Scripture. This is a central
practice in my devotional life.”

+ Mark D. Roberts is executive director of
the Max De Pree Center for Leadership at
Fuller Seminary. Subscribe to his
e-devotional for leaders at depree.org.
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of faith. Therefore, interpretation of the Bible munities located in particular contexts. We given reading appropriates only “a certain
is, primarily, the task of the church. Green interpret the biblical texts from our particu- aspect or certain aspects of a text.”13 No one
way of reading the Bible can claim to apasserts, “The best interpreters are those lar locations.
propriate the totality of understanding the
actively engaged in communities of biblical
interpretation. . . . No interpretive tool, no Accordingly, there are many different read- biblical texts. A text has multiple aspects,
advanced training, can substitute for active ings of the biblical texts among peoples in dimensions, and perspectives, which no
participation in a community concerned the world. As William A. Dyrness notes, single reading can totally grasp. Therefore,
with the reading and performance of Scrip- “Just as history has been replaced by histo- “the more perspectival readings of a text we
ries, theology now has been replaced by the- are aware of, the more dimensions of the text
ture.”11
ologies. Each group, from its own perspective, are disclosed to us, and the better we can apThus, the church is the primary context for is reading the biblical text and finding its preciate it.”14
biblical interpretation. Importantly, local own place in the story of Scripture.”12 Thus,
churches all over the globe are the herme- the task of contextual biblical interpretation In this respect, each local interpretation
neutical community, as these reflect ethnic involves exploring and describing different of the Bible in its historical and cultural
and long-term theological traditions. They ways people read biblical texts in their par- context can make a unique contribution to a
more holistic understanding of the Bible for
are located in particular historical and cul- ticular historical and cultural contexts.
the church of God. Christians can learn from
tural contexts. Each faith community reads
or hears and understands the biblical texts It is important to recognize that the contex- each other’s interpretation of God’s Word.
and generates practices in their particular tual nature of biblical interpretation is not We are being transformed by the Word of
an obstacle. Rather, it is a valuable asset for God, and we proclaim the Word of God to
contexts.
the biblical interpretation of the Christian
church. As Ukpong rightly points out, any
Local Interpretations for the Global Church
Thus far, I have come from different perspectives to a singular argument that every interpretation of the Bible is contextual. All
biblical interpretation is carried
out by faith com-

the world. In this way, we build up the body analyze a sermon on Isaiah 53:8 given by
of Christ for the glory of God. I would argue a priest of the EOTC in a local church. The
that this is the way that the church hears or sermon centered on Isaiah 53:8 but referred
reads, understands, and practices the Bible. to other biblical passages, which is frequentAs Green asserts, if “the church is one, holy, ly true of sermons of the EOTC. I will give
apostolic, and catholic,” as in the traditional an abstract of the sermon—which was titled
confession of the church, “there is only one “Who can speak of his descendants?”—folchurch, global and historical,”15 with the lowed by a discussion of the major interprelocal churches as its contextual manifes- tive characteristics the sermon reveals.
tations. This ecclesial unity validates local
Abstract
interpretations for the global church.
“Who can speak of his descendants?” (Isa
THE EOTC’S READING OF ISAIAH 53:8
53:8) is a word of proclamation regarding
The Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church Jesus Christ. In Isaiah 53, the prophet Isaiah
(EOTC)16 provides a compelling historical prophesied about the Messiah, including his
example of contextual reading of the Bible, nature, emptiness, suffering, and death. In 2
which has been shaped and developed under Corinthians 8:9, Paul writes that Jesus’ sacrithe substantial influence of the EOTC’s tra- fice is all for our sake. After his resurrection,
dition in the historical and cultural context Jesus returned to his glory. Now he reigns
of Ethiopia. The bibli- in all his power and authority. Jesus Christ
cal interpretation is not a man, nor a prophet, nor a mediator.
of the EOTC is John 1:1–3 declares that he was the Word,
most practically who was with God and was God. He was with
revealed in the God. He created the world. He was God. This
preaching of the Word dramatically became flesh. He became
EOTC. As an man through the Virgin Mary. The prophecy
example, I will in Isaiah 7:14 was fulfilled in Matthew 1:21.

Isaiah 53 is also significant in the story of
the Ethiopian eunuch (Acts 8:26–38). He was
the financial minister of Queen Candace of
Ethiopia, who went to Jerusalem to worship
God. On the way back to Ethiopia, he was
reading Isaiah 53. Philip explained to him
the meaning of the passage and he received
Jesus Christ. He was then baptized. He was
the very next person to be baptized after the
baptism of Jesus’ disciples. Thus, Ethiopia
was the first country to receive baptism and
to read the Bible. Ethiopia took the first initiative to seek God. Later, the Ethiopian Orthodox Church became the Tewahido church
and, therefore, the true church. In this way,
Ethiopia laid the foundation for Christianity.
Major Characteristics
The preacher interprets the biblical passage
as having two historical references: the first
is Jesus Christ and the second is the event
regarding the Ethiopian eunuch. The prophecy and fulfillment schema is employed as
the key interpretive approach. In this way,
the preacher highlights both the salvation of
Jesus Christ and the historical significance
of the EOTC.
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This sermon reveals four major characteristics of biblical interpretation in the
EOTC. First, it is Christ-centered. Second, it
employs a prophecy and fulfillment schema.
Third, it seeks to connect the biblical text
with the Ethiopian context. Fourth, it places
an emphasis on the practice of faith.

“Reading or listening to Scripture
reveals new dimensions of God’s
character and his purposes
and motivates me to live more
fully according to his word.
It is like a daily blood transfusion
where the Holy Spirit renews
and refreshes me.”

+ Alexis D. Abernethy is professor of
psychology at Fuller's School of
Psychology, with research interests
that have focused on the intersection
of spirituality and health.

Christ-Centered Interpretation
Christ is the center in the preacher’s sermon,
and the text is christologically interpreted.
He states, “‘Who can speak of his descendants?’ This verse is the word which exclaims on Jesus Christ.” He continues, “This
was delivered by the prophet Isaiah. He lived
in 700 BC. However, he spoke about Jesus,
his very nature, suffering, death, emptiness,
and so on, in Isaiah 53.” Then the preacher
seeks the specific implications of the text in
the New Testament. He states, “‘Who can
speak of his descendants?’ The story is about
Jesus Christ. Paul, in 2 Corinthians 8:9, tells
us that Jesus’ submissions are all for our
sake. The rich Christ became poor for us.
The Lord sat on a donkey. He was buried in
a human tomb. In order to make us free, he
received suffering which we were supposed
to take. Then he returned to his glory. Now
he is in all his power and authority.”
This preaching demonstrates the traditional view of the EOTC on Christ. For example,
the preacher states, “He is not the one who
many people assume him to be. He is not
man. He is not prophet. He is not mediator.
Then who is Jesus? In order to know him we
need to listen to John’s teaching. According
to John 1:1–3, he was the Word. He was in the
beginning. He was with God. He created the
world. He was God. This Word dramatically
became flesh. He became man. So who is
Jesus? Jesus was the Word. What happened
to him? He became man. How did he become
man? Through the Virgin Mary. This was
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prophesied by the prophet Isaiah. Glory be
to his mighty name!” This demonstrates that
the EOTC reflects the traditional teachings
on Christ of the early church.
Prophecy and Fulfillment in Christ Schema
The preacher’s interpretation of the biblical
text follows the traditional prophecy and fulfillment schema between the Old and New
Testaments, wherein Old Testament prophecies are accomplished in the New Testament.
He states, “Isaiah 7:14 says, ‘Therefore, the
Lord himself will give you a sign: The virgin
will be with child and will give birth to a son,
and will call him Immanuel.’ Matthew 1:21
says, ‘She will give birth to a son, and you
are to give him the name Jesus, because he
will save his people from their sins.’ Isaiah
said that ‘She will be with child and will give
birth to a son.’ And the gospel writer said
that she gave birth to a son, and named him
Jesus. The prophecy was fulfilled.”
Seeking the Ethiopian Connection
In this sermon, the text is interpreted in light
of a special Ethiopian connection. For the
preacher, the verse refers to the circumstances of the Ethiopian eunuch. He asserts, “Especially, the verse ‘Who can speak of his descendants?’ talks about an Ethiopian person.
This verse refers to a particular situation he
was in. He was the Ethiopian eunuch. . . . Let
me read you the verse which records this
truth in the book of Acts 8:26–38. The Ethiopian eunuch, whose name was Barosh, was
the head of finances as ordained by Candace,
queen of Ethiopia. . . . The man was reading
Isaiah 53. Then he was baptized by Philip.”
The preacher then seeks the implications
of this event for the contemporary Ethiopian context: “Jesus told his disciples to get
baptized after his baptism. The Ethiopian
eunuch was the very next one who was bap-

tized after that. . . . The Ethiopian Orthodox
Church shared his baptism early before . . .
Therefore, Ethiopia was the first country to
receive the baptism. Ethiopia laid the foundation of Christianity. . . . This country still
lives by faith and will stay forever and ever.
Amen!”
The preacher continues, “He accepted
Jesus Christ before the Apostle Paul came
to Christ. He knew Jesus before the Roman
Empire and Greece. Praise be to his holy
name! Through this man Christianity came
to Ethiopia. Then later the Ethiopian Orthodox Church became the true church and
Tewahido church. This is the way our faith
came. This is our religion. . . . I am telling you
that Ethiopia became the first Bible-reading
country. I am telling you that Ethiopia took
the first initiative to seek God.”
Emphasis on the Practice of Faith
Throughout his sermon, the preacher is concerned with the faith and life of contemporary believers. He consistently repeats the
phrase, “Who can speak of his descendants?”
and applies it to contemporary Christians.
“This verse is the Word, which exclaims on
Jesus Christ. Among the generations, God
saved those who spoke of him. However,
those who did not speak of him perished.
Even today, those of us who speak of him will
be saved, but those of us who do not speak of
him will [perish]. Nevertheless, the will of
God is to save all. May God help us to speak
of him and be saved!”
He continues to advocate for the traditional
Christology of the EOTC, while bringing
this Christology into the contemporary
context. He states, “Today many believe that
Jesus is man, prophet, and intercessor. They
do not know him yet. They seem to worship
him but they are not with him.” He repeats

this affirmation and adds an exhortation for
his own generation: “Today many people
say that Jesus is prophet, man, and mediator as the Pharisees say. We know Jesus by
his teaching, not by the teaching of Pharisees. He is God the Creator. We do not doubt
him as Philip did. We believe in Jesus as
written in the Bible, not by assumption. . . .
As the disciples were with Jesus, they did
not know him. It obviously happens today
in our generation. May God give a chance of
repentance for those who went away from
his presence!”
The central message of this sermon is the
person and salvific work of Jesus Christ.
The preacher employs a christological interpretation of the Old Testament text in
Isaiah. The preacher also interprets the text
as having another historical reference: the
event regarding the Ethiopian eunuch. The
preacher in this sermon seeks to highlight
the salvation of Jesus Christ as well as the
historical significance of the EOTC.
CONCLUSION
This particular sermon demonstrates the significant influence of tradition and context in
biblical interpretation. The EOTC provides
a compelling historical example of biblical
understanding that has been shaped under
the substantial influence of the EOTC’s tradition in the historical and cultural context
of Ethiopia. Just as significantly, it helps to
enrich our own understanding of God’s truth
in the Bible.
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rom 2008 to 2015, our family lived six
months out of each year in Mwanza,
Tanzania, the second largest city in the
country, nestled on the southern shores of
Lake Victoria. We began spending half the
year in Mwanza because my wife, Jen, is an
infectious diseases physician-scientist who
does clinical medical research on the interaction of a freshwater parasitic infection
called schistosomiasis and the HIV virus.
Jen holds dual appointments at Weill Cornell
Medical College in the United States and its
partner institution, Bugando Medical Centre,
in Tanzania. Although now with schoolaged children we are no longer able to split
our time between Pasadena and Mwanza,
our family still spends the summer months
in northwest Tanzania.

in a commitment to and the experience of
cross-cultural hermeneutics, that I would
never have imagined when I was getting my
PhD in New Testament—but that has generated some of the most rewarding, personally
instructive, and, I hope, impactful work of
my career to this point.

READING GALATIANS?
It started in the fall of 2009. While we were
living in Mwanza, Jen returned from an
international conference that focused on
emerging strategies for HIV prevention.
She mentioned something completely novel
to me at the time, namely, that the practice
of male circumcision has the potential to
save millions of lives by preventing new
HIV infections. In the early- to mid-2000s,
several large randomized, controlled trials of
As a New Testament scholar my initial ex- male circumcision (MC) conducted in South
perience in cross-cultural hermeneutics, Africa, Kenya, and Uganda had shown an
therefore, came not because of an intentional approximately 60 percent reduction in HIV
pursuit on my part, but because I happened incidence among circumcised heterosexual
to marry someone committed to the field men.1 The protective effect of MC is thought
of global health, someone who has lovingly to occur because of high concentrations of
dragged me halfway across the world during cells that are susceptible to HIV infection in
sabbaticals and paternity leaves and summer the foreskin. As a result of these studies, in
breaks. Yet the experience of reading, teach- 2007 the World Health Organization (WHO)
ing, and preaching the Bible in Tanzania has recommended that MC “should be considbeen immensely formational for my own vo- ered an efficacious intervention for HIV
cation as a seminary professor. In attempting prevention in countries and regions with
to connect with the local context in Mwanza, heterosexual epidemics, high HIV and low
I have regularly volunteered as a teacher at MC prevalence.”2
St. Paul College, a Pentecostal Bible college
and one of the few schools in Tanzania I vividly remember wondering the next
at which pastors and church leaders can morning, as I was out for a morning run on
receive high-quality theological education. a dirt trail above our apartment on Bugando
The relationships formed with the leaders Hill, “What does it mean to read Paul’s letter
and students at St. Paul College, along with to the Galatians in a context in which male
my learning in the classroom, have deeply circumcision might actually save lives?” As
enriched my own understanding of the Bible, a New Testament scholar, I reflected on the
my Christian praxis, and even my scholar- apostle’s passionate and uncompromising oply research agenda. In this essay I would position to the adoption of male circumcision
like to describe one research project, rooted among non-Jews in Galatia who had come to

believe in the gospel of God’s grace through
Jesus the Messiah. Paul penned the letter in
response to the arrival in Galatia of certain
Jewish-Christian teachers who had a very
different understanding of the gospel than
Paul—or who preached a completely different gospel, as Paul angrily puts it (1:6). These
teachers were advocating Torah-observance
as a means of Gentile inclusion in the community of God’s people, the descendants of
Abraham (3:29). And while Paul’s opponents
probably encouraged Gentile believers in
Jesus to follow the entire law of Moses (cf.
4:10), it is the requirement of male circumcision as a sign of identity among the people of
Abraham that particularly provokes Paul’s
ire (cf. 3:1; 5:2–4, 10–12; 6:12–13). So strident
is Paul in his opposition to circumcision for
Gentile believers that he caustically wishes
that those advocating male circumcision
would castrate themselves (5:12)!

cision, and in the past has often espoused pejorative views of the practice. Another factor
is that the procedure is not widely available
at regional hospitals and healthcare centers,
and it is frequently prohibitively expensive (approximately $20–25 USD) when it
is offered. Finally, in a cultural context in
which religion is a defining feature of many
aspects of everyday life, the practice of MC in
the region is deeply influenced by religious
identity. One study indicated that among
Muslim adolescent males in the Mwanza
region 61 percent were circumcised, compared with 18 percent of Christians.4

Yet the leaders at St. Paul College had experienced—in ways that I have still only
glimpsed—the tremendous pain and suffering that the HIV/AIDS crisis has brought to
their communities. They were eager, therefore, to think creatively about ways in which
Christian churches might address the moral
But on the morning of my run in 2009 I had and healthcare crisis of the HIV epidemic.
absolutely no idea what a faithful interpre- As a result of these initial conversations with
tation of Galatians might look like in the our Tanzanian friends, Jen and I applied for
Mwanza region of northwest Tanzania, a and received a collaborative research grant
region that fits the WHO’s recommendation from the Association of Theological Schools
for MC to prevent HIV infections. I had read for a project entitled “‘New Creation Is Evenough in the fields of missiology and cultur- erything’: Christian Identity, Male Circumal hermeneutics to know that the answer to cision, and HIV/AIDS in Northwest Tanzamy question surely could not come from me, nia.” We gathered a team of leaders from the
a cultural outsider. So I asked several of the college—Lucas Fuunay, Mary Fuunay, Mary
leaders at St. Paul College for their thoughts Mbago, and Agrey Mwakisole—and the six
on the issue. News of the public health ben- of us worked together every step of the way
efits of MC was as novel to them as it was to to design and implement the project.5
me, and my friends told me that the practice
of MC was never discussed in churches. We Our goal for this collaborative research
later learned that studies in the early 2000s project—located at the intersection of the
had shown that rates of MC in the Mwanza fields of biblical hermeneutics, theological
region were 18 percent for Christians.3 One education, qualitative medical research, and
major reason for this low rate of practice is public health—was to develop resources that
because the dominant tribe in the region might equip pastors and church leaders in
of Mwanza, the Sukuma, is traditionally Mwanza to address the public health benenon-circumcising, has no rituals of circum- fits of MC from a theologically and medical-
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ly informed perspective. Influenced by the “In the Christian churches we teach people on “spiritual circumcision,” concerns about
writings of South African biblical scholar mainly about the spiritual life alone, but the promoting sexual immorality, and confusion
Gerald West, we were committed to devel- body we leave behind” [semi-urban female]. about whether the Bible supports or disallows the practice of MC for believers.
oping a dialogical hermeneutical approach
that fostered a mutually informative ex- “[The Christian] is concerned with spiritual
change between ordinary, untrained readers matters rather than with physical matters. As part of our curriculum, our team offered a
and the trained members of our study team.6 That does not apply to the Muslim. The reading of Galatians that could be employed
We also believed it was important to map Muslim is very much concerned with phys- by Tanzanian church leaders and theologlocal perceptions of MC among Christians ical matters and he talks more about issues ical educators to promote the very practice
before working to develop any resources for of cleanliness rather than stressing spiritual that Paul so strongly opposes. Our reading of
these communities. In order to assess these issues . . . when his body is clean that is when Galatians is contextualized in light of MC as
perceptions, we gathered ten single-gender he is noticed by God. It is not like that for a an effective HIV/AIDS intervention in East
focus groups at local Protestant churches Christian, he says God deals with the heart” Africa and is rooted in the apocalyptic nature
of the epistle. Paul’s opponents (and perhaps
for discussions that lasted between one and [semi-urban male].
Paul himself at an earlier point in his life;
two hours. The groups were divided evenly
between men and women, as well as urban Moreover, participants in the focus groups see Gal 5:11) were advocating circumcision
and rural settings. Focus group questions frequently indicated that MC was perceived as a means of Gentile entry into the family
centered on perceptions of MC, the role as a practice for the sexually promiscuous, of Abraham, a religious position indicative
of religion, tribal identity, and gender in or as unnecessary since they were taught in of a worldview in which Torah is central and
making decisions about MC, and the nature their churches to focus on “circumcision of the cosmos is defined and divided according
of the Bible’s teaching about MC. Sessions the heart.” One semi-urban male reflected to the antinomy of circumcision and non-circoncluded with a contextual Bible study of this view clearly: “Our goal is not to enhance cumcision, Jew and Gentile.
Galatians 5, based in part on a method of promiscuity; our goal is . . . to build our youth
study pioneered by Gerald West and others in good Christian faith and to live in it and Paul’s letter to the Galatians is an attempt
to be patient to get your partner. For us it is to explode that particular binary cosmology.9
at the Ujamaa Center in South Africa.7
meaningless that it [MC] reduces [HIV trans- Following Paul’s experience of the revelation
Our focus group study was instructive in mission] because we do not teach our chil- of God’s son (1:16), the old world—with its
many ways.8 It verified that tribal identity dren to be promiscuous.” Only one out of 67 antinomies between Jew/Gentile, circumand religious identity were the primary de- participants had ever heard MC discussed at cision/uncircumcision, law/not-law—was
terminants of MC. Specifically, Christians church, but nearly all Christian parishioners obliterated by the cross of Jesus Christ. This
in the Mwanza region frequently reported were eager for their churches to address MC leads Paul to declare twice in Galatians that
perceiving MC as a Muslim practice that and the vast majority felt that MC could be the antinomy of circumcision and uncircumcision has ceased its world-defining role. In
should therefore be avoided by followers consistent with their faith.
6:14, for example, Paul explains that in light
of Jesus. As one urban female participant
succinctly framed the issue, “Even if we On the basis of our focus group research, of the cross of Christ, the old way of structursay many ethnic groups . . . don’t circum- our study team developed a contextually ing the cosmos and human social relations
cise, you will find . . . the Muslims in those appropriate theological curriculum (in within it, through the governing binary of
ethnic groups have been circumcised but the Kiswahili) designed to educate pastors and circumcision/uncircumcision, has been cruChristians have not been circumcised.” The church leaders to guide their congregations cified to Paul—and Paul to this cosmos (cf.
distinction between Christians and Muslims in discussions of Christian identity and MC 5:6). In Paul’s apocalyptic perspective, therevis-à-vis the practice of MC was occasionally as a public health issue. Our curriculum fore, Christ-believers in Galatia must not
framed in theological terms, as was seen in addressed many of the obstacles that might submit to the rite of circumcision because
limit Christian support for the practice, in- the practice, in that particular context,
the comments of two participants:
cluding beliefs that Christians should focus denies the invasive, world-shattering power

“Reading Scripture is one of the primary ways we resist
conforming to this world and instead are transformed
by the renewal of our minds (Romans 12:2). Scripture reshapes
and reorients our perspectives, attitudes, and values in
light of who God is and what God has done for us so that the
way we live reflects our truest worship to God.”

+ Ahmi Lee is assistant professor of preaching at Fuller Seminary. She brings
a rich multicultural background to her research and teaching.

of the gospel and reflects a cosmology characteristic of “the present evil age” (1:4) rather
than the new creation effected in the cross of
Jesus Christ.
Given this apocalyptic reading of Galatians,
an appropriate Christian embodiment of
Paul’s message in Tanzania in light of the
realities of the HIV/AIDS crisis would, it
seemed to us, encourage the very practice
that Paul discourages, while also standing
with Paul in his apocalyptic view of the
world. Apocalyptic eschatology has fundamentally to do with the conviction that
in the present time God has inaugurated a
liberating war against the powers that have
enslaved humanity and set the world in opposition to God—powers that Paul elsewhere
identifies as sin and death (see esp. Rom 5–7).
In the context of the Galatian controversy,
Paul presents circumcision as problematic
in part because the law that prescribed the
practice was itself involved in the enslavement of humanity (3:23–25; 4:3–5, 21; 5:18).
Since “neither circumcision nor uncircumcision” is anything, an insistence that uncircumcision is mandated for Christians as
a faithful interpretation of Paul falls victim
to the same cosmological binary that Paul
works so hard to challenge in Galatians.
Thus, we suggested that, from a theological
perspective informed by Paul, circumcision
as an identity marker for God’s people or a

means of defining the world is not a viable
option for those who read Galatians as Christian Scripture. Yet that conclusion paves
the way for a consideration of the role that
advocacy of the practice of MC might play
in a robust theology of embodied existence.
Elsewhere in the curriculum we suggested
that God’s care for the health and wholeness
of the physical body is an integral part of the
New Testament’s witness (see, e.g., Jesus’
ministry in the Gospels of healing the sick,
lame, blind, etc.; John 7:23; 1 Cor 6:13–14,
19–20; 7:34; 15:1–58; 2 Cor 7:1; Eph 5:29–30;
1 Thess 5:23). Therefore, to the extent that
male circumcision offers numerous health
benefits to Tanzanian Christians (not
limited to HIV prevention, but also including
the prevention of infant urinary tract infections and some types of cancer, as well as the
reduction of other sexually transmitted infections), the practice can be supported not as
a badge of identity for male inclusion within
the local church, but as a public health intervention that has the potential significantly to
diminish the loss of life, dignity, and power
associated with the HIV epidemic.
PHASE TWO: ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF
THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION
In July of 2014, we held an all-day educational seminar for over 200 male and female
church leaders in the Mwanza region. So enthusiastic was the response to the teaching
that, toward the end of the session, the group

erupted in laughter and applause when one
pastor stood up and loudly proclaimed, “We
are ready! Let us line up to be circumcised
today!”
Unfortunately, at the time of the seminar we
did not have the funding or the approval to do
anything more than encourage these pastors
and church leaders to bring the information
back to their congregations. But just a few
months later, two significant developments
allowed us to take an encouraging next step
in the work we had started. First, Jen, Agrey
Mwakisole (one of the initial study team
leaders and later a DMiss student in Fuller’s School of Intercultural Studies), Samuel
Kalluvya, and I were awarded a Grand Challenges Grant from the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation for a project entitled “From Obstacles to Opportunities for Male Circumcision in sub-Saharan Africa.” The goal of this
project was to assess whether harnessing
the influence of churches, including making
use of the curriculum our team had developed, would increase uptake of MC in the
Mwanza region. Given recent estimates that
every 5–15 male circumcisions prevent one
HIV infection, increasing male circumcision
rates nationwide in Tanzania from about 30
percent to 50 percent could prevent approximately 200,000 HIV infections in Tanzania
alone. Second, it so happened that just as we
were awarded the Gates grant, the Tanzanian Ministry of Health announced a plan to
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offer free circumcision to men throughout
the Mwanza region. The physician charged
with overseeing this government-backed
circumcision outreach campaign was a colleague and friend of Jen’s at Bugando Hospital, so our team was able to partner with the
government’s campaign, which allowed us
to conduct a large, cluster randomized trial
involving 56,000 men in 16 villages who were
circumcised during the campaign.
The governmental MC campaign brought a
team of clinicians to perform free male circumcisions in two to three villages at a time.
The campaign provided male circumcision
and voluntary HIV counseling and testing
to between 100 and 200 men per day, and
typically remained in a village for three to
six weeks until demand for circumcision
decreased. Our project aimed to assess the
effectiveness of working with local church
leaders to promote the practice of MC among
Christians. Eight villages received the standard MC outreach activities provided by the
Tanzanian Ministry of Health, and eight
villages were randomly assigned to receive
additional education for local church leaders
based on the curriculum that our team had
earlier developed. The primary outcome
for the study was the percentage of males
in a village who were circumcised. Secondary outcomes were the reasons that males
cited for seeking circumcision and religious leaders’ perspectives on circumcision.
Crucial to the success of the project at this
stage was Mwakisole’s tireless and effective work to partner with local pastors and
church leaders in villages that received the
supplementary education.

group interviews after the completion of the
campaign in their villages, church leaders
in intervention villages reported feeling
empowered to discuss male circumcision
with their congregations. This sentiment
was summarized poignantly by one female
leader, “What I ask is that Christian religious leaders should teach a society to uptake
male circumcision.” Our study showed that
equipping and empowering Tanzanian
church leaders to address medical issues
with their congregations has the potential
to make a significant positive impact on
participation in public health interventions.
We believe that drawing on the power of religious leaders to promote healthy behavior
among their congregants is an innovative
concept for health promotion throughout
sub-Saharan Africa.
CONCLUSION
By the end of our project—or at least the most
recent iteration of it, as we are continuing
to explore ways to build upon our previous
work—we had come a long way from the
question, “What does it mean to read Paul’s
letter to the Galatians in a context in which
male circumcision might actually save
lives?” Or perhaps we realized that what
seemed like a reasonably simple query could
not adequately be answered without careful
attention to a cluster of related issues such as
cultural hermeneutics, ecclesiastical practices, Christian identity in a pluralistic setting,
strategies for the promotion of public health
measures, qualitative research methods,
and the relationship between theology and
medicine. I have certainly come to see that
reading Scripture in a cross-cultural setting
can be an immensely challenging yet deeply
rewarding experience.

Our findings were exciting and highly significant.10 In the villages that received the
additional education provided by Mwakisole And biblical interpretation can be an exand his team, 52.8 percent of males were tremely important aspect of public health
circumcised (30,889/58,536). In the control policy in sub-Saharan Africa. Without
villages that simply received the standard specific appeal to Paul’s theology, Musa
Ministry of Health outreach, 29.5 percent Dube, one of the leading prophetic voices
of males were circumcised (25,484/86,492, working to encourage the church in Africa
odds ratio 3.2 [95 percent confidence in- and worldwide to confront the reality of the
terval, 1.4–7.3], p=0.006). In intervention HIV/AIDS crisis, has referred to “the HIV
villages, 32.4 percent of men indicated that & AIDS apocalypse,” suggesting that the
they sought circumcision because of discus- disease “functions like an apocalyptic text,
sions in their churches, compared with 0.7 vividly revealing all the current social inpercent in control villages (p<0.001). In focus justices, and exposing the perpetrators and
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the plight of the oppressed.”11 According to
Dube, HIV/AIDS is an “apocalyptic text” in
that it calls for hope in and work toward a
better world and that it unveils the poverty,
injustice, and racism that figure in the
spread of the epidemic. Our team has suggested that Galatians is an apocalyptic text
of life that has an important role to play in
the battle against this “apocalyptic text” of
death. We ought to do all we can to restore
dignity to those living with HIV/AIDS and
also to prevent the spread of the disease to
more people worldwide, all of whom are
created in God’s image. As the apostle Paul
himself says at the conclusion of his letter to
the Galatians, “So then, whenever we have
an opportunity, let us work for the good of
all, and especially for those of the family of
faith” (Gal 6:10).
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HERMENEUTICS FOR
THE AFRICAN CENTURY
Stephanie L. Black
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et me say first that I write this as an observer and a guest, a Westerner who has
taught biblical studies in sub-Saharan
African theological colleges for more than a
decade. I am deeply indebted to the abilities,
passions, and commitments of my African
colleagues. They have helped me see God
at work in and through our institutions and
our students, and they have taught me more
about the gospel than I ever would have
grasped from my own limited viewpoint.
But along with my colleagues, I have struggled with the gap between what happens
in our classrooms and what happens when
our students return home. We painstakingly train students to understand and use
the Bible, honing their skills in grammatical-historical exegesis and helping them articulate a careful, reasoned understanding
of the meaning a biblical author intended to
communicate to his original audience. But
when our students return to their home
churches, many in their congregations
find little interest in this way of reading
the Bible. The students’ more scholarly
contributions may even be met with scorn
by congregations longing for a fresh and
active word from God, a word spoken by
God through the Bible directly to their own
situations. In fact, some consider our students “unspiritual” because their reading
of the Bible seems to lack spontaneity and
immediacy. Emmanuel Obeng has said that
in Ghana, for instance, “It is commonplace
to hear statements that there is no need to
prepare for sermons; the Holy Spirit will
give utterance to the anointed people of God
at the time of delivery.”1
While there are many factors contributing
to this mismatch between theological classrooms and the church, one thread leads
back to the 20th-century history of evangelical missions in sub-Saharan Africa.

Many of the current Bible colleges and seminaries in Africa were established with the
involvement of Western missionaries who
came with pre-formed understandings of
biblical truth. Other African training institutions have been influenced by the ethos
that these missionaries helped to create. As
a missionary myself, I’ve heard a good deal
of well-intentioned discussion about the
need to enculturate the Bible for African
audiences. Certainly, many early missionaries took bold and insightful steps to reach
across cultural divides. Unfortunately,
what sometimes slipped through unnoticed
was that the biblical message, in its ancient
Near Eastern, Jewish, and Greco-Roman
settings, had already been interpreted
and selectively enculturated for Western
readers. None of us is the recipient of an
objective or “pure” reading of the biblical
text or has a culturally neutral perception
of the gospel, an objective reading that we
might then dress in African clothes. We all
pick and choose what we notice in Scripture based on our own needs and interests.
We all make sense of what is written in the
Bible by filling spaces in the text with our
own understanding and experiences. Too
many early missionaries, however, not only
taught their interpretations of the Bible as
though they were of equal authority to the
texts themselves, they also enshrined their
methods of approaching and reading the
Bible—that is, their hermeneutics—as the
definitive way to perceive how God speaks
to us in and through Scripture.

Stephanie L. Black is affiliate
associate professor of New Testament
at Fuller Seminary and a teaching
elder (ordained minister) in the
Evangelical Presbyterian Church
(EPC). She has taught in graduate
schools of theology in Ethiopia,
Kenya, and India. Recently she has
taken on a new role as an international
theological education specialist with
EPC World Outreach and Serge—
formerly World Harvest Mission—
based in Dublin, Ireland, in which she
supports church planting in Africa,
Asia, and Europe. Her academic
interests are Greek language, New
Testament, intercultural biblical
hermeneutics, and intercultural
aspects of academic writing.

To unpack this a bit more, we can use a
hermeneutical paradigm drawn from
the “sender-message-receiver” model
of communication. Applying this paradigm to the Bible, scholars speak of an
“author-text-reader” model, in which the
author is the human author of a biblical
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book speaking in his own time to his original audience, the text is the Bible as we
have it in written form, and the reader is
us, the contemporary audience. (God, the
divine author of Scripture, is understood to
be active by means of the Holy Spirit in all
three components of this model.) Through
the centuries Christians have placed differing emphases on the relative roles of
authors, texts, and readers as they have
read the Bible and sought to hear God’s authoritative revelation.
Through most of the late-19th and
20th centuries, biblical scholars in
Western universities found their
academic discipline dominated
by an approach to the Bible that
focused on the author-text end of
this model. The goal of peering
behind biblical texts to explore
the historical world of the author
and the author’s community
tended to supersede interest in the
text itself as the Word of God, and
often this approach even precluded such an interest. Confronted
with the skepticism about God’s
role in producing biblical texts
that accompanied this “historical criticism,” more theologically
conservative scholars began to
use the “grammatical-historical
method” in interpreting the Bible.
This is a more text-centered
subset of historical criticism that focuses
on the text as a product of the author and
his historical age, while leaving room for
belief that the human authors who wrote
biblical texts were divinely inspired. Such
an author-text approach allowed evangelical scholars to engage in academic study of
the Bible. But it also kept their attention on
the author-text side of the hermeneutical
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equation, rather than the text-reader side.
Even today, or at least until very recently
with the renewed interest in theological
hermeneutics, evangelical hermeneutics
textbooks tend to say more about how to
recover historical author meaning in a biblical text than about how to make living
connections between the text and contemporary readers.

In addition, African
biblical scholars trained in Western theological institutions have often been influenced, even unconsciously, by the historical approaches they learned there. As
David Adamo puts it, “Although one appreciates the opportunity to study in many of
these great Western universities and seminaries, one thing is certain, the overseas
training in biblical studies and theology is

and grammatical study of biblical scholars—have an important conthe Bible? By no means. But tribution to make to our understanding of
a more comprehensive ap- biblical revelation by offering a different set
proach to biblical interpreta- of lenses through which to encounter God’s
tion that takes into account truth in Scripture.
the author, the text, and
the reader in God’s choice As it happens, Western evangelical biblito communicate with his cal scholarship has in recent years moved
human creatures through beyond its focus on author-text approaches
written revelation moti- and begun to explore more reader-centered
vates a more profound ways of approaching the Bible. In light of inand honest look creasing global and cultural awareness and
at how reading a growing value placed on the contributions
takes place and of diverse viewpoints, Western scholars are
who the Bible’s eager to hear the insights that biblical inr e a de r s a r e . terpreters in Africa and elsewhere in the
Gordon Fee and Majority World bring to our understanding
Douglas Stuart of God’s revelation. The door is wide open
remind
u s to the voices of African readers of the Bible.
that “whether But ironically, little has been produced thus
one l i kes it far by evangelical African biblical scholars
or not, every about ways to engage the reader’s viewreader is at point in biblical interpretation. What has
the same time appeared comes largely from university
a n i nter pret- circles in South Africa and beyond, interer.”3 Or, as W. preters who may express suspicion of the
Randolph Tate Bible itself as an inherent source or tool of
says, “Readers imperialism, patriarchy, and oppression.5
a lways wea r This suspicion runs counter to evangelical
tinted glasses convictions about divine revelation and
and make sense the Bible’s unique authority. In fact, the
of a text accord- association of reader-centered, contextual
ing to the par- interpretations of the Bible with these more
ticular shade of ecumenical practitioners may have tainted
the
lenses.”4
The
point
is
that
readers have such hermeneutical approaches with a
one of the ways by which African biblical
scholars have been colonised.”2 As a result, always been involved in making sense “liberal” label that inhibits their use by more
mission-related Bible colleges and semi- of the Bible, even when they mistakenly conservative biblical scholars in Africa.
naries may continue to reflect primarily believed their understanding of biblical
Western approaches to, and assumptions texts to be objective or absolute. Through How might we envision an evangelical
about, interpreting the Bible, even when much of the history of evangelical missions African biblical interpretation that takes
the teaching faculty and institutional lead- in sub-Saharan Africa, it was Western seriously the divinely inspired authority of
readers interpreting the Bible for their authors and texts, while acknowledging the
ership have been nationalized.
African converts. My point is that African role of readers in completing the process of
Am I advocating a rejection of historical readers—and especially today’s African God speaking? In bringing their insights
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to global biblical interpretation, African
evangelicals offer significant contributions as readers in at least two ways. First,
because of cultural affinities with pre-industrial, agrarian, and/or communalistic
societies like those within which the Bible
was written, African biblical interpreters
can sometimes clarify practices and values
that Western readers misunderstand or
ignore. I personally have gained from the
expertise of research students at Nairobi
Evangelical Graduate School of Theology,
who have explored the resonance between
biblical texts and their own social and cultural contexts in practices as general as
community worship, sacrifice, and polygamy, or as specific as familial curses (Noah
in Gen 9:20–27) and respect for the tombs of
ancestors (Nehemiah in Neh 2:1–5).
Secondly, because of their own experiences, African biblical interpreters often
challenge other readers in terms of what
they notice and prioritize in biblical texts.
Conceptual frameworks such as honor
and shame, poverty and power, patronage,
or extended family relationships may be
central to the interests and concerns of the
biblical authors themselves but overlooked
by Western readers for whom these are not
daily categories of concern. That Nehemiah was motivated by a sense of shame and
his desire to restore honor to his ancestral
homeland, as mentioned above, is one such
example.6 In terms of leadership and power,
my students in Nairobi were intrigued by
the framing of the relationship between
Paul and Apollos in 1 Corinthians 16:12:
“Now concerning our brother Apollos, I
strongly urged him to visit you with the
other brothers, but he was not at all willing
to come now. He will come when he has the
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opportunity.” All too familiar with hierar- rial poverty while benefitting an elite few,
chically organized societies where a senior as well as his concern for the social and
leader (like Paul) might be threatened by religious marginalization—that is, relaa successful younger figure (like Apollos) tional poverty—that the poor experience.
and take steps to suppress his activity, these This reading of Jesus’ attention to poverty
students noticed the mutual respect, open- and poor people in Luke’s Gospel is not
ness, and deference shown by Paul in in- only truer to the historical author’s intent,
viting Apollos to continue connecting with but also offers a much richer resonance for
the Corinthians, and by Apollos in choos- African readers who have their own expeing not to get involved at that point. What riences of social and economic injustice on
I had barely noticed, or taken as a simple a national or global scale, and for whom
statement of fact, my students recognized cohesive relationships with family and
as a model of generous relational détente local community are an essential element
between two church leaders. Similarly, in of daily existence. When we reread these
Paul’s letter to Philemon, they recognized passages in a New Testament class in
that Paul’s seeming humility is actually the Kenya, in an attempt to filter out Western
rhetorical cloak of an established leader assumptions absorbed through previous
gracefully and perhaps humorously telling Bible studies and textbooks, students felt
subordinates what to do: “I, Paul, do this challenged to reimagine their own roles as
as an old man, and now also as a prisoner Christ-followers in addressing poverty in
of Christ Jesus. . . . So if you consider me their local settings.
your partner, welcome him as you would
welcome me . . . I say nothing about your It is that alignment between God the Holy
owing me even your own self” (vv. 9, 17, 19). Spirit speaking into the situation of the
biblical author and his community, as it is
I have also observed that at times Western then recorded in the biblical text, and God
interpretive traditions block my African the Holy Spirit speaking similarly into
students from identifying similarities readers’ own parallel situations that combetween the biblical text and their own pletes the process of divine communication
contexts. Sometimes these readings need to through written revelation. Tate suggests,
be unlearned—or “decolonized,” as Ngũgĩ “The words on the page never change, and
wa Thiong’o and others have so famously in one sense neither do the worlds of texts.
said.7 For example, Luke’s focus on the But readers must always approach the
poor in his Gospel is well known, but white textual world and make sense of it in relamiddle-class Westerners, to select just one tion to their own world, a world constantly
set of readers, may too readily assume this in flux,”8 while at the same time the text
refers simply to material poverty, that is, provides a limited playing field of possible
the situation of not having enough money. meaning.
In fact, a closer look at “the poor” in Luke
(and the passages in Isaiah from which he A brief walk through 1 Corinthians 8–10 ildraws) highlights Jesus’ attention to social lustrates what this might look like in terms
and economic injustices that create mate- of African evangelical hermeneutics. I’ve

noticed that many Western Christians her health and pray for her was an open ence of author, text, and reader in African
fragment Paul’s teaching in 1 Corinthians door to a relationship in which they might evangelical hermeneutics that can offer
8–10, not recognizing the topical continui- share the gospel with her. But when they important insights from the Bible not just
ty that flows through these three chapters. arrived, they saw the family’s Hindu shrine. to African readers, but to all of us in the
More concerningly, they tend to miss the And when they were served tea, they knew global church.
unfamiliar (to them) concrete historical the milk in the tea had previously been
issue of sharing food in the context of poured over the idol as an offering. Should In Africa, where people long for the Bible
pagan worship. Not so my African stu- they drink the tea, or not? It’s at this point to address daily needs for identity, security,
dents. Christians who regularly encounter that God speaking through Paul into the health, prosperity, and defense against dark
marriage ceremonies, infant naming cere- Corinthians’ situation, as we find it in the spiritual forces, an evangelical African bibmonies, burials, and the like, where social text of 1 Corinthians 8–10, aligns with lical hermeneutic that weaves together the
and family celebrations are interwoven God’s message to these Kenyan readers in divinely inspired authority of authors and
with traditional animistic or syncretistic their own multireligious context, and the texts with the role of the readers to whom
rituals, are very familiar with the sorts of Holy Spirit brings written revelation to life God is speaking today opens new possiquestions Paul and his audience raise about as divine communication.
bilities for the Holy Spirit to bring written
participating in temple feasts in Corinth.
revelation to life as divine communication.
That is, African readers tend to understand But there’s more. With such understanding, And as the numerical center of Christianithe author’s world in this situation and African readers have the power to remind ty moves to the Global South, especially to
therefore may be more likely to notice how readers elsewhere that these chapters in Africa, the understanding they draw from
Paul responds in this text. I’ve listened to 1 Corinthians are not merely about the God’s inspired Word will flow north and
many lively discussions among my African possibility of offending the sensibilities west, enriching us all.
students about the tensions faced by young of other Christians (“should Christians
Christian couples who resist participating drink alcohol?”). They also address more
in such practices, yet who want to be part of troubling issues of syncretism and po- ENDNOTES
celebrations that knit together their fami- tential demonic activity for believers to
lies and communities while at the same consider when we participate in social 1. Emmanuel A. Obeng, “Emerging Concerns for Biblical
time being fully convinced of Jesus Christ’s practices with religious or quasi-religious Scholarship in Ghana,” in Interpreting the New Testament in
Africa, ed. Mary N. Getui et al. (Nairobi: Acton, 2001), 39.
superiority over the spirit world. (Not to overtones—whether it’s Halloween in
2. David Tuesday Adamo, “The Task and Distinctiveness
mention that that roasted goat slaughtered Europe and North America, the Day of the of African Biblical Hermeneutic(s),” Old Testament Essays
by an uncle murmuring incantations to the Dead in Latin America, the Hungry Ghost 28, no. 1 (2015): 34.
spirits tastes pretty good. Otherwise, when Festival in China, Asian practices directed 3. Gordon D. Fee and Douglas Stuart, How to Read the
toward ancestors, Christians in India con- Bible for All Its Worth, 4th ed. (Grand Rapids: Zondervan,
do we get to eat meat?)
fronting the multitude of Hindu temples 2014), 22.
4. W. Randolph Tate, Biblical Interpretation: An Integrated
In addition, living in a multireligious and festivals that surround them, or any Approach, 3rd ed. (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 2008), 220.
context like Kenya means being invited to of us receiving thoughtful gifts of holiday 5. See, e.g., some of the essays in Gerald O. West and
share food with neighbors and colleagues food from Muslim friends and neighbors Musa Dube, eds., The Bible in Africa: Translations, Trajecwhen the food offered may have been part on Maulid (Mohammed’s birthday) or Eid tories and Trends (Leiden: Brill, 2000).
of Muslim or Hindu worship. One student (the end of Ramadan). My goal here is not to 6. Peter Yuh Kimeng, “Shame and Honour in the Nehemiah Memoirs: A Hebrew and African Comparative Analysis,”
told us about going with church members prescribe the decisions Christians should
PhD dissertation, Africa International University, 2010.
to the home of a Hindu woman with whom make in any of these situations, since cir- 7. Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o, Decolonising the Mind: The Politics
one of them had shared a hospital room the cumstances vary substantially, but instead of Language in African Literature (London: J. Currey, 1986).
week before. A follow-up visit to check on to point out the opportunity for a conflu- 8. Tate, Biblical Interpretation, 269.
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“I find it helpful to think of
reading the Bible like eating
food. We eat food regularly
with our friends, family,
and coworkers. Instead
of communally reading
meaningful amounts of
the Bible, most Christians
read small pieces alone, if
at all. Even at church
services, we generally
read the Bible for
about one minute.
It is my belief that
communal reading
of Scripture helps
the church relearn how
to feast on the Word
together, to be fed
and nourished by the
God who speaks to
his children through
the Word. It is very
encouraging to
see that the vast
majority of Christians
want to read more of
the Bible. But when they
are instructed to do so
and left to read the Bible
individually, most are not
able to read much. It is
therefore not an issue
of desire but a problem
of strategy. By gathering
together as a community
and reading Scripture
together, people can read
the whole Bible in well
under two years. (Reading
all 66 books of the Bible
takes about 80 hours at a
normal speed.)”
+ Fuller Trustee Bill Hwang
is currently partnering
with Vice President of
Vocation and Formation
Tod Bolsinger to build
resources on FULLER
studio that will facilitate
the practice of reading the
Scriptures communally.
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or over six years, my wife and I
read the Gospel of Mark with every
Peruvian who was willing, oneon-one or in small groups. This wasn’t
the sum of our mission team’s work in
Arequipa, Peru, but it was our primary
approach to evangelism. I hesitate to
frame our practice of Bible reading with
reference to the word evangelism, because
the term evangelism needs badly to be
freed from the verbal, informational, and
cognitive biases that have dominated its
use in Christian mission. Proclamation of
the good news of the kingdom of God is a
word-and-deed endeavor, and that is what
I mean by evangelism. For our team, the
“word” dimension of evangelism focused on
reading the Gospel of Mark as gospel, and
the deed dimension focused on reading
with Peruvians seeking God’s kingdom
and justice. These two dimensions,
summarized as reading with, constitute a
practice I would identify as “incarnational
evangelism.”1
Reading with kingdom seekers is a deeply
formative experience, not least hermeneutically. The formative effects of “reading
with” have already been highlighted by
some streams of liberation hermeneutics
focused on the “ordinary reader.” South
African biblical scholar Gerald West, in
particular, insists that “‘reading with’
others in contexts where we also work
with them remakes us. Work (not conversation over coffee, but collaboration in particular sites of struggle) with groups who
have been differently constituted exposes
us to some of the forces and factors that
have constituted them and enables us to
be partially constituted by them.”2 This
sort of reading with as reading in solidarity
resonates deeply with my experience of
incarnational evangelism.
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Yet West’s work has a couple of important
limitations. First, West consistently speaks
of the other as a believer. This is natural
enough if one assumes that no one except
the church should be interested in reading
the Bible. But shouldn’t the practice of
evangelism shape the imagination and the
hermeneutical strategies of the church? If
so, there is obviously a space in which to
imagine the reading of Scripture with the
other who is not a believer. The author who
comes nearest to extending the insights of
liberation hermeneutics in this direction
is Bob Ekblad, who writes about reading
with the “not-yet-believing” other, primarily in a prison context.3 Ekblad’s concern,
however, is the liberation of the other, not
the hermeneutical formation of the Christian who reads with the other. This brings
me to West’s second limitation: he discusses
the formative effects of reading with only in
relation to the transformation experienced
by the scholar. The “ordinary readers”
with whom West impels scholars to read
are members of the church (i.e., believers).
The hermeneutical practice of reading with
is a scholarly concern, not a practice of the
church. The hermeneutical formation of the
church as readers, therefore, is not in view.
In light of my experiences in Peru, however,
West’s liberation hermeneutic invites an intriguing question: What are the formative
effects of incarnational evangelism as an
ecclesial practice? I put the question this
broadly—rather than asking only about
the “missionary” practice of evangelism—
because I work at the intersection of missional theology and theological interpretation of Scripture, an interdisciplinary
space called missional hermeneutics.4 To
borrow Richard Hays’s definition, “Theological exegesis is a complex practice, a
way of approaching Scripture with eyes of

faith and seeking to understand it within
the community of faith.”5 In other words,
theological interpretation has to do with
reading Scripture as the church, assuming
the church’s theological commitments—
especially the hermeneutically formative effects of those commitments. So, my
working assumptions are that theological
interpretation of Scripture is the concern
of all the people of God (not just scholars)
and that, from a missional perspective, all
the people of God are by nature participants
in God’s mission. In tandem, these affirmations render implications that scholars have
in recent years begun to explore.6 Yet, for a
variety of reasons that I don’t have space to
discuss, even missional hermeneutics typically (and ironically!) ignores evangelism.
So I will restate the question more sharply:
Should the approaches to Scripture collectively identified as theological interpretation count incarnational evangelism among
the ecclesial practices that normally shape
readers?
The rest of this essay makes a general claim
by way of a specific example. The general
claim is this: As an ecclesial practice of incarnational evangelism, reading Scripture
with kingdom seekers forms the church
for theological interpretation. The specific
example is my experience of reading the
Gospel of Mark with Peruvians. In this
example, the practice has some particular
features, including the narrative dynamics
of taking a Gospel as gospel and the intercultural dynamics of reading with Peruvians as a “gringo.”

istry”7 makes it prudent to clarify what I do
and do not mean by incarnational. I do not
mean that incarnational evangelism could
somehow “perform another incarnation,”
nor do I intend to deny the uniqueness
of Christ’s incarnation (Billings). Nor, by
analogy, do I think that taking up the cross
(Mark 8:34) could somehow duplicate the
unique crucifixion of Jesus. Jesus made
his cruciform example the grounds for his
teaching on servant leadership: “the Son
of Man did not come to be served but to
serve, and to give his life as a ransom for
many” (Mark 10:45). But Jesus did not seem
to think that by imitating his example his
followers would risk seeing themselves as
the ransom for many. So words like “incarnational” and “cruciform” are useful for
designating important theological dimensions of the imitatio Christi. In regard to the
incarnation, the imitation of Christ is not
the attempt to “imitate the act of becoming incarnate,” as Billings characterizes
it. Imitatio Christi is, instead, the imitation
of Jesus’s way of entering the particularity
and experience of the other—an imitation
justified precisely because Jesus is the
uniquely incarnate Christ.

The problem with incarnational evangelism is not, as Billings believes, that it
somehow screens out union with Christ or
participation in the Spirit’s work. I strongly
affirm both of those realities and see them
as dimensions of a robust missional theology in which incarnational evangelism
also plays a part. The problem with incarnational evangelism, rather, is the limit of
our ability to identify with the other. José
INCARNATIONAL EVANGELISM
Miguez Bonino observes, for example, that
Before considering these dynamics, I when we make lifestyle choices in order
should say a bit more abou t the term “in- to “place ourselves” in a different relacarnational evangelism.” J. Todd Billings’s tion to the poor—even if we go so far as to
recent diatribe against “incarnational min- “assume the condition of the poor”—“this

does not make us poor in the full sense of
the experience. There is no total ‘kenosis’
possible for human beings.”8 The same
is true of culture.9 The admission of such
limitations is not, however, a denial of the
possibility of any Christlike self-emptying
or self-denial. We still have choices to make:
Will we place ourselves, insofar as we are
able, into the particularity of the other? Will
we live in solidarity with the other? For the
evangelistic practice of reading Scripture
with kingdom seekers, then, the question is
whether reading with means merely reading
together or, incarnationally, reading in the
humility, service, and solidarity by which one
comes into the particularity and experience of
the other.
READING A GOSPEL AS EVANGELISM
Now I come to the dynamics of taking a
Gospel as gospel. On the face of it, Mark
is “the good news of Jesus Christ, the Son
of God” (Mark 1:1). In this sense, to take
the story of Jesus as the message of evangelism is quite natural, though admittedly unusual.10 Moreover, I have found
that reading a Gospel is the best means
of making disciples rather than converts.
The experience of walking through Jesus’s
story gives the reader a chance to decide
who Jesus is and whether to follow him.
For example, unlike Peter halfway through
Mark’s narrative (8:29), the reader who confesses that Jesus is the Christ after reading
the whole story necessarily confesses that
Jesus is the crucified and resurrected one.
In this case, a yes to Jesus is a yes to his call
to take up the cross and follow him. These
are, by themselves, good reasons to practice
reading the Gospels evangelistically.
In my experience, though, reading a Gospel
as gospel is especially fitting for incarnational evangelism because of the correla2017 | ISSUE #8 RE ADING SCRIPTURE GLOBALLY
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tion between narrative and embodiment.
Embodied selves are narrative selves.11
This means not just that a narrative gospel
is more powerfully transformative than a
propositional gospel (a claim that narrative
theology has explored in numerous ways)
but that a narrative experience of the gospel
is always the experience of a reader who
already embodies a story. In this sense, an
incarnational evangelist makes a significant shift by moving bodily into and taking
part in the story of another. Instead of
telling the gospel to the other, which leaves
the other to sort out the always-conflictual
encounter between the narrative self and
the gospel narrative, incarnational evangelism is an embodied participation in the
story of the other that entails reading the
gospel with the other and walking together
through the conflict of narratives.
Looking at evangelism this way raises many
questions. For the purposes of the present
discussion, I only want to highlight the hermeneutical implication of this experience
for the incarnational evangelist. Reading in
embodied solidarity with the other transforms the evangelist’s own narrative and,
therefore, generates fresh encounters with
the gospel narrative. One might suspect
that this is a complicated way of saying that,
after having new experiences, a reader will
see new things in the text. And maybe it is
a thick description of just that phenomenon.
For an essay on missional hermeneutics in
a Peruvian context, however, I believe the
key point is this: Incarnational evangelism
is an ecclesial practice that engenders particular experiences, which allow the church
to see the text anew through particular eyes.
Generally, the experience of participating
in God’s mission among all peoples allows
the church to see the text through eyes
transformed by taking part in the stories of
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others among whom God’s manifold grace
is at work. Specifically, my experience was
that of a “gringo” struggling to live and read
in solidarity with my Peruvian neighbors
who were seeking the kingdom and coming
to know the king for the first time through
the Gospel of Mark.
READING THE GOSPEL OF MARK WITH PERUVIANS
I have to confess that, as far as the struggle
to live in solidarity went, I failed far more
than I succeeded. Yet there were moments
when, reading Mark with my Peruvian
friends and neighbors, their struggles, their
wisdom, and their wonderful culture gave
me eyes to see. What follows is one example
of the ways that reading Mark in solidarity
with Peruvians shaped me as an interpreter.
I remember attending a conference before
our mission team moved to Arequipa. A
man who had been a missionary kid in
Peru spoke about the work that remained
unfinished a generation after his parents
had returned to the United States. He interpreted the perpetually unfinished houses
of Peruvian barrios as an analogy for the
problem—the unsightly image of rebar
sticking up from nearly every rooftop. Yet
after I had lived in a few of those unfinished
houses, hung laundry on their flat roofs
bristling with rebar, and watched the families around me build additions poco a poco
(little by little), rebar jutting toward the sky
became a symbol of hope. Faced with the
impossibility of building multiple stories
at once but committed to making space
for multiple generations of the family, Peruvians leave the rebar sticking out of the
roof level so they can tie into the existing
structure when they add the next floor of
the house. This is a long-term proposition that often becomes the inheritance of
the next generation. I can’t see rebar now

without thinking of the tenacious hope of
the working poor who make up the vast
majority of Peru’s population.
In Mañana: Christian Theology from a Hispanic Perspective, Justo González shows how
the word mañana captures the eschatological essence of Hispanic theology.12 Many
Hispanic Christians live more naturally in
the tension between the already and the not
yet than their Northern brothers and sisters
who have been shaped by Enlightenment
progressivism. Various uses of the word
mañana capture that tension. In my Peruvian experience, the phrase mentioned above,
poco a poco, serves a similar, albeit non-theological, function. It signals the patient
hope of a people who are used to starting
ya (already) but going slowly, little by little,
stalling for reasons out of one’s control,
postponing, esperando (which is the word
for both “waiting” and “hoping”). I dare say
this is the structure of a great deal of Peruvian life. I wish I could count the number of
times that friends and neighbors, vendors
and laborers—and eventually, brothers and
sisters in Christ—calmly said to this exasperated gringo, “poco a poco.” Like every
dimension of culture, this patient hope has
a potential dark side. The experience that
shapes it, I believe, is one of centuries-long
oppression, widespread systemic corruption, and a persistent lack of options. These
may give rise to the virtue of longsuffering
hope, but they may also produce resignation
and distrust. Nonetheless, I was impressed
more often than not by the expectation that
change will come, poco a poco.
More importantly, I was shaped by it. After
a few years of reading Mark with Peruvians, I began to hear the book’s prologue
(1:1–15) differently. Before, I would read the
fulfillment of the promise that God would

come to lead his people out of exile (1:2–3)
and Jesus’s startling claim that “the time is
fulfilled” (1:15) and ask my reading companions whether “we” could imagine waiting
on a promise for hundreds of years. What
would it be like to wait so long and then,
finally, hear that the time is now? None of
my kind reading companions ever pointed
out the irony of my posing that question to
them. There came a moment, though, after
hearing “poco a poco” over and over, sometimes day after day—after settling into a
Peruvian way of life and walking a while
with my patient, hopeful friends—that the
question was really only whether I could
imagine Israel’s long wait and, so, hear the
goodness of the news that the time has come.
By entering incarnationally into the stories
of my Peruvian companions, I was in turn
able to enter into Israel’s story differently.
I believed cognitively that Mark’s opening
announcement of “good news” was supposed to provoke the kind of heart-wrenching relief and joy that accompanies the fulfillment of a hope inherited for generations.
I was able to think such thoughts, and even
to be moved by such rhetoric, but reading
with Peruvians allowed me to experience
the gospel in a new way, as one “partially
constituted” (West) by the longsuffering
hope of the Peruvian people. Perhaps the
only way of saying it is that I was privileged
to hear God’s word to a Peruvian.
Reading with the hopeful is one example
among many. I might also write about
reading with the poor, the thankful, the
wounded, and the generous. All of these
and more were aspects of reading Mark
with Peruvians that shaped me in ways that
defy prosaic description. And the difficulty
of putting these experiences into writing
is very much the point: the practice of incarnational evangelism is hermeneutically

formative in ways that merely reading the
perspectives of others is not. If we could
gain the perspective of the other just by
reading about it, we wouldn’t need to read
with the other. The fact is, reading with, in
the fullest sense of the phrase, is uniquely
transformative.
INCARNATIONAL EVANGELISM AS
THEOLOGICAL FORMATION
The church has various theologically formative practices. Worship, for example, is
a set of practices that shapes the church
in numerous intangible ways that, in turn,
affect how we interpret Scripture. This is
not the primary aim of worship, but it is,
undoubtedly, one of its effects. Similarly,
incarnational evangelism includes a variety
of practices, one of which is reading Scripture with kingdom seekers. I consider these
fully theological practices—forms of life
that cohere with the missional theology of
God’s sent people. As such, they shape the
church theologically.
In particular, incarnational evangelism
puts the church in solidarity with the
other, which has its own formative effects.
Reading Scripture with the other uniquely places the church in a position to hear
God’s word from new perspectives. More
specifically, reading a Gospel as gospel
with kingdom seekers—when reading with
is a practice of incarnational evangelism—
allows Christians to enter the stories of
others and hear the gospel anew with them.
In my view, this is a critical dimension of
missional hermeneutics: the missional
church learns to read Scripture through
the experiences of participation in God’s
mission, including and especially through
the experiences of reading in solidarity
with the other.
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CULTIVATING THE
PRACTICE OF
READING SCRIPTURE
While teaching at a conference some
years ago, I was startled when a
participant announced that he could
not imagine how any Republican could
claim to take the Bible seriously. Not
long afterward, I witnessed a repeat
performance in another setting,
except in this case we were told that
Republicans alone read Scripture
correctly. This reminds me of what I
imagine to be a first-century “battle
for the Bible”: Pharisees, Christfollowers, and Sadducees, all reading
the same Scriptures but reading
them quite differently, and reaching
diverse conclusions about the nature of
faithfulness to God. How can this be?
Clearly, a lot has to do with our
formation as readers of Scripture
and not only with the words written
on the page. This underscores the
importance of reading Scripture as a
“practice,” since the idea of “practice”
assumes circularity: Formed by our
reading of Scripture, we become better
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readers of Scripture. This is not because we become
better skilled at applying biblical principles. The practice
of reading Scripture is not about learning how to mold
the biblical message to contemporary lives and modern
needs. Rather, the Scriptures yearn to reshape how we
comprehend our lives and identify our greatest needs.
We find in Scripture who we are and what we might
become, so that we come to share its assessment of our
situation, encounter its promise of restoration, and hear
its challenge to serve God’s good news.
Paradoxically, perhaps, cultivating the practice of reading
Scripture first prioritizes Christian formation more
generally. This is because there is no necessary, straight
line from reading the biblical materials to reading them
Christianly; sharply put, one can be “biblical” without
being “Christian.”
When Jesus criticizes two disciples on the Emmaus Road
for their failure to believe what the prophets had spoken,
the problem was not their inability to hear the prophets or
take them seriously. Jesus asked, “Wasn’t it necessary for
the Christ to suffer these things and then enter into his
glory?” (Luke 24:27 CEB). “Of course it was necessary!”
we might say, but the question remains, which prophets
actually document this necessity? “Isaiah 53,” we might
respond, but we would then need to acknowledge that we
can say this only because we have learned to read in just
this way. After all, Isaiah 53 never mentions the Messiah,
and Jesus’ contemporaries were unaccustomed to thinking
of Isaiah’s Servant as a suffering Messiah. The problem
faced by Jesus’ disciples was their lack of the cognitive
categories required for making sense of the Scriptures
in this way. They needed more than a commonsense
reading of a biblical text. That Isaiah spoke of Jesus was
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something they had to learn. Accordingly, Luke records:
“Then he interpreted for them the things written about
himself in all the scriptures.” (Luke 24:27 CEB).
This example speaks to the integrated nature of Christian
practices, and especially to the ways those practices
shape us as readers of Scripture. Christian formation
helps us to read the Scriptures Christianly. So it is worth
reflecting on the difference it makes to our reading of
Scripture that we regularly recite the Apostles’ Creed.
What difference does it make to our reading of Scripture
that we meet each other repeatedly at the Lord’s Table,
that we speak often with people who do not share our
faith, that we who share a common faith in Christ eat
together regularly, and that we pray to Jesus as though he
were God? (And what difference does it make when we do
not engage in such practices as these?)
Of course, reading Scripture is itself a central Christian
practice, so we may ask how we cultivate this practice
among the others—a question I take up more fully in
Seized by Truth: Reading the Bible as Scripture (Abingdon,
2007). Here let me make six suggestions.
(1) Reading Scripture is not enough. Theological and
ecclesial formation inform and are informed by reading
Scripture. Communities that put Scripture into practice
through seeking the Holy Spirit, confessing sins and
forgiving each other, praying for the sick, and offering
good news to others find themselves being prepared to
read Scripture.
(2) Read and read again. It is easy to turn time with
Scripture into a game of “Twenty Questions”: how to
have a happy relationship, learn financial faithfulness, or

whatever. A sharp line can be drawn between utilitarian
approaches that treat the Bible as a how-to manual or a
database for addressing my questions, and the formation
of Scripture-shaped minds that understand God and
God’s creation through Scripture-shaped lenses. The
latter requires patient, deliberate reading—reading, as it
were, for no good reason but for the sake of having our
dispositions and reflexes shaped by Scripture.
(3) Read slowly. Those of us who find ourselves moving
back and forth between blogs, email, texts, news outlets,
and social networks on our smartphones and tablets need
different rules of engagement for reading Scripture. This
practice concerns not how fast I can get through today’s
reading, but how slowly, combining prayer, reading, and
contemplation. To crib Jesus’ words, “Let these words
sink into your ears” (Luke 9:44 NRSV).
(4) Involve yourself. If the last century or more has
imagined education as the process of stepping back to
observe, assess, and attain knowledge, then this practice
calls for different habits. This learning is self-involving,
a means by which we hear God’s address. Why do we
resist this text but embrace that one? What does it mean
that we are included in the community of God’s people
addressed by this text?
(5) Read together. Inasmuch as scriptural texts have
their origins and purpose deeply rooted in the community
of God’s people, we ought to find ways to read in
community. By this I refer to the importance of study
groups where our assumptions and views are tested, but
even more I mean to counter the temptation to imagine
that Scripture is simply for me and about me, or that I am
tasked with determining its significance apart from the

larger church, historically and globally.
(6) Refuse to distinguish between reading the Bible for
a class or sermon and reading the Bible for Christian
formation. We come to Scripture for different reasons
at different times, but it would be a mistake to imagine
that preparing an exegesis paper or sermon required
qualitatively different protocols. Should we leave
our theological and ecclesial locations behind when
doing exegesis? Should work with Scripture in sermon
preparation bypass the reservoir of my regular reading
practices? Should the crises that arise as I encounter
God’s voice in Scripture not shape my reading of these
texts with and for others?
As with Christian practices in general, so with developing
scriptural patterns of faith and life: the destination is the
journey itself. This is a journey in which we discover that
the work of scriptural reading is not about transforming an
ancient message into a modern application but about the
transformation of our lives though Scripture. The Bible
does not present us with texts to be mastered, then, but
with a Word intent on shaping our lives, on mastering us.
First published at
Catalystresources.org/cultivating-the-practice-of-reading-scripture
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I

n the globalized context of the early 21st
century, with a world characterized by
integration and convergence, new modes
of biblical interpretation are needed.1 Interpreting Christian Scripture in the Indian
and South Asian contexts is a very different
task when compared with Euro-American
ways of interpretation. In a context such as
India, in which various linguistic, religious,
cultural, ideological, and symbolical diversities exist, a locally oriented interpretation
that is attuned to global perspectives has the
potential to strengthen the narrative voice
of the text. This essay attempts to highlight ways in which biblical worldviews
and pluralistic Indian worldviews interact
in the process of interpretation. Yet this
interaction raises a number of challenging questions. Are existing interpretive
methodologies sufficient to address global
readers? How would a “local” to “global” development help interpreters draw the attention of a global audience? And how might a
“gnomic” interpretative process2 (in relation
to descriptive processes) help an interpreter
achieve her/his goal?
In the following sections, I discuss an interpretative framework suited to globalized
India. A model of interpretation that takes
into account people of other faith traditions,
religious scriptures, and socioreligious contexts will also be considered in the process.
With that in mind, I discuss the following:
the necessity of crossing traditional boundaries, the importance of creating ideological
constellations, the value of building dialogical relationships, and the goal of leading the
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discourse toward a “third space.” The story
of Jesus’ encounter with the Samaritan
woman in John 4:1–42 will be considered
as a paradigm for developing such an interpretative framework.
CROSSING TRADITIONAL BOUNDARIES
In the contemporary global context of India,
crossing traditional boundaries is one of the
foremost necessities in biblical interpretation. The interpretive task should begin with
an attempt to understand differences based
on prevalent casteistic, religious, linguistic,
and ethnic identities. Part of attending to
contextual realities in India involves understanding the “otherness” of different readers
and their interpretive sensibilities. If an
interpreter attends exclusively to his or her
own contextual realities, a wider impact is
impossible in today’s global-Indian context.
In the story of the Samaritan woman as
narrated in John 4, Jesus crosses traditional boundaries based on gender, race, and
culture in order to engage in a conversation
with the woman. The dialogue develops in
a threefold fashion: the metaphor of water
is discussed both in the material and spiritual sense in the beginning (4:7–15), the
identity and the morality of the woman
are highlighted in the middle (4:16–18), and
the theme of worship is brought to the fore
toward the end of the conversation (4:19–26).
Though Jesus engages with the woman in a
local context where she comes to carry water
from Jacob’s well, the dialogue as a whole
develops, first, with the help of a universal
metaphor (that is, water), and, second, with

a spiritual connotation attributed to that reader’s context—that is a universal reality.
universal metaphor for gnomic significance. An interpreter who advances from univerJesus thus uses a strategy of dynamic local- sals to contextuals can persuade the reader
ization rather than pure localization.3 This for wider efficacy. Similarly, an interpreter
can be seen as a rhetorical strategy directing who brings out contextual aspects in closer
relationship with the textual horizons can
readers from particulars to universals.
develop situational aspects through the
In today’s global-Indian context, an inter- framework of the text. Thus, both centrifupretive strategy of dynamic localization, gal and centripetal movements can facilitate
wherein both the centrifugal and centrip- a dynamic localization rather than a pure
etal aspects of a text are brought to the localization. Contextual methodologies,
foreground, is to be preferred over a purely with their parochial perspectives, perhaps
local approach. That is, Christian Scripture overlook the global aspects of the text. In
should be interpreted as a source that de- the process of contextualization, it would be
velops from local to universal realities, and more appropriate to begin with the univervice versa. In this way, the text can find its sal metaphors of the text and connect them
meaning in a wider global context. In the with the local aspects. Just as the Johannine
technologically advanced and postmodern Jesus and the narrator adopt this methodolcontext of India, an interpreter can adopt ogy in narrating the story of the Samaritan
innovative methodologies to advance the woman, an Indian interpreter can facilitate
scope of her or his initiative, aiming at a an inclusive and universal strategy where
global audience. A majority of the herme- the universals are emphasized in relation to
neutical questions raised in India today are the particulars, and vice versa. In that sense,
inadequate to catch the attention of a wider, contextual interpretation in India should
non-Indian audience. Pure localization take a different stance by deemphasizing
methods and exclusively contextual herme- methodologies of pure localization.
neutical strategies may not make adequate
sense for a wider audience. Those who inter- CREATING CONTEXTUAL AND IDEOLOGICAL
pret the text from Dalit, Tribal, and Adivasi CONSTELLATIONS
perspectives mostly adopt pure localization Creating contextual and ideological constelmethods and thus limit the scope of their lations between biblical worldviews and conhermeneutical engagement. As interpreters temporary Indian worldviews should play
consider methods that focus primarily upon an important role in the process of interpreta reader’s or a reading community’s partic- ing the Bible. In John 4, Jesus interweaves
ular context, they mostly serve the interests the realities of the Samaritan context with
that of Jewish religious aspirations, and
of a limited group of people.4
then leads his interlocutor toward a new
perspective
on eternal life. In the story, the
It is the biblical text—not the reader or the

“There is no sweeter taste than a
read of the Psalms in the morning,
no more gentle guide than Old
Testament stories, and no greater
grace and mercy than the gospel of
Jesus. I am so thankful that my life is
bathed every day in this sweetness,
guidance, and mercy.“

+ Scott W. Sunquist is dean of the School of
Intercultural Studies and professor of world
Christianity at Fuller Seminary.
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contextual reality of
drawing material water
is aligned with the spiritual levels of every human. Since
Jacob appears as a common figure both
in the Samaritan and Jewish scriptures
(4:12), Jesus links Samaritan religiosity with
that of Jewish religiosity.5 Furthermore, the
Messianic hope of Judaism has striking
parallels with the figure of Taheb in the Samaritan religion.6 These major connecting
links are supported with the help of other
themes in the narrative framework.7 In this
conversation, Jesus develops an ideological
constellation to lead the woman toward a
new level of understanding. This approach
can be quite significant in the multireligious and pluralistic context of India.
An adequate study of the Bible, as Paul
Ricoeur has argued, must be thoroughly
hermeneutical.8 This principle has to be
placed at the forefront of all interpretative
ventures. The “meaning” of a text cannot be
reduced to a single and literal sense, but the
polyvalence of words and the semantic richness of larger linguistic units generate new
meanings.9 This polyvalence is a reality in
all interpretation, but it is especially significant in relation to the Indian context. Interpretation should emerge out of a premise
that biblical texts are paradigms with local
implications and universal significance.
Indian interpreters must strive to create an
atmosphere of peace and harmony in the
multireligious context by building bridges
between the Bible and non-Christian cultures. Biblical texts should be interpreted
with the help of other religious expressions
and cultural phenomena. Rather than imposing Christian ideologies upon others, interpreters can endeavor to create ideological
constellations that help transfer the biblical
message to people of other faith traditions.

In that process, some of the challenging contextual realities of the country,
such as caste-consciousness, multireligious identities, and multicultural dimensions, require careful attention. Every
interpretative task should be actualized
through connecting the universals with the
contextuals, and vice versa.
In the process of interpretation, the text
should be linked to Indian realities, but at
the same time, Indian realities should be
connected to a universal worldview. Hindu
names and concepts such as Brahman,
Isvara, Moksha, Atman, and others can find
meaning in the interpretative task and their
implications explored in relation to universal readers. Similarly, the experiences of the
Dalits, Tribals, Adivasis, and other marginalized groups should be dynamically placed
and interpreted with a gnomic intent. Jesus’
employment of a constellation of words and
ideas from the Samaritan context to lead his
interlocutor toward a new perspective on
eternal life can serve as a model for Christian interpreters of the Bible in India.
BUILDING DIALOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS
In the process of interpreting Scripture in
a pluralistic context, an interpreter should
consider building dialogical relationships
with people of other religious and cultural
backgrounds. The dialogue of Jesus with
the Samaritan woman reveals a universalistic, interreligious, and cross-cultural
mission initiative as he breaks down gender,
ethnic, and religious boundaries to be
engaged in the missio Dei. The interreligious nature of the dialogue
sharpens the woman’s existent
views and directs her to the
Savior of the world. John’s
narrative techniques develop
an unusual method of

interpretation in with the global-Indian reader through the
order to accommo- mediation of the Samaritan woman and her
date the feelings experiences would facilitate a dialogue that
and aspirations of leads to liberation and transformation.
the woman. Jesus
as the protagonist LEADING THE DISCOURSE TOWARD A “THIRD SPACE”
communicates the An interpreter is expected to lead readers
message of eternal toward the global-Indian context. Neither
life in relation to the an interpreter who simply engages in a decontextual realities of his scriptive analysis of the text nor one who
interlocutor.
emphasizes only the pure localized aspects
of the Indian society can direct the attention
The message of the of the reader toward a gnomic “third space.”
Bible should be com- In John’s discourse, the personal and moral
municated distinctively realities concerning the Samaritan woman
from people to people are sandwiched between divine realities
and culture to culture. as follows: first, the dialogue begins with a
The Johannine narrator discussion about the difference between “the
uses his literary skill at its gift of Jacob” and “the gift of God” (that is,
best in the story of the Sa- between the “water of this world” and the
maritan woman. When an “living water”) in relation to eternal life (vv.
ancient text is introduced to 7–15); second, the woman’s moral and perthe global-Indian reader, it has sonal situation is subsequently discussed
to be interpreted with the help of (vv. 16–18); and third, there is an emphasis
a narrator and a modern reader on the need to adhere to the existent Jeruwho interact with one another. salem-centric worship in order to continue
While the dialogue within the with the “already . . . but . . . not yet” worship
text (between Jesus and the Sa- in spirit and truth (vv. 19–26). The dialogue
maritan woman) functions at reveals a central truth toward the end of
the micro-level, the dialogue the conversation, that is, the revelation of
between the narrator and the identity of Jesus as the Messiah. This
the modern reader functions development of the dialogue rhetorically
at the macro-level. When the persuades the reader to aspire to an eternal
text is introduced to the modern life experience. Ultimately, Jesus leads the
reader through the perspective of woman toward “eternal life” perspectives.
an ever-continuing narrator, the Thus, a “third space” (eternal life experitext can accommodate existent ence) emerges in relation to but distinct
realities and the reader can gain from the first and second spaces (the Jerua new identity in relation to the salem-centric spirituality and the Samaritextual horizon. In this way, the tan-centric spirituality).10
text can deal with existential realities such as gender discrimination, A distinguishing mark of Indian ethos is
economic problems, caste hierarchy, its profound spiritual outlook. But at the
and others. A dialogue of the narrator same time there exist polarities of religious

GRASSROOTS EXEGESIS:
WOMEN’S OWNERSHIP OF THE
SCRIPTURE IN BOLIVIA
Kyong-Jin Lee

ideology, economic disparity, and political
conflict. An interpreter of biblical texts in
the Indian context should emphasize the
ideological convergence between the biblical
thought-world and the Indian socioreligious
thought-world. Here, an interpreter must
search for a “third space” emerging out of
the biblical ideology intended for original
readers and Indian religious insights at the
local level in order to transcend boundaries. Such a paradigm has the potential to
enhance mutual respect among different religions and undo religious hatred. As Jesus
directs the acumen of the Samaritan woman
to eternal life perspectives and moves away
from temple-centric religiosity, interpreters
may also lead communities toward a third
space. This hermeneutical interplay would
take into consideration a “life-sustaining
pluralistic perspective” that distances existing categorizations and discriminations.11
In the global-Indian context, an interpreter
must dwell on flesh-and-blood existence.
The Bible has such a rich store of images
it employs to expand our understanding of
God. A life-sustaining interpretation should
emphasize people’s existential needs, but
this should not be done apart from the spiritual and universal aspirations of the text.
Any religious tradition, including Hinduism,
Islam, Buddhism, Jainism, Sikhism, and
others, can be studied from a life-sustaining
pluralistic perspective. Those elements from
other scriptures can be used to enhance the
biblical message so that it speaks grace and
truth to the Indian audience.
CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
In conclusion, prevailing biblical interpretations in India, with their pure localization
strategies, do not have the potential to make
a wider impact in the global context. Interpreters should employ dynamic localization
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strategies in order to make scriptural texts
relevant in both local and global contexts. A
gnomic interpretative strategy in relation to
descriptive aspects should be adopted in the
global-Indian context for wider efficacy. In
that process, the text should be considered
as a paradigm to include the feelings and
aspirations of diverse people, irrespective
of their racial and national identities.
In order to achieve this goal, an interpreter,
first of all, should cross traditional hermeneutical boundaries, moving from pure localization to dynamic localization. Creating
constellations of ideas between the biblical
worldview and the Indian worldview might
help interpretation in particular contexts,
but such a strategy should not ignore a
global audience. In a pluralistic context
like India, building dialogical engagements
with other religious and cultural forces
both is necessary and has the potential to
enhance the scope of the interpretative task.
Furthermore, by crossing traditional boundaries, creating ideological constellations,
and building dialogical relationships, the
interpreter should aim to direct global-Indians toward a “third space.” Through these
means an interpreter can lead an interpretative discourse in contexts both “here and
now” and “everywhere and ever.”
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141, 147–48.
6. Craig Blomberg comments, “The Samaritans actually
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As the eyes of servants look to the hand
of their master, as the eyes of a maid to
the hand of her mistress, so our eyes look
to the Lord our God, until he has mercy
upon us. Psalm 123:2

American context view the Bible as a definite source of inspiration and authorization
for the typically quotidian actions of daily
life. Much like their fellow Christians in the
United States, Latin American believers—
and especially those among the rural and
working
class segments of society—relate to
he explosion of Protestant evangelicalism in Latin America is a phenomenon stories of human toil, struggle, and emotion,
largely accomplished by worshipers often personalizing sections of a biblical narjoining evangelical churches as adults. A rative that academic theological study might
report by the Pew Research Center in 2014 paint differently. Those who cannot count
notes, “Just one-in-ten Latin Americans (9 on the government or other institutions to
percent) were raised in Protestant churches, resolve grievances and disputes, provide
but nearly one-in-five (19 percent) now de- basic care for children, or alleviate fierce
scribe themselves as Protestants.”1 Many of competition for limited resources tend to feel
these people were not raised in church, nor that they must desperately cling to God. Estaught the Bible as children. Like the many pecially in these respects, the Old Testament
indigenous women in the Andes region who speaks to and validates raw life experiences.
read the Bible fervently, often carrying it as
the one book in their humble aguayo (colorful Biblical stories of hardship also speak to
woolen carrying cloth), they are grassroots these believers in unique ways based on their
different experiences of human nature and
readers.
social conditions. These readers take notice
There is not much literature on how these when the biblical narrative depicts natural
women read the Bible or how it impacts their catastrophes, unpaid wages, or discriminadaily life, but close observers of Christianity tion—experiences that more commonly and
in the Andes region can note profound trans- disproportionately affect minorities and the
formational effects on how these mujeres poor. Accordingly, reader responses to such
indígenas and their local faith cultures nav- narratives play a greater role in shaping faith
igate the daily challenges of life, especially culture where most believers are poor and
the oppressions of gender, race, and class.2 underprivileged than in communities that
This essay does not intend to fill a scholarly enjoy basic security, property rights, matelacuna, but it seeks to provide examples of rial prosperity, and political self-determinareal, practical applications of hermeneutics tion. For believers in my parents’ community
on the ground and in the lives of local believ- in La Paz, witnessing biblical protagonists
face these familiar issues takes them beyond
ers in the Andes region.
the place of the reader, making them particHaving spent my formative years in a mis- ipants in the Bible through the vital ethical
sionary household in La Paz, Bolivia, here I and affective responses it stimulates.
share the story of mis hermanas de la Iglesia
Bethesda. The great majority of hermanos y I am wary of the temptation to exoticize
hermanas (“brothers and sisters,” a common the Bible reading of mis hermanas, but my
designation of congregants in Protestant formative years spent in La Paz suggest to
churches) who read the Bible in the Latin me that narrative elements that are inert in
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What is more, this depth of identification
is often accompanied by a correspondingly
higher degree of expectation placed upon
God—or at least one that comes less self-consciously. The theologian Karl Barth, in a
series of lectures delivered in 1949, reminded us that in prayer we are obliged to “meet
[God] with a certain audacity: ‘Thou hast
made us promises, thou hast commanded
us to pray . . . and I say to thee what thou
hast commanded me to say, ‘Help me in the
necessities of my life.’ Thou must do so; I
am here.’“3 As scandalous as it might seem
to some Western Christians, our hermanos
and hermanas in South America expect
and demand that God respond to them with
urgency, and they have fewer qualms than
we often do about issuing prayers that can
sound to our sensitive ears like an injunction. Validation, comfort, and hope from a
living God are unquestionably preached for
life here and now, not in the distant abstract
afterlife.
EXPERIENCING THE BIBLE IN BOLIVIA:
INDIGENOUS EXEGESIS
Zona Rosales is a rural township located
on the outskirts of the city of La Paz. In the
1980s, when my parents first moved our
family to the area, the barren mountain
hills of Rosales were considered clandestino
and the district did not qualify for the city
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government’s development plan of urbanización. At the time, the area had no access to
running water or electricity and was inhabited by extremely poor indigenous families.
We founded the Bethesda School and Church
in 1988 after constructing the first building
out of bricks made from adobe mixed with
clay and water hauled by local laborers.
From this site, it took half an hour’s walk
to reach the nearest public transportation.
Families with six, seven, or more children
were not uncommon, and the sight of schoolage children playing in the dirt lanes during
daytime hours was typical. Rosales families
could afford neither school supplies nor the
matriculation fee, which in those days was
usually around the equivalent of one US
dollar per child per year.
My parents had emigrated from South
Korea to Bolivia three years earlier, and they
decided to move into Tujsa-Cota (the original, indigenous name for today’s Rosales)
in order to serve the local community more
effectively. They believed that the good news
of Christ’s salvific power combined with
quality education would maximize every
child’s potential and could release him or
her from the brutal cycle of poverty and
ignorance that had been the norm in this
neighborhood and many like it in Bolivia.
In its first academic year, the school enrolled 150 children aged 5 to 12, providing
free education and inviting their families to
join Sunday church services. As the school
gradually expanded to K–12 education, it attracted a robust constituency from Rosales
and other adjacent zonas and began producing graduates, most of whom were the first
generation in their families to attain highschool diplomas. In recent years, more than
80 percent of graduates, about half of them
young women, have gone on to universities
and other comparable institutions of higher

education. Today, the school has five buildings and a total enrollment of approximately
900 students. Most come from families who
are now able to pay a nominal fee, having
benefited from decades of economic growth
as the neighborhood stabilized, was eventually annexed by the city, and began receiving
water, electric, sewer, and other municipal
government services.
Most of Bethesda’s congregants were originally nominal Catholics. Some had been
baptized as infants, but most maintained no
ties with any church. A significant percentage of adult congregants—the parents of the
students—hailed from the distant campos,
subsistence farms in the Bolivian altiplano
hinterlands. They had left agricultural life
behind and migrated to La Paz in hopes
of benefiting from the comforts of life they
expected to find in the city. Their mother
tongue was Aymará or Quechua—languages
spoken by the majority of the Andes people
in the past—but now they spoke Spanish in
everyday life. Marked by their accents and
a limited vocabulary, they struggled to fit in
with the urban culture. These landless migrants, disparagingly referred to by wealthier Paceños as campesinos because of their
ethnic and cultural origin, now worked in
whatever menial jobs they could find. Los hermanos at our church predominantly worked
in construction, while las hermanas primarily washed laundry and cleaned houses in
affluent sections of the city. Throughout the
1990s and early 2000s, we saw a number of
congregants become embroiled in wage disputes and other forms of labor abuse with
their employers. The absence of strong laws
and enforcement to ensure human rights
or protect against unemployment and labor
abuse meant that such complaints were
common.

VOICE

some contexts come alive in others, often to
powerful effect. To the indebted, ill, or downtrodden woman, a God who advocates debt
forgiveness (e.g., Neh 5), provides miraculous
healing (e.g., 2 Kings 4), and vanquishes
those who deny justice to the innocent (e.g.,
Isa 5:23) becomes personal and close instead
of abstract or far off. Identifying with a character in the story makes it easier for a reader
to believe that the creating and redeeming
God of the Bible knows her.

“During my daily reading of Scripture I might be disturbed or reminded or
comforted or prodded, but no matter how the Spirit works with the text on
any given day, I am living out my Wesleyan habit of giving these texts a
primary place amidst all of the other words that surround me. In this way
the habitus of my life, the maps that frame how I perceive and interpret
and act, is shaped by biblical stories, poems, letters, and prophets.”

+ Mark Lau Branson is the Homer L. Goddard Professor of the Ministry of the Laity at
Fuller Seminary. An ordained pastor, he teaches in the areas of congregational leadership and community engagement.

A typical example was Hermana Celia, who
had migrated from a rural village near Cochabamba. She, her husband, her mother-inlaw, and her five children lived in a one-room
structure, which served as their bedroom
and kitchen. Their modest house belonged
to a wealthy mining company executive.
Hermana Celia and her family had been
hired as cuidadores (guards at a property),
and Hermana Celia’s husband also worked
as a handyman at the executive’s house. For
13 years they received no salary payments,
having been told that one day when Rosales
was incorporated into urbanización, the executive would sign their plot’s lien over to
Celia and her husband in lieu of back pay.
Naturally, as soon as urbanización and the
introduction of basic services materialized,
the price of land in Rosales skyrocketed. The
family lost their home and found themselves
entangled in a legal dispute with a powerful
adversary.
Needless to say, congregants like Hermana
Celia were not versed in critical methodologies, sophisticated reading strategies, or
hermeneutical perspectives. The experiences of their daily lives were the basis for interpretation and engagement with the Bible.
In reading and attempting to live Scripture,
they drew from wisdom and pragmatism acquired through struggles with the everyday
hardships of poverty, prejudice, and injustice.
Their social and material conditions were

the primary factor that informed how they
sought guidance from Scripture.
In accordance with this nuanced and pragmatic view of life conditions and human
nature, readers like Hermana Celia were
not too conflicted when encountering ambiguity in the Bible. Real life was fraught with
ambiguities and gray areas, so they were less
scandalized than their American counterparts by the questionable choices and actions
of the biblical characters, including God.
Their choices, like some made by the biblical
characters, did not necessarily square with
a dogmatic framework. God’s ways could be
discerned more clearly through uncertainty,
with ambiguity often serving to prompt discernment and openness to the miraculous.
Based on my own observations of situations
like Hermana Celia’s, I note two principal
ways in which reading the Bible uniquely
impacted the lives of Bible readers—and especially of indigenous women readers—at
Bethesda. Although these patterns may not
show up in all developing-world Christian
communities, I believe these dynamics can
likely be seen in similar populations around
the world.
First, Bible reading itself often became the
means to secure a basic level of personal
autonomy and self-determination that is
nearly universal in the United States, but

is not as widespread among Bolivia’s indigenous poor. The Bible was a gateway to
literacy and, hence, personal dignity and empowerment. Literacy levels among our congregants varied widely: a typical hermana
at our church in the late 1980s probably
read at a third grade level, and some were
completely illiterate. Most had not finished
elementary school. Protestant churches in
Latin America tend to emphasize individual Bible reading, but many of our hermanas
had never read a book cover to cover before.
Once they identified themselves as cristianas
evangélicas, they started reading the Bible voraciously, participating in Bible study groups
and other community learning activities as a
means of solidifying not only their faith, but
also their reading ability.4
Second, in reading and responding to the
Scriptures, our hermanas were not necessarily influenced by a gender-driven interpretive
frame. The Bible had opened their eyes to
their inherent value and dignity as humans,
and their core identity did not reside solely
in gender. Of course, many of the challenges
these women faced existed because of their
gender, due to the traditional machismo
present in many aspects of Bolivian culture—
but they also encountered prejudice and discrimination because of their ethnicity and
social standing. It was the full set of these
problems that dehumanized them in daily
life. At the time, Bolivian culture offered few
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female leaders or instigators of social change
who could serve as role models to empower
and inspire indigenous women. They rarely
had the opportunity to speak up and could
not always muster the courage to act in opposition to injustice. Our hermanas, however,
captivated as they were by the biblical narratives they read, assumed that the stories
were theirs to emulate and embody, whether
the characters were male or female.
One way in which Bible reading served to
confer voice and autonomy on these women
for the first time was when they shared and
drew from Scripture in giving their testimonies. In Bolivian evangelical churches,
testimonies delivered publicly by new believers had a powerful effect on the individual
storyteller and the collective group. The testimony-giver took ownership of the biblical
story in reflecting on her life before Christ,
her present condition, and her future aspirations and dreams. I saw many indigenous
women give powerful testimonies through
gatherings that provided a rare opportunity
for them to speak in public. In these settings,
their identity was not only that of a wife,
mother, or daughter. These women spoke
about how they saw themselves as individuals in the eyes of God. As they grew in the
faith and sought to follow the examples they
encountered in Scripture, they also took
action, and often went on to serve and even
preach elsewhere in La Paz and Bolivia.
Scriptural inspiration and authorization of
bold action is not a uniquely Bolivian phenomenon. What was perhaps different was
how these women responded to challenging
circumstances based on their reading of the
Scripture, especially compared to nonbelievers in the indigenous community. Because
these hermanas took the Bible seriously, they
were emboldened to speak and act in ways
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that made them rare—and also highly effective as evangelists—among the indigenous
community.
I met Hermana Juana during Bethesda
School’s first year, when her oldest son,
Juaquín, enrolled. She was a single mom
of two young boys working a couple of days
each week as a house cleaner. She herself
had little formal education, having been
taken out of school during the fourth grade
and brought to the city by her older sister to
work as a maid. Hermana Juana had struggled with depression after being abandoned
by her husband. When she became a Christian, her love for the Scripture was insatiable. Over the two decades I knew her, I saw
her transformed into a confident reader and
eloquent preacher who was often invited to
speak at various churches throughout the
city and los campos. In Bolivia until recently
it was not very common that someone like
Hermana Juana would be seen speaking
in public or in a position of leadership, but
many evangelical churches now embrace
female preachers from backgrounds like
hers. Hermana Juana and others like her,
having gained literary confidence, a sense
of self-possession, and a boldness for action
by reading her Bible, went on to inspire other
women who followed suit.
Scholars note that today in North America
many Christians can be seen dwelling in
“the divided consciousness of simultaneously believing and not believing,”5 “‘on the
cusp’ between belief and disbelief.”6 In this
respect, for mis hermanas Bolivianas, being
“on the cusp” is not an option. Poor indigenous women rarely receive encouragement
or have the social proof to rise above their
natural conditions. So they read the Bible
with extra care, diligence, and interest as
they discover its offer of not just salvation,

but also of personal agency, of dignity, and
of a role to play in the divine story. Like
Hermana Juana, they take full ownership
over the biblical narratives—improving
themselves, speaking out, and serving
the broader community beyond their own
challenges and difficulties—because they
intimately relate to the struggles of poverty,
injustice, and discrimination that they encounter in the Bible. Scripture serves as a
catalyst of growth and a source of encouragement to respond with bold compassion
to those in society who have even less. It is
a reminder to find God who dwells in the
midst of ambiguity, and to act with audacity
in the face of difficulties. These are the real,
practical applications of hermeneutics on the
ground, reading the Bible in Bolivia.
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Faso,” in Beyond Access: Transforming Policy and Practice for
Gender Equality in Education, ed. Sheila Aikman and Elaine
Unterhalter (London: Oxfam GB, 2005), 212–26.
5. Peter E. Gordon, “The Place of the Sacred in the Absence
of God: Charles Taylor’s A Secular Age,” Journal of the History
of Ideas 69 (2008): 655.
6. Charles Taylor, Varieties of Religion Today: William James
Revisited (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2003), 57–59.

+ From Randall Cole’s Scene from the
Sidewalk (see pp. 2–3 and 94–95 for
more about Randall and more of his
work):
Both active in the Los Angeles
Chicano Mural Movement of the
’60s and ’70s, David Rivas Botello
and Wayne Alaniz Healy joined
forces in 1975 to form East Los
Streetscapers. In 1996 they were
awarded the commission to depict
the diverse Pico neighborhood of
Santa Monica. As Healy describes it,
this project “required an immense
amount of patience.” In addition to
site changes, the approval committee
could not agree on the concept:
“What one group approved, the next
group rejected.” Eventually the city
provided photographs of members
of the community and the project
was completed nine years later (at
left in detail, above in situ). More at
eastlosstreetscapers.org.
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LE ARNING TO PR AY

VOICES ON

Prayer

THE JESUS PRAYER

TONGSUNG KIDO

THE EXAMEN

“We live in a time when prayer is trapped by
the distractions of the world. We are 24/7
in our society: we are always on, always
connected, always trying to multitask to
do more than one thing, and that makes it
very difficult for us to just focus on God,
to focus our minds and our hearts on God.
We have to look at the wisdom of our own
Christian tradition, the wisdom that enables
us to develop practices that cause us to be a
still point in the frantically turning world we
experience.”

“Tongsung kido is an opportunity for the
worshipping community to offer up to God
one prayer that is at once unified and variegated. Coming from cultures that emphasize
community more than individuality, this form
of prayer stresses the importance of individual prayers participating in the larger picture
of God’s work in the community as a whole.”

“The examen is a wonderful tool to use
as we’re seeking God’s will and discerning
our own vocation, because the parts of my
life when I feel alive, present in love, and
energized are most likely those places where
God has put a gift inside of me or given me
a passion or a purpose. When I’m in line
with the purposes of God, I am fully alive.
The times that I’m detached or removed, I’m
somehow farther away from God and God’s
plans and purposes for me. As I’ve practiced
with the examen on a daily basis, looking
for God’s presence in those times of joy and
understanding more about God’s movements
in places of detachment and pain, it helps
me prepare spiritually for those times when
I’m really in a difficult place.”

+ Charles Scalise, professor of church history, in
“Prayer is not a matter of waking up God or making God pay attention to us.
God is always with us, in us, around us, under us, over us. God’s presence
pervades the universe, and that presence is personal. God loves each of
us all the time. The problem has to do with us and our ability to quell the
noise that goes on constantly in our minds. . . . So we need to learn to focus
on God, to rest in God, to listen to God. Prayer is all about getting through
the barriers that keep us from God. . . . In the end, it is God who does the
praying. God enfolds us in his love and care in ways that connect with our
deepest needs and our deepest wishes.”

+ Richard V. Peace, professor of evangelism and spiritual formation, in his book Meditative
Prayer: Entering God’s Presence. Pictured above: faculty pray for Pamela Ebstyne King
as she is installed as the Peter L. Benson Associate Professor of Applied Developmental
Science. More than just a ritual of commitment, the laying on of hands is a symbolic
gesture toward the nature of theological education—supported by community, guided
by prayer.

+ This content is curated from ongoing conversations taking place throughout the Fuller community.
Visit this Voice section on Fuller.edu/Studio for links to full videos, articles, and more.

a discussion about distraction and the Jesus
Prayer, an ancient Orthodox form of prayer
based on repeating the phrase, “Lord Jesus
Christ, Son of God, have mercy on me, a sinner.” Learn more online.

BERAKAH
“Berakah prayer begins objectively with what
God has done in history. We know who God
is because of what he’s done . . . Christian
prayer and worship began with these objective statements, thanking God, and then
asking God to intercede on their behalf in
the world today.”

+ Todd Johnson, William K. and Delores S.
Brehm Associate Professor of Worship, Theology, and the Arts, reflecting on the biblical roots
of prayer in the Old Testament. Dr. Johnson
is also an associate in the order of Julian of
Norwich, a monastic order for contemplative
prayer in the Episcopal Church.

+ Debi Yu, admissions and student affairs
advisor for the Doctor of Ministry program,
describing a popular Korean prayer tradition in
which many individuals pray aloud at the same
time.

THE LORD’S PRAYER
“The Lord’s Prayer is not really a how-to
manual or an instructional manual. It’s really
a kind of relationship manual and a loyalty
manual. It has to do with developing certain
patterns of thinking, feeling, and believing
that are constituted in certain practices.
. . . Those kind of patterns give rise to
prayer, but prayer also gives rise to certain
renewed and transformed behaviors and
thoughts and feelings.”

+ Joel B. Green, provost and dean of the School
of Theology, reflecting on the relationships
between the Lord’s Prayer and Christian formation. Watch more online.

+ Laura Harbert, affiliate professor of clinical psychology, reflecting on the psychological effects
of the prayer of examen, an Ignatian practice of
prayerfully reviewing our daily lives. Learn more
online.

+ Prayer can be paradoxical (evoked here by a
unique view, pictured above, of Fuller’s prayer
garden), and it involves patience, practice,
and connecting to a tradition that is older and
deeper than the present moment. The voices
gathered here introduce only a few of the many
prayer practices we can use to dialogue with
the Presence that “pervades the universe.”

“Prayer can lay the foundation for a theological aesthetic
since it transforms not only one’s heart but, in so doing, it
transforms one’s way of perceiving the world.”p.”

philosophy of religion at the University of Chicago

+ Kate Sonderegger (pictured right), professor of systematic theology
at Virginia Theological Seminary

“Communicative prayer seems to be the
species of prayer that is in play during liturgies when utterances seem to be addressing
God. If God is not the target of an utterance
in the liturgy, can these utterances also be
seen as addressing God or not?”

+ David Basinger, professor of philosophy at Roberts Wesleyan College
“Analytic theology will not help one pray better
if one simply wants to know how to philosophically describe a Christian phenomenon. Indeed,
insofar as such desire bends toward curiosity, it
works against the ends of prayer. . . . Analytic
theology will be spiritually fruitful to the extent
that it opens itself up to an end beyond analytic
theology.”p.”

+ James Arcadi (pictured right), a fellow of the
Analytic Theology project

“What does it mean to say that God has
answered a petitionary prayer? Can we be
clear about what that specifically involves?
What’s needed when we say ‘this is an answer
to prayer’?”

+ Natalie Carnes (pictured left), assistant professor of
theology at Baylor University

+ Scott Davison, professor of philosophy at

“Prayer is joining in the activities of God, and to do that we must
know what the activity is, we must join ourselves to it in intention
. . . and we have to be responsive to God’s intentions in ways that
music players are responsive to the conductor.”

Morehead University

“Theology is the highest form of prayer or pure prayer. This is the
experiential knowledge of God, not speculative knowledge of God’s
essence. Evagrius is famous for saying that if you are a theologian,
you truly pray; if you truly pray, you are a theologian.”

Christian

“Prayer is a person-forming exercise that integrates one’s sensible
self-consciousness into the God-consciousness.”

“Prayer is inherently relational. Prayer petitions and praises a personal being in the context of an intimate relationship. Thus, prayer is
not magic. Magic doesn’t work because it doesn’t connect to the natures of the things involved. It remains unrelated. Since reality is personal, only personal relationship will be effective. We are confronted
in the world not by a ‘what’ but by a ‘who.’ Prayer is the alignment of
the person with reality. . . . Prayer puts us into relationship for which
we are created and is the fulfillment of our nature.”

+ James Gordon, assistant professor of philosophy at Wheaton College

University
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+ Jonathan Jacobs, a professional philosopher and Eastern Orthodox

+ Dennis Ockholm, professor of theology at Azusa Pacific University

+ Jason McMartin, associate professor of psychology and theology at Biola
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“The key benefit presupposed by many Christians is that God
sometimes does things in response to prayer that (1) God
wants to do and can do but (2) would not have done had the
prayer not been offered. This isn’t a genie in the sky, but it is
the case that whether something happens depends in part on
making the request to God. That’s why prayer matters.”

THEOLOGY

+ Kevin Hector (pictured left), associate professor of theology and

STORY

“Prayer for much of the Christian tradition has caught up
between two folded hands the ache of human life, our
longing for purpose, the gnawing fears of everyday life, the
inexplicable and cruel, the loss that stands in the midst of
all things mortal, the hope that there is one who delivers,
one who remains when all else goes down to the dust. How
could anyone teach such things? Prayer seems to awaken
every longing that goes unquenched in human life, and to lift
those desires to the dark luminosity who is God.”

+ The Analytic Theology Initiative is a Templeton-funded research project
that integrates theology with analytic philosophy. “Analytic theology presses
philosophical tools into theological service,” says Oliver Crisp, professor of
systematic theology and director of the project. He hosts a community of students and visiting scholars to work together in using philosophical frameworks
to clearly articulate Christian beliefs about prayer, love, and more; some of
their comments are highlighted on these pages. Listen to the full lectures, as
well as discussions accompanying each presentation, online.

“The act of petitionary prayer involves placing our desired outcomes
before our minds and maintaining an active desire that God will help
bring it about. Further, if we really want God to help bring about a
desired state of affairs, we must assume that it is in accordance
with God’s will so that the act of prayer will include actively surrendering our desires to God so that they might be in alignment with his
desires.”

+ Robin Collins, professor of philosophy at Messiah College
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STORY

BWANA NIHURUMIE!

VOICE

κύριε ἐλέησον

¡SEÑOR, TEN PIEDAD!
LORD, HAVE MERCY!

主よ、どうか哀れみを！

“LORD, M OV E YOUR CHURCH IN TO ACT IO N .
Use us to bring hope to a suffering world. Amen.”

+ The notecards hung in the Prayer Garden expressed prayers written
in multiple languages. One of the cards offered the words above.

+ For centuries, Christians have cried out to God with this simple
prayer, words prayed in a single voice no matter the language
or culture or time: Lord, have mercy! Many of the languages
spoken at Fuller are represented on this page, and you can
hear them set to music on REVERE | RESTORE, an album
created by members of the Fuller community. Says Director of
Chapel Julie Tai: “In these times, the only words I can pray are,
‘Lord, have mercy. Christ, have mercy. Grant us forgiveness and
peace.’” Recently the Prayer Garden (pictured) was transformed
into a contemplative and creative space for people to pray for
the world.

THEOLOGY

主啊，求你怜悯！

비

Resources

Available Classes

The Vital Connection: A Fresh Approach to Christian
Spirituality and an Opportunity to Move On with God
John Goldingay (St. John’s Extension Studies, 1998)
The Spiritual Formation Series
Richard Peace (NavPress, 1998)
Meditative Prayer: Entering God’s Presence
Richard Peace (Wipf & Stock, 2015)

The Practice of Worship and Prayer with Catherine Barsotti (and other faculty)
Psychology and Spiritual Formation: Integrating Research and Practice
with Sarah Schnitker
Spiritual Traditions and Practices with Richard Peace (and other faculty)
The Spiritual Disciplines with Richard Peace
Integration of Spirituality and Urban Ministry with Joseph R. Colletti
Healing Prayer in Intercultural Ministry with J. J. Travis
Spiritual Formation and Integrative Practice Group with Alexis Abernethy
Arts, Spirituality, and Transformation with Alexis Abernethy

STORY
THEOLOGY

“Reading St. Paul from a disability perspective urges reconsideration of how to understand the metaphors of winning and
achievement of the imperishable prize. Within this Pauline framework, winning does not come at the expense of losers. On the
contrary, those who are most successful are shaped by norms of
competition that foster the well-being of others, that honors and
respects those who are otherwise deemed weak and inferior, and
that seek to edify the whole rather than the individual self. Is it
possible for us to develop a Pauline theology of sport from this
platform?”

VOICE

+ Amos Yong, professor of theology and mission, analyzes Paul’s use of
athletic metaphors for the Journal of Disability and Religion. Read the
whole article as well as other voices on able theology online.

CHRISTIANS MUST LOOK
BEYOND “WINNING.”

VOICES ON

Sports
“Rigorous physical activity, like sports, that emphasizes striving, growing,
becoming ever better and more capable, is a spiritual activity. The maintenance and honing of the body in order to meet all of its potential is to . . .
strengthen the sole means we have for knowing God—we strengthen our
physical and created selves, our whole person. Sport serves as a systematic
vehicle for this spiritual pursuit, the improvement of the body, the whole
person, and the spiritual self.”

+

Erik W. Dailey, PhD student and adjunct professor, from his essay “Sport and Transcendence through the Body” in the International Journal of Public Theology. Erik was
one of many speakers at the inaugural Global Congress on Sport and Christianity held
at the Yorkminster Cathedral in York, England. Other Fuller representatives included
Adam Metz (DMin student), Ben Houltberg, associate professor of human development,
Rubén Fernández Morales (MAT student), and Robert Johnston, professor of theology
and culture, who are quoted in these pages. Dean of Students Steve Yamaguchi (pictured
above) enjoys the rigorous activity of riding to work every day, and recently took a group
of students on his route from Pasadena to Long Beach, California.

+ This content is curated from ongoing conversations taking place throughout the Fuller community.
Visit this Voice section on Fuller.edu/Studio for links to full videos, articles, and more.

“While winning and competition are not inherently theologically empty, Christians must look beyond ‘winning’ and
seek to infuse the contemporary sports culture with beauty
and creativity. In order to do that, Christians must acknowledge the beauty and creativity that often are found outside
of winning.”

+ Adam Metz, DMin student, from an essay on sports and popular culture. Adam was one of the many Fuller representatives
at the Global Congress on Sports and Christianity.

“We do not just have bodies. We are our bodies. Our bodies inescapably relate to who we are and what we do in
sport and life. No bodies, no sport. Sport is an embodied
performance which humans do in the good bodies God
created. That means our bodies matter. Since our bodies
are good gifts from God, then what we do with the work of
our heads, hands, and feet in the games we love to play
should support and express the God-given value of the human body.”

+ From What Does It Really Take to Be Great? a collection of
theological and scriptural reflections to help athletes understand emotions, character, adversity, and more. The resource
was edited by Rubén Fernández Morales (MAT student), the
Western Europe coordinator for the international sports ministry
Athletes in Action.

STORY
THEOLOGY

“Although winning can create a pedestal to preach the gospel, it can
also leave Christian athletes feeling that they must attain athletic success to be useful to God’s kingdom. This would be an example of
ministering ‘through’ athletes rather than ministering ‘to’ athletes. In
contrast, the latter focuses on sport as a context for spiritual transformation as a part of one’s vocation, which includes giftings that (a)
remind one of God’s unchanging love, (b) provide a source of joy, and
(c) create opportunities to connect and serve others.”

VOICE

+ Sarah A. Schnitker, associate professor of psychology, with Benjamin
Houltberg, associate professor of human development, in their essay on
developing virtues in athletic contexts. Read the whole article online.

“Performance-based identity is an identity where people put their worth and value into
how they perform in sport. What I’ve found in my research is that this performance-based
identity is also associated with a fear of failure, with perfectionistic concerns, and with fear
of disappointing those around you. Physiologically, when we put our worth and value into
our performance, we can begin to anticipate competition as a threat to our actual selves,
which triggers some of the same mechanisms as real fears and threats and pulls from our
resources in negative ways.
“It leads to four areas of coping: blame, shame, creating chaos, and control—things that
really undermine people’s emotional health. . . . Changing this identity starts with understanding that your worth as a human being goes far beyond sports and athletics. It’s
connecting to a purpose. Purpose organizes around a life aim, it’s based in relationship
with other people, and it’s something greater than yourself that contributes to your sense
of identity and worth.”

+ Benjamin Houltberg, associate professor of human development, leads research in Fuller’s Thrive
Center on a variety of topics related to sports and thriving and encourages elite athletes through
Hope Sports, a nonprofit that connects athletes with acts of service. Listen to his whole interview
on sports and purpose online.

“When I started training, I would have said that I run to be as impressive as my brother, to have that medal around my neck instead of
simply being the little sister at the finish line. But over these months,
my view has changed. Now I would say that I run to connect with the
church, to form bonds that will last a lifetime. We have all experienced a lot over the past few months: moments of joy and moments
of sorrow, moments of peace and moments of pain, but what was
most important was that we could all share these moments together.
A true church family, united by a cause and a God much bigger than
any of us could ever imagine.”

+ Meredith Miller (MDiv ’08) reflects on her experiences running with a
World Vision Marathon team. Read her whole article online at the Fuller
Youth Institute.

“Want to know the six words [children] most want to hear their parents
say? ‘I love to watch you play.’ That’s it. Nothing aggrandizing like ‘you’re
an all-star,’ and nothing discouraging like ‘here are a couple of things I
noticed that you can work on.’ Just ‘I love to watch you play.’ As I gear up
for T-ball, band concerts, gymnastics practice, and everything else I’ll be
watching my three kids do this year, I’m internalizing these six words. I’m
sure I’ll say other things, some that are helpful and some that aren’t. But
I want my kids to hear that doing what they do, and learning about who
God created them to be, is a joy to watch as it unfolds.”

+ Brad Griffin, the associate director of the Fuller Youth Institute, in an
essay considering research on youth athletics and emotional health.
Read more online.

“While some people are naturally driven by purpose, many people base their
worth in what they do rather than in who
they are. We believe that through experiences like a home build with Hope
Sports, identities can begin to shift towards something greater than achievement. This shift occurs through meaningful encounters that are experienced
cognitively with the mind and affectively
with the heart.”

+ Christa Nelson, a student researcher at
the Thrive Center, reflecting on redirecting sports away from destructive forms of
competition and towards purpose. Read
her reflections online.

+ How do altruistic motives affect sport? How do outcomes differ between
someone running a marathon and someone running a marathon to help
others? With support from the Templeton Foundation, the Thrive Center at
Fuller’s School of Psychology has been exploring those questions through
research on World Vision marathon runners and the relationships among
purpose, thriving, and sports. Learn more about their research on the Thrive
Center website.
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“My life and my aging is a gift, and I have to figure out how to wrestle the gift from that, and it’s not always obvious.
Training for a triathlon is one way that I can attend to my own body, and when I exercise, I practice attending to the
present—including its sometimes unwelcome limitations!”

+ Erin Dufault-Hunter, assistant professor of Christian ethics, on the value of embodied physical activity. When Erin is not teaching
ethics, she is often biking or training for a race (her medals are pictured above). Watch her interview about mortality and the body
online.
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“If a person is not able to play, he is easily bewitched or possessed by his
own seriousness or the seriousness of another. Inhumanity is the result.
Play breaks through such barriers and thus serves as a prologue to and/or
a check upon a life of freedom. . . . Play revitalizes our ‘over-seriousness’
toward life, filling us with a spirit of joy and delight that carries over into
all aspects of our existence. This attitude is based in and fosters the tacit
recognition of a restored humanity that senses its rootedness in life’s fundamental sacredness.”

+ Robert K. Johnston, professor of theology and culture, from his book The
Christian at Play, an influential theological reflection on play, sports, and
leisure.

+ Fuller students (pictured right) take a
break from studying to play a game of
intramural soccer against Caltech students on their campus—a friendly way
to engage our academic neighbors.

“I like to commute by bike because it helps
me reconnect with our planet and our Creator.
Twenty-five miles feels different when pedaling
myself over it rather than sitting in a car. I sweat
and breathe a lot and feel purged and invigorated when I get home. When I’m on the riverside
bike path, for the southern half of the ride I find
a contemplative rhythm that is prayerful and quieting. When I’m on the urban northern half of the
ride, I pray for all different kinds of people I see
on the route through some very diverse urban
neighborhoods. Riding my bike helps me pray
and see God in ways I wouldn’t see otherwise.”

+ Dean of Students Steve Yamaguchi bikes to Fuller

“In the 2016 national championship, I spun our car in the showcase turn right in front of everyone—it was such an ugly spin! I ended up winning the class that year, but I can’t just focus on the performance. If I only analyze my runs, compare my times to my son’s
and husband’s times, and focus on my mistakes, I know I’ve lost something. It’s important for me to choose to have fun. If I’m not
enjoying the sport, then it’s only another form of work. Racing engages my whole self, and when I’m free to enjoy it, I feel so alive.”

+ When Mari Clements isn’t leading Fuller’s School of Psychology as dean, she’s racing competitively with her family. They’ve enjoyed the sport for over 20
years—and won numerous national and ProSolo championships along the way. On some days, she’s walking around the Pasadena campus in racing flag
heels, a quiet nod to the action-packed sport. Watch a video of her racing online.
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Pasadena from Long Beach—a daily commute
that helps him pray with his whole body. He
recently took a group of students for a weekend
ride down to Long Beach. On the ride, organized
by the All Seminary Council, the group biked
over 30 miles from Pasadena, through downtown
Los Angeles and over the LA River, and ended
at the waterfront. ASC Sports Coordinator Chase
Weaver said, “Recently, we’ve started emphasizing
outdoor-type events and drawing from our very
active faculty and staff to accompany and even
lead these events. Steve has been riding for years
and was the perfect companion for our veteran
and rookie riders on a trip through the region we
call home.”

Resources
The Christian at Play
by Robert Johnston (Wipf & Stock, 1997)

Course:
Theology of Sport and Fitness with Erik Dailey
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“As a Christ-follower, I practice meditation on a regular basis. When I
meditate, I turn my gaze from my self to Christ who redeemed me. Instead
of simply focusing on how I feel or what I think, I look at Christ and what he
has done for me on the cross more than two thousand years ago. I am reminded of his goodness in my life and I become more aware of his presence.
As I remember how much I am loved by God, it prompts me to think and act
more in ways that reflect his love.”

+ Joey Fung, assistant professor of psychology, discusses her research on the psychological benefits of mindfulness and meditation. Read more from her research and how she
incorporates this practice into her own life of prayer online.

“What does solitude and silence look like in my context? There’s not a lot of
silence. I have to think about a spirituality of noise and how I incorporate these
noises into my life with God. . . . The example that I think of is the desert and
the city. The early church fathers and mothers went to the desert to get away
from outside pressure for their encounter with God. I believe we can have that
encounter right in the midst of our own context and our own cities. The problem
with a lot of us is that we spend so much time learning about all the things that
are happening in the world—we spend a lot more time there than in the Bible.
So what does it mean to listen to God not just at Saint Andrew’s Monastery, but
also in MacArthur Park or walking down Alvarado Street?”

+ Jude Tiersma Watson, associate professor of urban mission, describing her calling to

VOICES ON

Silence

be an “urban contemplative” cultivating silence in the city of Los Angeles, available
online. Pictured, students walk through Austin, Texas, at the Brehm Center’s South by
Southwest Festival immersion course; the street mural above them evokes a struggle to
navigate a chaotic modern life.

“In solitude and silence people become aware of what is actually
occurring in their hearts—without incessant external stimuli, they
discover who they are.”

+ L. Paul Jensen [PhD ’07], an adjunct professor and founding president of The
Leadership Institute, in his book Subversive Spirituality: Transforming Mission
through the Collapse of Space and Time. Pictured above: Roger Feldman’s
Tenacious Convergence, a temporary site-specific sculpture on Fuller’s Pasadena campus that expresses the unstable context of the first-century church. Inside, angled walls intentionally disorient the viewer and reveal open spaces just
out of reach—evoking a struggle to find prayerful silence in the midst of chaotic
times. Watch a video on the installation online.

+ This content is curated from ongoing conversations taking place throughout the Fuller community.
Visit this Voice section on Fuller.edu/Studio for links to full videos, articles, and more.
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“SIL EN CE PRECEDES S PEECH:
only one who has learned to be silent is prepared to speak.”

+ David Augsburger, senior professor of pastoral care and counseling,
from his Baccalaureate address on the pastoral nature of silence,
available online.

+ Berenice Rarig, an international
installation and performance artist,
was an invited friend of Fuller’s
Brehm Center at the 2016 Culture
Care conference. Pictured during a
performance in Fuller Pasadena’s
prayer garden, she uses a contemplative approach to art and materials
to explore her conviction that “everything in creation points to the
Creator.” Watch her interview online.

+ Berenice Rarig, an installation and performance artist pictured in Fuller’s Prayer
Garden, uses simple materials like fabric and paper to guide others to prayerful
silence—a silence where we become aware of “the language that is already in
the material, pointing to the Father.” Watch her interview from the Brehm Center’s
Culture Care Conference online.
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“ W HERE DO I GO TO F IN D
T HE M E A NIN G OF E X IS T EN CE
A N D T HE M E A NIN G OF L IF E?
FOR M E, I T ’S CHRIS T I A N I T Y.”

+ After reflecting on his own spiritual journey navigating his Catholic faith and work in Hollywood, Scorsese
walked through Fuller’s Pasadena campus and paused at Christopher Slatoff’s sculpture of the crucifixion—a
silent moment to remember where love and suffering meet.

SCREENING SILENCE
+ Martin Scorsese, Academy Award-winning director, made the statement above at Fuller’s screening of his film
Silence, a story of Jesuit missionaries in 17th-century Japan based on the novel by Shusaku Endo. He is pictured
with Brehm Center Director Mako Fujimura (left) and Assistant Professor of Theology and Culture Kutter Callaway
(right). At this screening sponsored by the Brehm Center’s Reel Spirituality initiative, the film created space to
reflect on faith, suffering, and more. Watch the whole conversation online.

“Everything that had taken place until now had been necessary to bring him to this love.
‘Even now I am the last priest in this land. But Our Lord was not silent.
Even if he had been silent, my life until this day would have spoken of him.’”

+ Toward the end of Endo’s novel, Father Rodrigues offers confession for a Japanese Christian and has an
“When it comes to chronic pain, the ‘silence’
of God is actually rather deafening. Chronic
pain is more like a white-noise drowning out
any meaningful signal that might otherwise be
heard. When pain becomes the default status
rather than the exception, the challenge for the
chronic sufferer is not so much God’s silence,
but a desperate yearning for God to be truly
silent.”

“Words like ‘silence’ seem harsh and stark, and
they seem to hit home too deeply in an entertainment-filled world. Rarely do we encounter
art that gives attention to the complexity,
paradoxes, and mysteries of life without falling
into the abyss of despair. Silence is an antidote
to the morphine-like numbness of our culture.
It can and should shock us to see the deeper
reality beyond the normative reality.”

+ Kutter Callaway, assistant professor of theology

+ From Silence and Beauty, a companion book and

and culture, hosted the conversation with Scorsese
described above and guided their conversation to
thoughts on sustaining faith in traumatic circumstances. Read his reflections on chronic pain online.
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video series by Brehm Center director Mako Fujimura
exploring the connections among the novel Silence,
Japanese culture, suffering, and more. Download a
chapter online.

“I hope Endo found peace. I hope Scorsese
finds peace. I hope I find peace, and I hope we
all find peace. We cry out for God to reassure
us, to quiet our doubts. Perhaps God’s answer is
God’s silence, a presence that says stronger than
any speech, ‘I’m here. I’ve always been here. I’ll
always be here. Rest your head upon my bosom.
Be at peace.’”

+ Elijah Davidson, codirector of the Brehm Center’s
Reel Spirituality initiative, in a review of the film
Silence online. Read more of his reflections in his
book How to Talk to a Movie: Movie-Watching as
Spiritual Exercise.

epiphany: faith was still possible in the midst of the suffering he had witnessed. Paradoxically, God’s own silence
expanded his heart, making it possible to love in a new way.

Resources

Available Classes

Rest: Experiencing God’s Peace in a Restless World
Siang-Yang Tan (Regent College Publishing, 2003)
Silence and Beauty: Hidden Faith Born of Suffering
Makoto Fujimura (InterVarsity Press, 2016)
Meditative Prayer: Entering God’s Presence
Richard Peace (Wipf & Stock, 2015)

Spiritual Traditions and Practices with Richard Peace (and
other faculty)
The Spiritual Disciplines with Richard Peace
Theology, Film, and Culture: Engaging Independent Films
with Kutter Callaway
Spirituality and Mission with Jude Tiersma Watson
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+ From Randall Cole’s Scene from the
Sidewalk (see pp. 2–3 and 74–75 for
more about Randall and more of his
work):
Martin Travers enjoys traveling
the world painting and offering
workshops to provide at-risk youth
and communities with creative
alternatives. He has spent extensive
time in the Himalayas and in the
Mission District of San Francisco.
His 2002 work Naya Bihana (A
New Dawn)—detail at left, in situ
above—portrays three generations of
Nepali women struggling to create a
better future. Travers was in Nepal in
2015 when the country was rocked
by a magnitude 7.8 earthquake,
and in the wake of the experience
helped found Kala Sikchya, an
organization providing art workshops
for traumatized Nepali children.
Follow him at @martintravers71.

New Fuller Faculty
EUN AH CHO

KIRSTEN OH

Assistant Professor of Intercultural Leadership

Ecclesiastical Associate Professor of United Methodist
Studies and United Methodist Church Liaison

Dr. Cho comes to Fuller from a faculty position at the Asian Center
for Theological Studies and Mission-Asia United Theological
University in Korea. Having lived in South Korea, Canada, Russia,
and then Kazakhstan, where she planted a multiethnic church and
trained local leaders, she brings rich multicultural experience.

An ordained elder in the United Methodist Church, Dr. Oh is one of
three United Methodist representatives to the Faith and Order Table
of the National Council of Churches, and mentors UMC’s Women of
Color Scholars. In addition, she serves as associate professor of
practical theology at Azusa Pacific University.

Ecclesiastical Professor of American Baptist Studies and
Executive Director of the American Baptist Theological Center

Teaching primarily at Fuller Texas, Dr. Russell previously served as
an adjunct at Fuller and taught practical theology and community
development at Duke Divinity School. He is senior associate pastor at
St. Paul’s United Methodist Church in Houston and executive director
of projectCURATE, an educational and social enterprise incubator.

Joining Fuller’s faculty as ecclesiastical professor, Dr. Torres
brings experience as a pastor, educator, author, and executive
with Christian ministries both nationally and internationally. He
has taught theology at multiple seminaries and currently serves as
senior pastor of Iglesia Bautista Hispana in Los Angeles.

Recent Faculty Articles and Book Chapters

Church History: An Introduction to Research Methods and Resources, 2nd ed.
James E. Bradley and Richard A. Muller (Eerdmans, 2016)

STEVEN ARGUE, “Rethinking Church Strategies and Structures,”

Anglican Evangelicals: Protestant Secessions from the Via Media, c. 1800–1850, 2nd ed.
Grayson Carter (Wipf & Stock, 2016)
Saving Calvinism: Expanding the Reformed Tradition
Oliver D. Crisp (IVP Academic, 2016)
The Word Enfleshed: Exploring the Person and Work of Christ
Oliver D. Crisp (Baker Academic, 2016)
The Voice of God in the Text of Scripture: Explorations in Constructive Dogmatics
edited by Oliver D. Crisp and Fred Sanders (Zondervan, 2016)
Insider Jesus: Theological Reflections on New Christian Movements
William Dyrness (IVP Academic, 2016)
The Arts and the Christian Imagination: Essays on Art, Literature, and Aesthetics by Clyde Kilby
edited by William Dyrness and Keith Call (Paraclete Press, 2016)
Conversaciones Teológicas del Sur Global Americano: Violencia, Desplazamiento y Fe
[Theological Conversations in the American Global South: Violence, Displacement, and Faith]
edited by Oscar García-Johnson and Milton Acosta (Puertas Abiertas/Wipf & Stock, 2016)
Biblical Theology: The God of the Christian Scriptures
John Goldingay (InterVarsity Press, 2016)
Adventures in Evangelical Civility: A Lifelong Quest for Common Ground
Richard J. Mouw (Brazos Press, 2016)
Spiritual Transformation: Taking on the Character of Christ
Richard Peace (Wipf & Stock, 2016)
Growing Young: Six Essential Strategies to Help Young People Discover and Love Your Church
Kara Powell, Jake Mulder, and Brad Griffin (Baker Books, 2016)
Christianity and Religious Plurality: Historical and Global Perspectives
edited by Wilbert R. Shenk and Richard J. Plantinga (Cascade Books, 2016)
Lay Counseling: Equipping Christians for a Helping Ministry, 2nd ed.
Siang-Yang Tan and Eric Scalise (Zondervan, 2016)
The State of Missiology Today: Global Innovations in Christian Witness
edited by Charles E. Van Engen (IVP Academic, 2016)
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ENRIQUE TORRES

Assistant Professor and Associate Director
of the Fuller Institute for Recovery Ministry

Recent Faculty Books
Watching TV Religiously: Television and Theology in Dialogue
Kutter Callaway (Baker Academic, 2016)
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The Spirit, the Affections, and the Christian Tradition
edited by Amos Yong and Dale M. Coulter (University of Notre Dame Press, 2016)

in Adoptive Youth Ministry, ed. C. Clark (Baker Academic, 2016);
“Beyond the Conference: 4 Questions to Transform Your Ministry
Training Approach,” Fuller Youth Institute blog (2016), fulleryouth
institute.org/blog/ministry-training-approach. JUSTIN L. BARRETT,
with T. S. Greenway and J. Furrow, “Theology and Thriving: Teleological Considerations Based on the Doctrines of Christology and Soteriology,” Journal of Psychology and Theology 44, no. 3 (Fall 2016):
179–89; with J. Yonker, L. Edman, and J. Cresswell, “Primed Analytic Thought and Religiosity: The Importance of Individual Characteristics,” Psychology of Religion and Spirituality 8, no. 4 (2016): 298–
308; “Intellectual Humility,” Journal of Positive Psychology 12, no. 1
(2017): 1–2. JEFFREY P. BJORCK, “Remembering Richard Lee
Gorsuch: Scholar, Pastor, and Peace Ambassador,” Psychology of
Religion and Spirituality 8, no. 4 (2016): 263–64; with A. Lazar, “Religious Support and Psychological Well-Being: Gender Differences
among Religious Jewish Israelis,” Mental Health, Religion, and Culture
19, no. 4 (2016): 393–407. MARK LAU BRANSON, “Matthew and
Learning Communities,” Journal of Religious Leadership 15, no. 2 (Fall
2016). WARREN S. BROWN, with L. Paul, R. Erickson, and J.
Hartman, “Learning and Memory in Individuals with Agenesis of the
Corpus Callosum,” Neuropsychologia 86 (April 2016): 183–92; with
J. Rehmel and L. Paul, “Proverb Comprehension in Individuals with
Agenesis of the Corpus Callosum,” Brain and Language 160 (Sept.
2016): 21–29. GRAYSON CARTER, “Memorialized at Poet’s Corner,”
Sehnsucht: The C. S. Lewis Journal 10 (2016): 123–34. CHAP CLARK,
“Overexposed: Kids, Terror, and the Media,” Christian Counseling
Today 21, no. 4 (Summer 2016), 32–36; “Undone: Ministry Among a
People of Unclean Lips,” Faith and Fellowship 83, no. 4 (July/August
2016): 4–5. DAVID J. DOWNS, “The Pauline Concept of Union with
Christ in Ignatius of Antioch,” in The Apostolic Fathers and Paul, vol.
2, ed. T. Still and D. Wilhite (Bloomsbury T&T Clark, 2016). ALVIN C.

DUECK, with A. Johnson, “Cultural Psychology of Religion: Spiritual
Transformation,” Pastoral Psychology 65, no. 3 (June 2016): 299–328;
with J. Ansloos, A. Johnson, and C. Fort, “Western Cultural Psychology of Religion: Alternatives to Ideology,” Pastoral Psychology 66, no.
1 (July 2016): 1–29. OSCAR GARCIA-JOHNSON, “In Search for
Indigenous Pneumatologies in the Americas,” in Pneumatology in the
Majority World, ed. G. Green, S. Purdue, and K.K. Yeo (Eerdmans.
2016); “Teología y Distopía: En Busca de una Iglesia Desvictimizante
en las Américas,” in Conversaciones Teológicas del Sur Global Americano, ed. O. García-Johnson and M. Acosta (Wipf & Stock, 2016);
“Paradigmas Anti-Transformadores de la Iglesia Latina,” in La Iglesia
Evangélica Hispana en los Estados Unidos, ed. S. Pagán (National

Hispanic Christian Leadership Conference, 2016); “Antitransformational Paradigms of the Latino Church,” Journal of Latin American
Theology: Christians Reflections from the Latino South 10, no. 1 (2015):
35–61. TOMMY GIVENS, “Torn Between Earth and Sky: National
Jewish Homeland,” Shofar: An Interdisciplinary Journal of Jewish
Studies 34, no. 4 (2016): 53–70; “Hermenéutica colonialista,” in
Conversaciones Teológicas del Sur Global Americano: Violencia, Desplazamiento y Fe, ed. M. Acosta and O. García-Johnson, 132–40 (Wipf
& Stock, 2016). JOEL B. GREEN, “What You See Depends on What
You Are Looking Fsor: Jesus’s Ascension as a Test Case for Thinking
about Biblical Theology and Theological Interpretation of Scripture,”
Interpretation 70, no. 4 (2016): 445–57; “Reading James Missionally,”
in Reading the Bible Missionally, ed. M. Goheen, 194–212 (Eerdmans,
2016); “Pentecostal Hermeneutics: A Wesleyan Perspective,” in
Constructive Pneumatological Hermeneutics in Pentecostal Christianity, ed. K. Archer and L. W. Oliveria Jr., 159–73 (Palgrave Macmillan,
2016); “A Cognitive Narratological Approach to the Characterization(s) of Zacchaeus,” in Characters and Characterization in Luke-Acts,
ed. F. Dicken and J. Snyder, Library of New Testament Studies 548,
109–20 (T&T Clark, 2016). CHRISTOPHER B. HAYS, “Assyria”
(with Peter Machinist), in The World around the Old Testament (Baker
Academic, 2016); “A Story Told Backwards: Daniel’s Apocalypse,” in
Apocalypses in Context: Apocalyptic Currents throughout History, ed.
K. Murphy and J. Jeffcoat Schedtler (Fortress Press, 2016); “Revelation, Interpretation, Combat, and Judgment: ‘Proto-Apocalyptic’
Constellations in the Bible and the Ancient Near East,” in Apocalypses in Context: Apocalyptic Currents throughout History, ed. K. Murphy
and J. Jeffcoat Schedtler (Fortress Press, 2016). VELI-MATTI
KÄRKKÄINEN, “‘Multidimensional Monism’: A Constructive Theological Proposal for the Nature of Human Nature,” in Neuroscience
and the Soul: The Human Person in Philosophy, Science, and Theology,
ed. T. Crisp, S. Porter, and G. Ten Elshof, 201–27 (Eerdmans, 2016);
“A Rejoiner to Goetz,” in Neuroscience and the Soul: The Human Person
in Philosophy, Science, and Theology, ed. T. Crisp, S. Porter, and G. Ten
Elshof, 235–37 (Eerdmans, 2016); “The Future of Pluralisms—and
Why They Will Likely Fail,” in Christianity and Religious Plurality: Historical and Global Perspectives, ed. W. Shenk and R. Plantinga,
284–309 (Cascade, 2016); “‘Suffering . . . Why Me?’: The Threefold
Blessing and Manifold Sufferings in the Pentecostal Theology of Hope
of Pastor David Yonggi Cho,” Journal of Youngsan Theology 37 (2016):
37–69. ROBERTA R. KING, “Music, Peacebuilding, and Interfaith
Dialogue: Transformative Bridges in Muslim-Christian Relations,”
International Bulletin of Mission Research 40, no. 3 (2016): 202–17.

JUAN MARTINEZ, “Desplazamientos forzosos y la mission de la

iglesia,” in Conversaciones Teológicas del Sur Global Americano: Violencia, Desplazamiento y Fe, ed. M. Acosta and O. García-Johnson
(Wipf & Stock, 2016). JENNY H. PAK, with Q. Sklar and S. Eltiti,
“Parent-Child Closeness and Acculturation in Predicting Racial
Preference in Mate Selection among Asian Americans,” Asian American Journal of Psychology 7, no. 4 (2016): 265–73. LOVE L.
SECHREST, “Anti-types, Stereotypes, and Ante-types: Jezebel, the
Sun Woman, and Contemporary Black Women,” in Womanist Biblical
Interpretation: Expanding the Discourse, ed. G. Byron and V. Lovelace,
113–37 (SBL Press, 2016); “Enemies, Romans, Pigs, and Dogs:
Loving the Other in the Gospel of Matthew,” Ex Auditu: An International Journal of Theological Interpretation of Scripture 31 (2015): 71–105.

WILBERT R. SHENK, “Christians, Social Location, and Religious
Plurality,” in Christianity and Religious Plurality, ed. W. Shenk and R.
Plantinga (Cascade Books, 2016). BRAD D. STRAWN, with
WARREN S. BROWN, “Christian Education as Embodied and Embedded Virtue Formation,” in Neuroscience and Christian Formation,
ed. M. Maddix and D. Blevins (Information Age Publishing, 2016).

SIANG-YANG TAN, with Aaron Rosales, “Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT): Empirical Evidence and Clinical Applications
from a Christian Perspective,” Journal of Psychology and Christianity
35, no. 3 (2016): 269–75. W. DAVID O. TAYLOR, “Why the Whole
Church Needs Psalm 137, Violent Imagery and All” (a review of Song
of Exile by David Stowe), Christianity Today Online (September 29,
2016); “Bono, Eugene Peterson and the Vocation of Friendship,” Christ
& Pop Culture 4, no. 8 (May 16, 2016). JEFFREY A. WALDROP,
“William Palmer” and “Thomas Conant,” in A Noble Company: Biographical Essays on Notable Particular-Regular Baptists in America,
vol. 8, ed. Terry Wolever (Particular Baptist Press, 2016). AMOS
YONG, with Vinson Synan, “Introduction: ‘Back’ to the West—Possibilities and Challenges for Pentecostal Histories and Theologies in
the 21st Century,” in Global Renewal Christianity: Spirit-Empowered
Movements Past, Present, and Future, vol. 4, ed. V. Synan and A. Yong
(Charisma House, 2017); “The Science, Sighs, and Signs of Interpretation: An Asian American Post-Pentecostal Hermeneutics in a Multi-,
Inter-, and Trans-cultural World,” in Constructive Pneumatological
Hermeneutics in Pentecostal Christianity, ed. L. W. Oliverio Jr. and K.
Archer (Palgrave Macmillan, 2016); “Proclamation and the Third
Article: Toward a Pneumatology of Preaching,” in Third Article Theology: A Pneumatological Dogmatics, ed. M. Habets, 367–94 (Fortress
Press, 2016); “Beyond Ableism: Disability and the Renewal of Theological Education,” in Theology and the Experience of Disability: Interdisciplinary Perspectives from Voices Down Under, ed. M. Habets and
A. Picard, 250–63 (Ashgate, 2016).
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Benediction: Acts that Speak the Good Word
Kyrie eleison. Translated “Lord have mercy,” this short
prayer has been spoken by Christians for centuries.
Recently Julie Tai, director of chapel, adopted the
words as her own—“it is my intimate and fragile
prayer,” she says—and brought the prayer to life as
a hymn.
When the Brehm Center for Worship, Theology,
and the Arts sought new music for a worship
recording project, Julie worked with Ed Willmington,
Fuller’s composer in residence, to record the song.
What had been a quiet prayer of mercy was now a
lament for “the vast amount of suffering, injustice,
and pain in our world we see and are responsible for.”
On Fuller’s Day of Prayer in Pasadena, on the
steps of Payton Hall Julie and the chapel team
placed photos, names, and stories of lives lost in the
black community due to systemic violence. Around
the images they placed signs from a local protest,
including one with the two words Julie had been
praying for months: kyrie eleison. At the end of the
day, Julie found she couldn’t take the memorial down.
“This is something we need to learn to pray for,” she
told herself, so she started tending the prayer station,
sustaining an unexpected memorial in the middle of
campus.
Weeks passed. When it rained, Julie gathered
coworkers to clean the photos. When the candles
burned their wax, she replaced them. When debris
covered the names and stories, she swept the steps.
Soon, the chores became a spiritual practice: “As
long as this is on the steps, we can’t ignore it—it’s
an intentional disruption,” Julie says. “Are we willing
to seek justice and pray for these communities who
have lost loved ones?”
Over time, students have congregated on the
steps, lighting candles and sharing stories. Local
children have picked flowers from around campus
to place by each photo. Inspired by the display, staff
members have engaged difficult conversations about
racism. Neighbors just passing through have stopped
to read stories or relight candles that have blown out.
Grief and offense, stories and lament—these and
much more have been encouraged within the clearing
the memorial has created.
“We are dealing with real fears and prejudices we
didn’t even know we carried in our hearts,” Julie says,
reflecting on the months since she lit the first candle
at the memorial and since she first turned her lament
into music. “We need spaces for conversations that
lead us into deeper prayer and commission us to act.”
Lord, have mercy!

+ Hear Julie’s hymn “Kyrie Eleison” on
REVERE | RESTORE—a worship album by
Fuller Seminary students and alumni created
through the Brehm New Music Initiative.
Learn more and listen to songs from the
album on FULLER studio.

What is Fuller?
Fuller Theological Seminary is
one of the world’s most influential
evangelical institutions, the
largest multidenominational
seminary, and a leading voice for
faith, civility, and justice in the
global church and wider culture.
With deep roots in orthodoxy
and branches in innovation,
we are committed to forming
Christian women and men to be
faithful, courageous, innovative,
collaborative, and fruitful leaders
who will make an exponential
impact for Jesus in any context.
Fuller offers 18 degree

programs at 7 campuses—with
Spanish, Korean, and online
options—through our Schools
of Theology, Psychology, and
Intercultural Studies, as well
as 20 centers, institutes, and
initiatives. Approximately 4,000
students from 90 countries and
110 denominations enroll in our
programs annually, and our
43,000 alumni have been called
to serve as ministers, counselors,
teachers, artists, nonprofit
leaders, businesspersons, and
in a multitude of other vocations
around the world.

¿Qué es Fuller?
El Seminario Teológico Fuller es
una de las instituciones evangélicas más influyentes del mundo, el
seminario teológico más grande
y una voz principal para la fe, la
cortesía (civility en inglés) y la justicia en la iglesia global y la cultura
en general. Con raíces profundas
en la ortodoxia y sucursales en
innovación, nos comprometemos
a formar mujeres cristianas y
hombres cristianos a tener fidelidad, valor, innovación, colaboración y a ser líderes de éxito que
tendrán un impacto exponencial
para Jesús en cualquier contexto.
Fuller ofrece 18 programas
de estudio en 7 localidades—con

opciones en Español, Coreano,
y clases en línea—a través de
nuestras facultades de Teología,
Sicología y Estudios Interculturales juntamente con 20 centros,
institutos e iniciativas. Aproximadamente 4,000 estudiantes de
90 países y 110 denominaciones
ingresan anualmente a nuestros
programas y nuestros 43,000 ex
alumnos y ex alumnas han aceptado el llamado a servir en el ministerio, la consejería, educación, las
artes, en organizaciones sin fines
de lucro, los negocios y una multitud de diferentes vocaciones alrededor del mundo.

풀러는 어떤 신학교인가?
풀러신학교는 오늘날 세계에서 가장
영향력있는 복음주의 기관들 중 하나이자
가장 큰 신학교로서, 지구촌 교회 내에서와
다양한 문화 속에서 믿음, 시민교양,
정의를 위한 선도적 목소리가 되고
있습니다. 정통신앙에 깊이 뿌리내리고
혁신의 가지를 뻗어가는 가운데, 우리는
그리스도인 형제 자매들이 신실하고,
용기있고, 혁신적이고, 상호협력하고,
열매를 맺는 리더들이 되어 어떤
상황에서도 예수님을 위해 폭발적인
영향력을 미칠 수 있도록 준비시키는 데
전념하고 있습니다.

풀러신학교는
신학대학원과
심리학대학원, 선교대학원 등 3개의
대학원과 20개 센터 및 연구소를 통해,
7개의 다른 캠퍼스에서, 18개의 학위
과정—영어, 스페인어, 한국어 그리고
온라인 —을 제공하고 있습니다. 풀러의
여러 학위 과정에는 매년 90여개국,
110여 교단 출신의 4,000여명의 학생들이
등록을 하고 있으며, 43,000 여명의
동문들은 목회자, 상담가, 교사, 예술인,
비영리 단체 리더, 사업가를 비롯하여
세상에서 다양한 직업에서 하나님의
부르심에 부응하여 활약하고 있습니다.

LOCATIONS
Main Campus/Pasadena
Fuller Online
Fuller Arizona
Fuller Bay Area
Fuller Colorado
Fuller Northwest
Fuller Orange County
Fuller Texas
LEARN MORE
fuller.edu / 800.2Fuller
@fullerseminary
facebook.com/fullerseminary
youtube.com/fullerseminary
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CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

+ Alum Brooke Istook uses
technology and her MAICS degree
to combat sex trafficking—read
her story on p. 30.

ST RONG MIS SIOLOGICA L FORM ATION
NO W F UL LY ONL INE
Fuller’s MA in Intercultural Studies offers
deeper missiological preparation and more
flexibility than ever, with the new option to
complete the program 100% online. More
electives allow students to shape the degree to
their needs, and a stronger core of coursework

equips them to work for transformation in
any context—whether that’s combatting sex
trafficking, nurturing reconciliation in the
local community, working among the poor
internationally, or serving in a place God has
yet to reveal.

Fuller.edu/MAICS

